
CHARTER TOWNSHIP OF CHOCOLAY 

PLANNING COMMISSION AGENDA 

Monday, September 18, 2017 - 7:00 pm 

I. MEETING CALLED TO ORDER BY: _________________ / ROLL CALL 

Name Term Ends Attendance 

Tom Mahaney (Chair) 12.31.19   Present  Absent 

Eric Meister (Vice Chair) 12.31.18   Present  Absent 

Donna Mullen-Campbell (Secretary) 12.31.18   Present  Absent 

Andy Smith (Vice Secretary) 12.31.19   Present  Absent 

Jon Kangas 12.31.17   Present  Absent 

Kendell Milton 12.31.17   Present  Absent 

Judy White Board Term   Present  Absent 

II. ADDITIONAL AGENDA ITEMS / APPROVAL OF AGENDA 

Motion to approve the agenda as (written/ with additions) by   

Seconded by   Vote:   Ayes   Nays 

III. MINUTES 

A. July 6, 2017 Special Meeting 

July 6, 2017 Special Planning Commission meeting 

Motion to approve the minutes as (written/ with additions) by   

Seconded by   Vote:   Ayes   Nays 

B. July 17, 2017 Special Meeting 

July 17, 2017 Planning Commission meeting 

Motion to approve the minutes as (written/ with additions) by   

Seconded by   Vote:   Ayes   Nays 

IV. PUBLIC COMMENT 

Limit of 3 minutes per person. 

V. PUBLIC HEARINGS 

None 

VI. PRESENTATIONS 

None 

VII. NEW BUSINESS 

None 
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VIII. UNFINISHED BUSINESS

A. Short Term Rentals

1. Staff introduction

2. Commission discussion

3. Commission decisions

4. Short term rental definitions

IX. PUBLIC COMMENT

Any item of interest – limit 3 minutes per person

X. COMMISSIONER’S COMMENTS

XI. DIRECTOR’S REPORT

XII.  INFORMATIONAL ITEMS AND CORRESPONDENCE

A. Minutes – Marquette City Planning Commission, 07.11.17

B. Minutes – Marquette City Planning Commission, 07.18.17

C. Minutes – Marquette City Planning Commission, 08.01.17

D. Minutes –Township Board minutes, 07.10.17

E. Minutes –Township Board minutes, 08.14.17

XIII. ADJOURNMENT Planning Commission Rules for Public Hearings and Public Comment 
1. Please wait for chair to acknowledge you before speaking.
2. Begin by stating your name and address.
3. Give your comments, opinion and/or question, on the issue being addressed.  Please stay on

topic or you may be ruled out of order.
4. Due to a full agenda, and to ensure that everyone has time to speak, we will limit comments to

three (3) minutes per person.  For the same reasons, please be as brief as possible and try not to
repeat what has been said by others before you.

5. Please be as factual as possible and do not make comments on the character of people.
6. Planning Commissioners are not required nor expected to respond to comments, opinions and/or

questions from the floor.
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 CHARTER TOWNSHIP OF CHOCOLAY 

PLANNING COMMISSION MINUTES 

SPECIAL MEETING 

Thursday, July 6, 2017 

I. MEETING CALLED TO ORDER BY: Tom Mahaney at 7:00 p.m. 

ROLL CALL 

Members Present: Tom Mahaney (Chair), Eric Meister (Vice Chair), Donna Mullen-

Campbell (Secretary), Kendell Milton, Jon Kangas, Judy White (Board) 

Members Absent:  Andy Smith (Vice Secretary) 

Staff Present: Dale Throenle (Planning Director/Zoning Administrator), Kristin Cannoot 

(Administrative Assistant) 

II. ADDITIONAL AGENDA ITEMS / APPROVAL OF AGENDA

Motion by Meister and seconded by Kangas to approve the agenda with additions;

change the day of the week from Monday to Thursday.

Vote: Ayes: 6 Nays: 0 MOTION CARRIED 

III. MINUTES

None to approve – minutes for the June 19, 2017 meeting will be on the agenda for the

July 17, 2017 meeting.

IV. PUBLIC COMMENT

Lynn Staubin – Property manager at 201 Cherry Creek Rd – Expressed her concerns

about the Hudson Storage Units; questions about snow removal, ice forming in parking

lot as snow melts (there are elderly residents), rain water run off onto property,

requested for downcast lighting requested, fence to be pleasant to look at and easily

maintained, leave as many trees as possible to form a natural buffer.

Deborah Mulcahey – 633 Lakewood Lane -  Expressed concerns about the Hudson

Storage Units, not a good neighbor, Hudson junk, (clean up their mess), water retention,

mosquitos.  Feels that the minutes are not reflective of public comments, feels she was

treated inappropriately at the last meeting. Feels Meister should have recused himself

from Casino project vote. Concerned about the Casino and water quality and quantity.

She is wondering what the impact of the Dutch Campground will be on residents.

Sherry Nelsen – 1849 M28 – Expressed concerns about water from the original casino

construction, she had to put in a new well, wants an answer about water.  Mahaney

informed her that it was all addressed at the last meeting.

Dalia Pavalkyte – 1943 State Hwy M28 – Concerned about expansion of the highway,

water and that the highway expansion will be too close to homes.

Mark Daavettila – UP Engineers and Architects – Asked if he could be part of the

III.A
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Commissioner’s discussion regarding Hudson Storage Units later in the meeting.  

Commissioners approved that. 

Connie Barto – 1951 State HWY M28 E – Concerned about highway regarding entrance 

to casino, brought up previous developments, wants to know where the water for the 

tower is coming from and what effect it will have.  Concerned about casino expansion. 

Frank Somerset – Cottage on M28 – Discussed the poor water quality, low water table, 

he wants the casino to replace his well so he has clean water. 

Mark Maki – 370 Karen Road – KBIC issues; He feels that the new commercial entrance 

goes across residential zone.  Water tower, view of it should be part of the site plan 

review.  Talked about what zoning should be doing. Discussed the Hudson development 

easements; need to amend the plat. 

Andy Larsen – 130 Carmen Dr. WHWL FM – He supports the Hudson Storage 

development, but wants trees on the west and north left as a barrier as he is concerned 

people will drive across WHWL property. 

Linda Rossberg – 1975 M28 E – Concerned about water quality/quantity, referenced a 

letter from Governor Snyder requesting further dialogue with KBIC in regard to the 

airport site (letter dated April 22, 2016), litigation if wells are negatively impacted, lives in 

a residential area and does not want commercial. 

Public Comment Closed at 7:30 p.m. 

V. PUBLIC HEARINGS 

Deferred to VII.B. 

 

VI. PRESENTATIONS 

None 

VII. NEW BUSINESS 

A. Site Plan Review SR 17-35 – KBIC Casino Remodel / Expansion Vote Rescind 

 

1. Staff Introduction - Throenle requests the vote be rescinded. Throenle 

accepts responsibility for the clerical error.   

2. Applicant Discussion - None 

3. Commissioner Discussion - None 

White moved, Milton seconded, that the Planning Commission rescind the vote taken on 

June19, 2017 in regard to site plan review application SR 17-35 as the application did 

not meet the minimum thirty day submission date requirement found in section 9.1 in the 

Township Zoning Ordinance. 

 

Vote:  Ayes:  6      Nays:  0                      MOTION CARRIED 
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B. Site Plan Review SR 17-35 – KBIC Casino Remodel / Expansion  

1. Staff Introduction – Throenle addressed public comment regarding the 500’ 

notification requirement and the MDOT highway easement; No personal property will be 

taken for the expansion, it will all be on the State easement.  He told the audience that at 

the June 22, 2017 ZBA meeting the hotel and water tower were both approved. Throenle 

used a graphic to show the audience and Commissioners where everything is located 

and which parts are zoned commercial and which are zoned residential. 

2. Applicant Discussion – None 

3. Commission Discussion – Kangas asked if the existing wells will be abandoned.  

Peter Dupuis, Gundlach Champion, answered that three wells will be abandoned. 

Mahaney asked about the depth of the existing wells.  Dupuis responded, he does not 

know, they are 50 gpm, the new wells are 132 gpm and are 100’ to 120’  deep and they 

have been monitored by Chuck Thomas from the DEQ.  Dupuis reiterated the well 

information from the last meeting and that no water will be taken from residents.  The 

well field development will begin next week and on July 17th the final eight hour test 

required by the DEQ will be conducted.  Mahaney inquired if the final well test needs to 

be approved by the state. Dupuis responded, yes. 

Throenle addressed the sewer line that KBIC will be building.  It is on an MDOT 

easement, the casino will pay for the construction of the sewer line and will then be a 

customer of the Township when the Township takes ownership of the sewer line.  This 

will only affect the residents who choose to hook up to the new sewer line. 

An audience member asked about security at the casino.  Don Wren from KBIC 

addressed security issues and explained that KBIC has a full time police force. 

Meister brought up a possible conflict of interest as his son works for GEI and is involved 

in the casino project.  The Commissioners all agreed that there is no conflict of interest 

and value Meister’s input in this decision. 

Kangas expressed a concern over the 30 day paperwork requirement regarding the 

clerical error and would rather follow a democratic process than a bureaucratic process.  

Kangas suggested the timeline be amended for future meetings to avoid wasting time.  

Kangas stated that the Commission will follow the process as required for this particular 

meeting.  Meister suggested it be added to a future agenda to correct the timeline.  

White and Milton agreed.  Milton brought up the fact that the Commission approved the 

site plan before and he is in favor of approving it tonight.  Meister stated that there is no 

new information. 

Kangas reiterated Throenle’s statement  regarding the highway; that MDOT has the final 

say.  As a Commissioner, Kangas would not recommend something that was not safe 

and feels it is not the Commissioners place to decide how the highway should be done.  

Highway safety has to prevail in that situation.   

Kangas moved, Mahaney seconded that after staff review and Commissioner 
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discussion, Site Plan Review Application SR 17-35 is approved in accordance with the 

standards outlined in Section IX of the Zoning Ordinance, with the following condition: 

 The letter dated June 16, 2017 regarding landscaping issues is part of the 

accepted site plan review. 

Vote:  Ayes:  6    Nays:  0   MOTION CARRIED 

C. Conditional Use Permit CU 17-04 – Dutch Homes, LLC Campground 

1. Staff Introduction - Throenle addressed an error that has led to the CU permit for 

the campground showing up on tonight’s agenda; if approved, the Commission will 

proceed directly to the site plan review.  Mahaney asked if the green area on the map in 

the packet is AF. Kangas asked if the area shown had been previously prepped as a golf 

course. Throenle responded yes and then showed a graphic to clarify the location of the 

proposed campground for the Commissioners.  Throenle stated that there are two 

concerns regarding this particular location; 1. The residential property to the North and 

the potential development of said property. 2. The entrance to the property comes 

directly Chocolay Downs Rd.  Throenle stated that the campground would have to be 

licensed by the State of Michigan before opening.   

2. Public Hearing Open at 8:15 p.m. 

Mark Maki – 370 Karen Road – Asked if there is a site plan available.  Mahaney stated 

that site plan review comes next. Commented on conditional use requirements; garbage, 

police, fire, trash and traffic, type of road, impact on river, wetlands and natural 

characteristics.  Maki proceeded to tell the Commission how he feels they should 

interpret the conditional use permit. 

Deborah Mulcahey – 633 Lakewood Lane – Concerned that while looking at the map 

she could not figure out where the Chocolay River is, is it in a flood plain, flood zone.  

Concerned about traffic and passing lanes for casino.  Discussed calling of a meeting in 

under 30 days and wants the public to have 30 days to review items. 

 Public Hearing Closed at 8:20 

3. Commission Discussion -  

Milton is asking for clarification on tonight’s process.  Mahaney explained that the 

Commissioners can approve the conditional use permit to allow a campground and then 

deny the site plan if they feel it is unacceptable. Milton asked if this was applicable to this 

AF parcel. Throenle responded, yes.  Meister stated that usually conditional use and site 

plan are discussed together.  Throenle responded that tonight they are separate.  

Meister asked what recommendation the Commission gave to Mr. Smith the last time he 

came to this body for advice and direction.  Throenle responded, Smith was told he 

needed rezoning approval and prove that he has access to the parcel through an 

easement.  Meister stated that if the Commission is just approving conditional use then it 

meets the requirements, well isolated and buffered.  Meister and Mahaney both question 

the road and traffic, however, feel it is more part of the site plan.  Milton states that it is 
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consistent with the area.  Mahaney states that it is a large enough parcel and questioned 

the squiggly line. Throenle stated that is the Chocolay River and that it shows up that 

way on the map as the southern border of the property.  Mahaney asked if the 

campground needs a DEQ permit. Throenle stated yes and they need to have a State of 

Michigan operator’s license as well.  Meister asked what the distance from the 

campground sites to the river.  Al Conrad, project manager, stated half a mile. Meister 

asked what the setbacks from the camp sites to the property line are.  Conrad 

responded 100 feet. 

Meister moved, White seconded that after public comment and staff review and analysis 

in consideration of Conditional Use application CU 17 04, and the understanding that the 

proposed use is compliant with all terms of Section 16.2 Conditional Use Permits Basis 

of Determination and General Standards and the intent of the Zoning Ordinance, the 

Planning Commission approves the Conditional Use Permit 17 04. 

Vote:  Ayes:  6    Nays:  0   MOTION CARRIED 

 

D. Site Plan Review SR 17-34  – Dutch Homes, LLC Campground 

1. Staff Introduction – Part of the Commissioner discussion 

2. Applicant Discussion – Part of the Commissioner discussion 

3. Commissioner Discussion –  

Mahaney stated that the campground parcels look close to the property line.  Conrad 

stated that the road is twenty feet off of the property line and the campsites are thirty 

feet. Mahaney asked how far from the northern boundary line south to the campsites; 

where the tail end of that camper would park. Conrad discussed the two way road. 

Mahaney asked what the proposed road surface is.  Conrad stated that NMU insisted on 

gravel.  Meister commented that it seems that would create a dust problem by the cart 

sheds.  Conrad stated that there is continuous traffic there already from the golf course.  

Kangas asked where the road would travel.  Mahaney asked if Conrad is responsible for 

that road.  Conrad stated they are responsible for the easement and that they maintain 

NMU’s roads.  Mahaney asked if NMU is aware of the development. Conrad responded 

yes and the easement was moved 700 feet at Conrad’s expense with NMU’s approval. 

Mahaney asked if NMU was notified. Throenle responded, yes and then showed on a 

graphic the other properties that were notified.   

White asked if they are just providing electrical for the campground sites.  Conrad 

responded, full hookup with electrical and water and then discussed the well and a 

pumping test. Mahaney asked if the well pumping test was monitored by the DEQ.  

Conrad responded that it was monitored by McDonald Well Drilling and the information 

was forwarded to the health department which supplies the DEQ with all of their data.  

Meister asked if all water needed final approval by the DEQ.  Throenle responded yes.  

Mahaney asked about NMU not allowing ATV’s on that easement.  Conrad responded, 

yes and that they are discussing an easement with KBIC.  Throenle addressed the 
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Commission to let them know that ATV/ORV discussion should not be on the table at 

this time as Chocolay does not allow ATV/ORV traffic in that area. Throenle added that 

within the campground they may use ATV’s / ORV’s.  

Mahaney asked if there are any concerns for Conrad for the residential property to his 

north, specifically fencing.  Conrad responded that the property is currently vacant and 

that there is a natural ten foot barrier of jack pine and that if need be in the future they 

would put up a fence. Mesiter commented that a well planted tree line is a better barrier. 

Meister asked about traffic and if it is an MDOT responsibility.  Throenle addressed 

public concerns regarding the amount of traffic entering and existing off of M-28 as there 

will be 91 sites.  The campground is open May through October, therefore, traffic is only 

a concern during those months.  The Commissioners discussed other campgrounds and 

their lack of entrance/exit lanes to the campground. Milton asked about a sign.  Throenle 

responded that is a different issue.  Mahaney asked how MDOT could be involved.  

Throenle suggested that Kangas put it on the 41 Corridor group’s radar.  Kangas 

responded that he would run it by the group.  Conrad discussed that the campground 

would be promoted as a seasonal rental so there is not so much in and out.  They plan 

on utilizing a Pure Michigan DOT sign.  White asked the name.  Conrad responded, Stay 

and Play.   

Throenle addressed the fact that this is a unique situation as the entrance goes through 

a residential area.  Conrad stated that there are eight to nine homes.  Meister stated that 

the residents chose to build on an entrance road to the golf course and are familiar with 

the traffic.  Kangas stated that the campground traffic is usually safer, slower traffic than 

what you have on the highway.  White is all for it and for developing in that area.  Meister 

is concerned about the dust by the clubhouse, but if NMU requested it he is ok with it.  

Milton asked if they will have home brew like Gitchee Gummee.  Conrad stated that on 

the site plan there will be a home brew, there will be a drain field and septic tank and 

that the soil analysis shows great sand that is very permeable.  Kangas questioned the 

location for the waste.  Conrad stated that the bar would be 150 feet from it.   

Mahaney asked if the campground will be completely shut down October through May.  

Conrad responded that water will be shut down prior to the first freeze.  Throenle stated 

that no matter what it will close by October 31, freeze or not.  Mahaney asked about 

people being able to access it year round.  Conrad stated that there will be a gate for 

people wanting to use it as a day camp with no water and they will not plow through the 

winter.  Throenle addressed the ninety day maximum to live in an RV.  The 

Commissioners discussed it and after Throenle researched the ordinance, it does not 

apply to campgrounds.   

White moved, Kangas seconded that after staff review and Commissioner discussion, 

Site Plan Review Application SR 17-34 is approved in accordance with the standards 

outlined in Section IX of the Zoning Ordinance, with the following condition: 

 Proof of final DEQ licensing and approval 
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Vote:  Ayes:  6    Nays:  0   MOTION CARRIED 

VIII. UNFINISHED BUSINESS             

A. Site Plan Review SR 17-33 – Hudson Storage Units 

1. Staff Introduction -  Throenle stated that the Site Plan is pretty much the same, 

the difference in this particular application is the redesign as requested by the 

Commissioners at the previous meeting regarding snow removal, lighting, run off, 

storm water, fencing, easements for eastern storage unit and security. 

  

2. Applicant Discussion – Part of the Commissioners discussion 

 

3. Commissioner Discussion –  

Mark Daavetilla, UP Engineers and Architects, questioned the easement.  Mahaney 

responded that it is important and that if that parcel would be sold without an easement 

the new owner has no access.  Mahaney stated that it looks like they are trying to cram 

as much as possible on the space. The building should be shifted over to eliminate the 

problem.  Daavetilla feels that the access easement would be up to the future buyer to 

deal with that.  Milton stated that it is a legal document that is submitted to the county 

that allows that parcel to be accessed. Daavetilla hopes to have everything approved 

and the access easement as a contingency.  Mahaney addressed the concerns from the 

last meeting; the fence along the south side and that the land owners from the west and 

south expressed their concerns at tonight’s meeting regarding fencing, natural barriers of 

trees and water retention.  Mahaney stated that he drove back there and that the 

property line is right on top of the group home and that all water is going in that direction.  

Daavetilla stated that there are some trees being kept as they are outside of Hudson’s 

property line and he addressed that the lighting will be downcast and attached to the 

buildings for security.  Mahaney questioned lighting.  Throenle stated that it is not part of 

this site plan review.  

Meister asked if there will be a ditch along the southern property line for storm water.  

Daavetilla responded, yes, all of the storm water will go to the basin. White directed the 

Commissioners to C103.  Daavetilla asked if there is a storm water, snow removal 

ordinance that he can refer to.  Mahaney stated that it is a concern for the existing 

neighbors and that the southern lot line drops toward the group home.  Throenle 

addressed the aesthetic aspect more than zoning and that the property division should 

have adequate buffers.   

Daavetilla stated that as undeveloped property, all of the snow and runoff melt away 

anyway. Mahaney stated when developed there will be hard surfaces  such as metal 

roofs, and paved surfaces that will cause the melting snow and water run off to go 

directly south instead of being partially absorbed into the ground.  Daavetilla stated that 

they went with a five year storm.   

Milton asked the height of the snow pile.  Daavetilla does not know and continued to ask 

for an ordinance to refer to.  Kangas states that he sees the attempt being made to 
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remove water properly, but it is not adequate in his opinion.  Mahaney stated that snow 

removal is always a guess.  Kangas asked how often snow is removed.  Mahaney 

stated, after a snow storm.  Meister asked if the five year flood plan accounts for just the 

buildings or does that cover the gravel areas.  Daavetilla responded top soil and gravel.   

Mahaney states the concern for a fence to give privacy to the group home Daavetilla 

asked if the fence would be for screening, privacy and security, or headlights.  Kangas 

replied that it would be a visual buffer between the zoning districts. Milton stated it would 

be to make sure the snow stays on their property.   

Kangas wants to recommend it with three conditions. Kangas wants the easement, 

fence and curbing.  Mahaney wants to deny based upon conditions and bring it back 

with a proper site plan.  Commissioners Meister, Kangas and Mahaney discussed what 

a proper site plan would entail.  Daavetilla stated that they want to be good neighbors 

and would provide what is required or desired and then brought up the access 

easement.  White asked the possibility of going from three buildings to two. Mullen-

Campbell suggested an L-Shaped building.  Mahaney stated that those suggestions 

would eliminate the easement problem.   

Throenle stated that the easement needs to be in place prior to construction.  Milton said 

it would have to be done through a surveyor or lawyer.  Daavetilla feels that an 

easement can be obtained in twenty minutes.  Throenle stated that has to be a legal 

document and to go through filing in the courts.  Kangas stated it has to be recorded.  

White interjected, recorded with the county.  Discussion of changing plans, Daavetilla 

stated that would require new building permits.   

Daavetilla stated that Hudson wants to use some of the storage units for personal 

property. Kangas stated that he gets what Hudson is trying to accomplish and if it means 

the mess will be cleaned up it gives him more incentive to see this project happen, 

however, the issue is the surrounding properties and considering this development as if 

it were separate ownership; it needs to be looked at long term.  Mahaney suggested 

moving the building over.  Daavetilla stated the plans are not changing. 

Kangas moved, Milton seconded, that after staff review and Commissioner discussion, 

Site Plan Review Application SR 17-33 is approved in accordance with the standards 

outlined in Section IX of the Zoning Ordinance, with the following conditions: 

 Proof of access easement on parcel 52-02-440-002-00 or moving of the 

building to accommodate the same 

 Provide screening by way of fencing on the south property line 

 Curbing or bollards along the west property line to restrict traffic from 

continuing westward off the property 

Vote:   Ayes:  3   Nays:  3 (Mahaney, White, Mullen-Cambell) MOTION FAILED 

Further Commissioner discussion;  Mahaney stated we have a tie and questioned 

Throenle as to what happens next.  Throenle informed the Commissioners as to how 
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they may proceed.  Mahaney’s comment is that he is not opposed to the use of the 

property, he is opposed to the design.  White and Mullen-Campbell both agreed with 

Mahaney.  White feels it should be developed.  Mahaney feels it is being crammed and 

would be a burden to surrounding properties and the lack of an easement is a glaring 

error on the site plan. 

Daavetilla questioned if the Commissioners may deny based on the fact that they do not 

like the design. Mahaney interjected, the lay-out, not the design. Throenle informed the 

Commissioners that they may deny based upon specific reasons listed so the applicant 

may address/correct them in order to move forward.  Daavetilla feels all of the 

requirements have been met and that the vote should be based on that, not whether the 

Commissioners like the look of it.  Throenle cautioned the Commissioners that in order 

to deny the application, there needs to be specific reasons.  White stated if we do not 

like the design it is not a good enough reason to deny.  Throenle stated, yes.  White 

stated she will change her vote.  Throenle stated that the motion needs to be restated 

with new wording and a new vote. 

Meister addressed the five year storm and that we need to trust that the engineers are 

accurate.  Daavetilla stated that the engineers have met all of the specifications.  

Mahaney stated he still has a problem with how close the building is to the property line 

and would like to see a new site plan.  Mullen-Campbell asked about lighting.  Meister 

stated that lighting needs to meet Township standards.  Throenle stated that the lighting 

ordinance requirements are quite extensive.  Kangas is in support as long as the 

easement is completed prior to construction, natural tree buffers remain and would not 

need to see anything else except restricting traffic to the west. 

Throenle and the Commissioners discussed options and rules to approve, deny or do a 

new motion. 

Milton moved, White seconded, that after staff review and Commissioner discussion, 

Site Plan Review Application SR 17-33 is approved in accordance with the standards 

outlined in Section IX of the Zoning Ordinance, with the following conditions: 

 Proof of access easement on parcel 52-02-440-002-00 be obtained prior 

to proceeding with the construction of the storage buildings 

 Bollards or some sort of traffic control device on west to keep cars from 

accessing the property next door 

 Fence or barrier to south to give the appearance of a screen including 

trees 

 Downcast lighting  

Vote:   Ayes: 5   Nays:  1 (Mahaney)  MOTION  PASSED 

B. Mixed Use Corridor – moved to July 17, 2017 agenda 

C. Short Term Rentals – moved to July 17, 2017 agenda 
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IX. PUBLIC COMMENT 

Mark Maki – 370 Karen Road - Discussed the easement and how to obtain one.  

Brought up the KBIC driveway across residential zone.  Talked about amending the plat 

for an easement.  Mahaney questioned Maki, won’t their lawyers tell them that.  Maki 

responded, lawyers will let them do whatever they want.  The township needs to tell 

them what to do.   

Deborah Mulcahey – 633 Lakewood Lane – Pleased with review of project and asked 

what happened with Jet Black and how poor it looks; fence is still not constructed.  

Related to that, she brought up the casino and water issues.  She feels that those 

questions and issues were not addressed. Storage units should have vegetative buffer 

along the fence on the outside so the public sees the vegetative buffer. 

Public Comment Closed at 9:55 p.m.  

X. COMMISSIONER’S COMMENTS 

Milton – None 

White - None 

Mullen-Campbell – She is learning fast 

Kangas – None 

Meister - None 

Mahaney – Inquired about the tennis court project.  Throenle responded that the tennis 

court project has a DNR Passport Grant and needs more money to finish the project. 

Mahaney asked if it will come to fruition.  Throenle responded, yes. Mahaney asked 

about the tablets.  Throenle responded that they will be coming, however, no date yet. 

 

XI. DIRECTOR’S REPORT 

Next meeting July 17th  

XII. INFORMATIONAL ITEMS AND CORRESPONDENCE 

None 

XIII. ADJOURNMENT 

Mahaney adjourned the meeting at 10:00 pm. 

Submitted by: 

 

Planning Commission Secretary 

Donna Mullen-Campbell 
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CHARTER TOWNSHIP OF CHOCOLAY 

PLANNING COMMISSION MINUTES 

Monday July 17, 2017 

I. MEETING CALLED TO ORDER BY:  Tom Mahaney  at 7:05 p.m. 

ROLL CALL 

Members Present:  Tom Mahaney (Chair), Eric Meister (Vice Chair), Donna 

Mullen-Campbell (Secretary), Kendell Milton, Jon Kangas, Judy White (Board) 

Members Absent:  Andy Smith (Vice Secretary) 

Staff Present:  Dale Throenle (Planning Director/Zoning Administrator), Kristin 

Cannoot (Administrative Assistant) 

II. ADDITIONAL AGENDA ITEMS /APPROVAL OF AGENDA

Motion by White and seconded by Mullen-Campbell to approve the

agenda as written.

Vote:  Ayes   6   Nays   0     MOTION CARRIED 

III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES FROM LAST MEETING

Monday, June 19, 2017 Planning Commission Meeting

Motion by Meister, and seconded by Kangas to approve the minutes as written.

Vote:  Ayes   6   Nays   0     MOTION CARRIED 

IV. PUBLIC COMMENT

Jenny Camerata – 669 Lakewood Lane – Opposed to short term rentals when 

homeowner is not present, however, she is ok with renting a room. 

Deborah Mulcahey – 633 Lakewood Lane – She is not opposed to short term 

rentals, but to where short term rentals are allowed.  Asked if short term rentals 

are conditional use or carte blanche. She wants all of her comments as part of 

public record.  She commented on zoning history. Her opinions on short term 

rentals included concerns about decrease in affordable housing, decrease in 

housing values, elevated prices for property, they are a commercial operation 

and they are an economic disadvantage. 

Mark Maki – 370 Karen Road – Commented on the Township’s lack of 

enforcement.  Proposed language for short term rentals lacks a focus.  
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Discussed the way Commissioners should do things.  He stated that short term 

rentals should not be allowed in R1 and WFR zones.  He commented that 

Jennifer Thum’s township emails were intentionally deleted. 

June Rydholm – 221 Lakewood Lane – Concerned with short term rentals using 

beach, families bringing tents and trailers when no homeowner is present.  Feels 

it is dangerous with dogs, noise, beer parties.  Township should watch who is 

buying property. 

Peter Ollila – 633 Lakewood Lane – He is opposed to short term rentals and they 

need to be enforced. 

Lori Krzymowski – 741 Lakewood Lane – She does not want short term rentals in 

her neighborhood because of the disruption from renters.  Doctors live in the 

neighborhood and they need sleep and a good quality of life.  She does not want 

short term rentals allowed anywhere, if they are allowed they should be limited to 

a certain area and have hard wired smoke detectors. 

Stepanie Gencheff – 597 Lakewood Lane – She is opposed to short term rentals 

less than thirty days. 

Public Comment Closed at 7:25 p.m. 

V. PUBLIC HEARINGS 

None 

VI. PRESENTATIONS 

None 

VII. NEW BUSINESS 

None 

VIII. UNFINISHED BUSINESS 

A. Mixed use corridor 

Staff Introduction – Throenle stated this has been brought back for continued 

discussion and the goal is to wrap it up in the next few meetings.  Throenle 

directed the Commissioners to keep in mind the five questions on page VIII.A 

that need to be considered/answered while having the discussion.  

Commissioner Discussion – The Commissioners, with direction and advice 

from Throenle, discussed and went through the mixed use corridor matrix and 

re-categorized, combined and deleted various items.  Throenle stated that the 
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revised matrix will be brought before the Commissioners for review at a future 

meeting.   

The Commissioners decided to review the new matrix at the next meeting and 

then notify the parcel owners of a public hearing regarding changes when 

necessary. 

B. Short Term Rentals 

Staff Introduction – Throenle addressed Maki’s public comment regarding 

Jennifer Thum’s deleted emails.  He stated that no emails have ever been 

intentionally deleted.  There is a two year retention policy and that covers 

Thum’s emails.  Throenle stated for the record that he has never told anyone 

that they could rent their property as a short term rental, nor has anyone from 

the Township.  Throenle stated that the language concerning short term rentals 

has not been defined.  Throenle directed the Commissioners to note the 

highlighted verbiage in the proposed language sections for the definitions.  The 

word “family” needs to be defined for use in the definitions.  Mahaney asked if 

there is legal precident for the word family.  Throenle stated no.  Throenle 

proposed that the definition for Rural Character be pulled out of the definitions 

and placed as a precursor at the front of the Zoning Ordinance.    

Commissioner Discussion – Mahaney read verbatim the current and proposed 

language for the Zoning Ordinance Definitions in relation to short term rentals.  

After discussion of each definition/proposed definition the Commissioners 

approved the proposed definitions for Bed and Breakfast; Campground; 

Dwelling, Multi-Family;Dwelling, Single-Family; Hotel; Recreational Unit; 

Recreational Structure; Resort; and Structure.  Throenle will research riparian 

rights, as brought up by Milton, to possibly add to the Rural Character section.  

The proposed definition for Short Term Rental changed to: A dwelling unit 

providing temporary accommodations for periods as short as one overnight 

stay.  Such rentals must meet the established regulations for Short Term 

Rentals (Section to be defined). Such rentals are not permitted in any zoning 

district if restricted by deeds or covenants.   

C. Non-Conforming Lots 

Staff Introduction – Throenle stated that this is on the agenda to remediate non-

conforming lots/parcels that have been zoned inappropriately in 2008; for 

example parcels zoned as waterfront that do not touch any water.  The goal is 

to rezone the non-conforming lots to bring some consistency.  Throenle 

directed the Commissioners to the three main concerns from residents are 

listed on page VIII.C.  
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Commissioner Discussion – Throenle would like to bring a list of the non-

conforming lots to the next meeting for remediation.  Mahaney asked Throenle 

to clarify that the goal is to bring the non-conforming lots into the existing 

zoning districts.  Throenle stated yes, to bring them into a conforming status.  

Mahaney confirmed that this will be accomplished in the next meeting.  

IX.  PUBLIC COMMENT 

Deborah Mulcahey – 633 Lakewood Lane – Discussed and quoted Jennifer 

Thum’s letter.  Family is a nebulous issue, it should be looked at as a number, 

don’t say family.  A definition of short term rental is already in the ordinance 

under resort.  She wants to know if short term rentals are approved or not.  If 

so, why aren’t we enforcing them. 

Lori Krzymowski – 741 Lakewood Lane – Referred to five year master plan and 

asked if the Commissioners were familiar with a charrette.  She described a 

charrette and how it works and suggested that the Commissioners may 

consider utilizing a charrette. 

Stephanie Gencheff – 597 Lakewood Lane – Asked Throenle to answer 

Mulcahey’s question about where short term rentals are allowed.  Throenle 

stated that he would not because it is part of public comment. 

Peter Ollila – 633 Lakewood Lane – Why do we have ordinances if we are not 

enforcing them.  He knows short term rentals are controversial. 

 

X. COMMISSIONER’S COMMENTS 

Mahaney – None 

Meister – None 

Mullen-Campbell – None 

Smith – Absent 

Milton – None 

Kangas – None 

White – None 
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XI. DIRECTOR’S COMMENTS 

Throenle presented an interactive map to the Commissioners.  The interactive 

map was created by Joe Lawry, Steve Lawry’s son, who did the maps while 

interning with the Township.  Throenle demonstrated for the Commissioners 

and audience how it works. 

XII. INFORMATIONAL ITEMS AND CORRESPONDENCE 

Throenle informed the Commissioners that he will not be available for the 

August 21, 2017 Planning Commission Meeting.  He asked the Commissioners 

if they would prefer to keep the date as scheduled, change the date, or 

postpone.  The Commissioners agreed to postpone to the September 18, 2017 

regularly scheduled meeting.   

Mahaney motioned, Kangas seconded to schedule the next meeting for 

September 18, 2017 and skip the August meeting. 

Vote:  Ayes:  5            Nays:  1 (Mahaney)           MOTION CARRIED   

XIII. ADJOURNMENT 

Tom Mahaney adjourned the meeting at 10:15 p.m. 

Minutes submitted by: 

_______________________________________ 

Planning Commission Secretary 

Donna Mullen-Campbell 

           

 



To: Planning Commission 

From: Dale Throenle, Planning Director / Zoning Administrator 

Date: September 14, 2017 

Subject: Short-Term Rental Discussion 

Background 

At the Township Board meeting on September 11, 2017, the following motion was passed by the Board: 

“Rhein moved Engle second to give the Planning Commission three months to 

come up with a viable plan to present to the Township Board on Short Term 

Rentals.” 

MOTION CARRIED. (Nay – Maki) 

Staff Recommendation 

Based on that motion, staff is recommending the Commissioners review the attached documents for a 
discussion on direction at the meeting. There will be no formal “step 1, step 2, step 3” process for you to 

work with. Instead, staff is recommending that the Commissioners establish a plan of action, and use the 

provided information for a base for that plan. 

With that discussion in mind, each Commissioner is requested to review the attached document to review 

the definitions and the proposed language for those definitions. Staff has added in capital letters 
additional language for consideration in the definitions to further clarify the intent of the definition. 

Charter Township of Chocolay 

Planning and Zoning Department 
5010 US 41South 

Marquette, MI 49855 

Phone: 906-249-1448 Fax: 906-249-1313 
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30 August 2017

SENT:  Via Email on 30 August 2018 to Steve Lawry

Chocolay Township Board 
Charter Township of Chocolay
5010 US 41 South
Marquette, MI 49855

Dear Chocolay Township Board Members;

This is a request for the Chocolay Township (hereinafter CT) Supervisor, Manager and Board members
to put the issue of Short Term Rental's (hereinafter STR's) in the Waterfront Residential District 
(hereinafter WFR) on the agenda for the 5:30 pm 11 September 2017 CT Board meeting.  We ask that 
this request and the supporting documents that we include with this transmittal be included in the 
Township Board Agenda Materials.  We wish to be allotted time at the 11 September 2017 to have a 
spokesperson present the information that we have gathered in regard to STR's on Lakewood Lane.  
Further we request that the CT board pass a motion to keep the Lake Superior side of Lakewood lane as
it is intended for residential and recreational use, which would not allow STR's as either a permitted or 
conditional use.  To facilitate the opportunity for residents to provide their input in regard to this issue 
we request that this item be placed in the beginning of the Board's agenda.  

Many Chocolay Township residents that live on the Lake Superior side of Lakewood Lane have been 
and continue to be concerned with CT's failure to protect the family friendly residential character of our
neighborhood.  We are further concerned with CT's planning commissions ongoing consideration to 
allow STR's in our residential neighborhood.  An overwhelming majority of residents and or property 
owners that do not want to see STR's allowed on the Lake Superior side of Lakewood Lane have 
signed a petition with the following language:  

               “NO SHORT-TERM RENTALS to be ALLOWED on LAKEWOOD LANE 
in Chocolay Township, Michigan

We, the undersigned owners or residents of property located on the Lake Superior side of Lakewood 
Lane do not want short-term rentals on Lakewood Lane. Currently the Chocolay Township zoning 
ordinance indicates that short term rentals or resorts are neither a permitted or conditional use in the 
Waterfront Residential district. We consider any rental less than 30 days a short term rental, this 
includes but is not limited to daily, weekend, and weekly rentals. The basic concept of a short term 
rental is considered commercial, and we call on the Board of Trustees and Planning Commission to 
maintain the family friendly residential character of our neighborhood on Lakewood Lane and not 
allow short-term rentals.”

The CT zoning ordinance does not allow for Short Term Rentals in the WFR district, where the 
Permitted Principal Use is only single family dwellings, and the seven Conditional Uses do not include 
Short Term Rentals.  However, Short Term Rentals are allowed either within the Agricultural/Forestry 
District, as a Conditional Use (Resort) or within the Commercial District as a Permitted Principal Use 
(Hotels.)  The definitions of Resort and Hotel that are found within the CT Zoning Ordinance are as 
follows:  
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Resort:   Means any parcel or tract of land under the control of any person wherein buildings or 
building space are offered for the use of the public or members of an organization, either free of charge 
or for a fee, for temporary living quarters incident to recreational use for any period less than one 
month. 

Hotel:   Means a structure designed, used, or offered for residential occupancy for any period less 
than one month, including tourist homes, resorts and motels, but not including hospitals and 
nursing homes.

Research has verified that STR's have not been allowed in what is now classified as the WFR district as
far back as 1977.  No zoning permits have been issued for STR's/vacation rentals from 1977 to present.

Mr. Mark Maki, who is presently a CT Trustee, was the CT zoning administrator for approximately 25 
years starting in 1977.  He has provided both verbal testimony and written documentation to CT Boards
and staff supporting the fact that short term rentals have not been allowed in the WFR district under 
prior or current zoning ordinances in CT. He also stated in public comment that if he was asked if 
vacation rentals (STR's) were allowed that he told those that inquired that vacation rentals (STR's) were
not allowed.  

Ms. Jennifer Thum, who was the CT planner and zoning administrator in August 2011 sent the attached
correspondence to the CT Planning Commission in which she stated that the zoning ordinance does not 
allow vacation rentals in the WFR district.  In this letter Ms. Thum states, "...I have noticed several 
homes that are located in the WFR zoning district that have been advertising their homes as vacation 
rental properties.  Under the zoning ordinance rental properties, except bed and breakfasts, are not 
permitted or conditional use.  According to our ordinance anything that is rented for less than a month 
is considered a hotel or bed and breakfast.  Ms. Thum further provides the definitions provided within 
the ordinance of hotel and bed and breakfast.” 

Ms. Thum was directed by the Planning Commission to consult with CT legal counsel and she did 
speak with Attorney Michael Summers.  We understand that letters were  sent by Ms. Thum to property
owners that were using their properties as STR's/vacation rentals in violation of the CT zoning 
ordinance.  

Ms. Kelly Drake Woodward became the CT planner and zoning administrator after Ms. Thum left CT.  
During her tenure Ms. Drake Woodward addressed the issue of resorts as being permitted as 
conditional uses in the AF district, and not being listed as permitted or conditional uses in the R-1 or 
WFR district.  Further, to allow for the concept of STR's in CT within the WFR district the 2015 
Master Plan was written to include language to allow for STR's.  

During Ms. Drake Woodward's employment with CT she and others consulted with legal counsel Roger
Zappa.  The CT attorney advised that vacation rentals are neither a permitted use nor a conditional use 
in the WFR district and are not authorized.  

Mr. Dale Throenle became the CT planner and zoning administrator after Ms. Drake Woodward.  In 
June 2017 Mr. Throenle sent a letter to CT residents who had applied for a short term rental conditional
use permit that he was returning their application and check as there were no procedures for this type of
permit.  He most recently stated in the July 2017 Planning Commission meeting that neither he nor 
others employed by CT have ever told anyone that they could have a STR in the WFR district. 
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One should ask the question as to why the CT Planning Commission is working to allow STR's in both 
the WFR and R-1 Districts if they are already allowed.  The fact is that STR's are not allowed in either 
the WFR or R-1 Districts, so the Planning Commission is now recommending changes to allow STR's 
in the WFR and R-1 districts.  

And the more important question that must be addressed is why are the the CT Board of Trustees and 
Planning Commission members looking to change the rural residential character of our Lakewood Lane
neighborhood by allowing STR's?    

Zoning ordinances are not intended to protect uses that were not legally started or continued.  An illegal
nonconforming use doesn't become legal because the property owner violates the law, even for a long 
period of time.  Within the attached or linked 22 December 2015 MSU Extension article below, Brad 
Neuman writes of considering regulation of short-term rentals in light of the sharing economy.  
Specifically he suggests that, “One of the tricks to regulating short-term rentals is to define them as a 
commercial use, so that they are treated similar to other lodging enterprises and different from 
residential uses.” 

http://msue.anr.msu.edu/news/considering_regulation_of_short_term_rentals_in_light_of_the_sharing_
econ2

As owners or residents of property in the WFR district we should be able to reasonably expect that our 
properties will remain residential, for residential use.  We believe that the residential character and 
sense of community we enjoy on LWL is more important than appeasing those that want to operate a 
STR in our neighborhood.  STR's are an income producing activity which means they are commercial 
-not residential- and we request that commercial activities be left in the CT commercial district.

Sincerely yours, 

Jennifer Bruggink 
Jennifer Cammarata
Stephanie Gencheff 
Laurie Krzymowski
Deborah Mulcahey
Peter Ollila

Attachments:
-Jennifer Thum, August 2011 memorandum to the CT Planning Commission.
-Brad Neuman, 22 December 2015 MSU Extension article
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MEMORANDUM 
Charter Township of Chocolay 
5010 US 41 South, Marquette, Michigan 49855 

To: 
From: 
Date: 
Subject: 

Chocolay Township Planning Commission 
Jennifer B. Thum, Planner/Zoning Administrator 

August 30, 2011 
Rental Properties in the Waterfront Zoning District 

BACKGROUND: 

Recently, I have noticed several homes that are located in the WFR Zoning District have been 
advertising their homes as vacation rental properties. Under the zoning ordinance rental 
properties, except bed and breakfasts, are not a permitted or conditional use. According to the 
ordinance anything that is rented for less than a month is consider a hotel or B & B. For our 
meeting, I would like to discuss this situation with you. 

Bed and Breakfast - means a use subordinate to a single-family detached dwelling unit in 
which transient guest are provided sleeping rooms (not to exceed four (4) rooms} and a 
breakfast only, in return for payment; is the owner principal residence; is occupied by the 
owner at the time of rental; and, the length of stay of any guest is not exceed 14 consecutive 

days and 30 days in one year. 

Dwelling, Single-Family - a structure containing not more than one dwelling unit designate for 
residential use and conforming in all respects to the standards set forth in Section 401. 

Family - means an individual or a group of two or more person related by blood, marriage, or 
adoption, together with not more than three additional person not related by blood, marriage, 

or adoption, living together as a single housekeeping unit. 

Hotel - means a structure designed, used, or offered for a residential occupancy for any 

period less than one month, including tourist homes, resorts and motels, bu! not including 

hospitals and nursing homes. 

Thank you 



8/30/2017 Considering regulation of short-term rentals in light of the sharing economy: Part 2 | MSU Extension
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Considering regulation of short-term rentals in light of the sharing economy: Part 2

Short-term rentals are sometimes perceived as nuisances in neighborhoods, but the emergence of the sharing economy
suggests communities may want to offer something for everyone in terms of lodging experiences for visitors of all kinds.
Posted on December 22, 2015 by Brad Neumann (http://msue.anr.msu.edu/experts/bradley_neumann_1), Michigan State University
Extension

Part one (/news/considering_regulation_of_short_term_rentals_in_light_of_the_sharing_econom) of this article introduced the idea of offering something
for everyone when regulating short-term rentals in light of the sharing economy (http://www.greattransition.org/publication/debating-the-sharing-

economy) . This article highlights regulatory options for communities and offers some considerations related to definitions, process of
approval, and review standards for short-term rentals.

In Michigan, cities, villages, and townships have the authority to adopt regulations related to rentals either through the zoning
ordinance or a separate police power ordinance. Counties with zoning have the ability to include such regulations in their zoning
ordinance. Under a zoning ordinance however, property owners who had legally rented their homes prior to a zoning amendment
would be grandfathered and would be allowed to continue their rentals as they did before the ordinance amendment (see
Understanding nonconformity: Are you ‘grandfathered’ in? (/news/understanding_nonconformity_are_you_granfathered_in)). Instead, rental
regulations as a general police power ordinance are not required to allow the continuation of legal non-conforming uses. It is important
to keep in mind that Michigan counties do not have police power authority and cannot adopt stand-alone ordinances on topics like
short-term.

One of the tricks to regulating short-term rentals is to define them as a commercial use, so that they are treated similar to other lodging
enterprises and different from residential uses. This approach reflects the Constitutional protection of equal treatment in which similarly
situated individuals must be treated similarly. (The distinction of short-term rental being commercial is reinforced by court rulings on
the issue, and communities which have not carefully made that distinction have not fared as well in courts.) Then, a community would
list short-term rentals as a special land use in the appropriate zoning districts based on public engagement on the topic as to where
the special use is generally acceptable. The community would then hear individual requests for a special land use permit for a
particular property in those zoning districts where it is listed as a special land use.

Another step for a community is to identify the standards that will apply when reviewing applications from property owners for the
short-term rental of their property. Such standards should include discretionary and non-discretionary standards. A discretionary
standard is something like “The use will be harmonious with the surrounding neighborhood.” This is a type of standard that a planning
commission would need to discuss in an open meeting with opportunity for public comment. A non-discretionary standard on the other
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MEMORANDUM 
Charter Township of Chocolay 

5010 US 41 South, Marquette, Michigan  49855 

To: Chocolay Township Board 

From: Richard Bohjanen, Supervisor 

Date: September 5, 2017 

Subject: Request for Board Consideration of Short-Term Rental Issue 

A group of citizens has requested to have added to the agenda for the board meeting the issue 

of Short Term Rentals.  As you know, this has been a topic of discussion for a considerable 

period of time.  There has been public comment on numerous occasions at both Planning 

Commission and Township Board meetings.  Most of the comments oppose short term rentals, 

and have the opinion that short term rentals are a violation of the zoning ordinance.  A legal 

opinion was sought from our Township Attorney, and was received March 5, 2015.  Salient 

points from this opinion are that we have no defining language for short term rentals of private 

residences, and that the definitions of hotels and resorts are not clearly inclusive of vacation 

rentals of homes, so there is no real provision for this activity in the township.  Prohibition of 

this activity must be done only for the purpose of health, safety, and welfare of residents in the 

districts in question.   The Attorney has suggested that in order to make our Ordinance 

enforceable, it should be amended to clearly define its purposes.  He also suggests using our 

other ordinances to resolve problems as they may occur as a result of vacation rentals.  These 

same ordinances would also apply to any residential uses of the properties.   

Currently the Planning Commission is working on the amendment process.  Definitions have 

been rewritten in more precise language.  The ordinance has not yet been finalized.  The legal 

question of whether or not short term rentals can or should be prohibited is not yet answered.  

There is action in our State House to make a stand on this issue (HB4503 and SB329).  If passed 

this would define short term rentals as a noncommercial permitted use.  This would take 

regulation of these rentals out of the hands of Township Ordinances, except as would pertain to 

issues of health, safety, and welfare.  This is on the fall agenda in the legislature.   

The Township Board has limited options at this time.  These would include: 

1. Make the amendment of the ordinance a high priority for the planning commission

2. Encourage reporting of problems related to current vacation rentals to the police

department

3. Spend legal fees on trying to enforce the current ordinance.
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I would recommend a motion from the board to proceed with any or all of the above, and or 

any other suggestions.  I would recommend that the citizens concerned attend the Planning 

Commission meetings to be heard in the venue of rewriting the ordinance, both those in favor, 

and those opposed.  The Township Board will be tasked with the approval of the final product. 

The process for amending or replacement of the current ordinance is underway.  It involves 

completion of the document, legal review of language, public hearing, acceptance vote of the 

Planning Commission, to forward it to the Board for first and second readings, and for adoption.  

This is by nature a slow but deliberate process.  The time line is months. 



30 August 2017

SENT:  Via Email on 30 August 2018 to Steve Lawry

Chocolay Township Board 
Charter Township of Chocolay
5010 US 41 South
Marquette, MI 49855

Dear Chocolay Township Board Members;

This is a request for the Chocolay Township (hereinafter CT) Supervisor, Manager and Board members
to put the issue of Short Term Rental's (hereinafter STR's) in the Waterfront Residential District 
(hereinafter WFR) on the agenda for the 5:30 pm 11 September 2017 CT Board meeting.  We ask that 
this request and the supporting documents that we include with this transmittal be included in the 
Township Board Agenda Materials.  We wish to be allotted time at the 11 September 2017 to have a 
spokesperson present the information that we have gathered in regard to STR's on Lakewood Lane.  
Further we request that the CT board pass a motion to keep the Lake Superior side of Lakewood lane as
it is intended for residential and recreational use, which would not allow STR's as either a permitted or 
conditional use.  To facilitate the opportunity for residents to provide their input in regard to this issue 
we request that this item be placed in the beginning of the Board's agenda.  

Many Chocolay Township residents that live on the Lake Superior side of Lakewood Lane have been 
and continue to be concerned with CT's failure to protect the family friendly residential character of our
neighborhood.  We are further concerned with CT's planning commissions ongoing consideration to 
allow STR's in our residential neighborhood.  An overwhelming majority of residents and or property 
owners that do not want to see STR's allowed on the Lake Superior side of Lakewood Lane have 
signed a petition with the following language:  

               “NO SHORT-TERM RENTALS to be ALLOWED on LAKEWOOD LANE 
in Chocolay Township, Michigan

We, the undersigned owners or residents of property located on the Lake Superior side of Lakewood 
Lane do not want short-term rentals on Lakewood Lane. Currently the Chocolay Township zoning 
ordinance indicates that short term rentals or resorts are neither a permitted or conditional use in the 
Waterfront Residential district. We consider any rental less than 30 days a short term rental, this 
includes but is not limited to daily, weekend, and weekly rentals. The basic concept of a short term 
rental is considered commercial, and we call on the Board of Trustees and Planning Commission to 
maintain the family friendly residential character of our neighborhood on Lakewood Lane and not 
allow short-term rentals.”

The CT zoning ordinance does not allow for Short Term Rentals in the WFR district, where the 
Permitted Principal Use is only single family dwellings, and the seven Conditional Uses do not include 
Short Term Rentals.  However, Short Term Rentals are allowed either within the Agricultural/Forestry 
District, as a Conditional Use (Resort) or within the Commercial District as a Permitted Principal Use 
(Hotels.)  The definitions of Resort and Hotel that are found within the CT Zoning Ordinance are as 
follows:  
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Resort:   Means any parcel or tract of land under the control of any person wherein buildings or 
building space are offered for the use of the public or members of an organization, either free of charge 
or for a fee, for temporary living quarters incident to recreational use for any period less than one 
month. 

Hotel:   Means a structure designed, used, or offered for residential occupancy for any period less 
than one month, including tourist homes, resorts and motels, but not including hospitals and 
nursing homes.

Research has verified that STR's have not been allowed in what is now classified as the WFR district as
far back as 1977.  No zoning permits have been issued for STR's/vacation rentals from 1977 to present.

Mr. Mark Maki, who is presently a CT Trustee, was the CT zoning administrator for approximately 25 
years starting in 1977.  He has provided both verbal testimony and written documentation to CT Boards
and staff supporting the fact that short term rentals have not been allowed in the WFR district under 
prior or current zoning ordinances in CT. He also stated in public comment that if he was asked if 
vacation rentals (STR's) were allowed that he told those that inquired that vacation rentals (STR's) were
not allowed.  

Ms. Jennifer Thum, who was the CT planner and zoning administrator in August 2011 sent the attached
correspondence to the CT Planning Commission in which she stated that the zoning ordinance does not 
allow vacation rentals in the WFR district.  In this letter Ms. Thum states, "...I have noticed several 
homes that are located in the WFR zoning district that have been advertising their homes as vacation 
rental properties.  Under the zoning ordinance rental properties, except bed and breakfasts, are not 
permitted or conditional use.  According to our ordinance anything that is rented for less than a month 
is considered a hotel or bed and breakfast.  Ms. Thum further provides the definitions provided within 
the ordinance of hotel and bed and breakfast.” 

Ms. Thum was directed by the Planning Commission to consult with CT legal counsel and she did 
speak with Attorney Michael Summers.  We understand that letters were  sent by Ms. Thum to property
owners that were using their properties as STR's/vacation rentals in violation of the CT zoning 
ordinance.  

Ms. Kelly Drake Woodward became the CT planner and zoning administrator after Ms. Thum left CT.  
During her tenure Ms. Drake Woodward addressed the issue of resorts as being permitted as 
conditional uses in the AF district, and not being listed as permitted or conditional uses in the R-1 or 
WFR district.  Further, to allow for the concept of STR's in CT within the WFR district the 2015 
Master Plan was written to include language to allow for STR's.  

During Ms. Drake Woodward's employment with CT she and others consulted with legal counsel Roger
Zappa.  The CT attorney advised that vacation rentals are neither a permitted use nor a conditional use 
in the WFR district and are not authorized.  

Mr. Dale Throenle became the CT planner and zoning administrator after Ms. Drake Woodward.  In 
June 2017 Mr. Throenle sent a letter to CT residents who had applied for a short term rental conditional
use permit that he was returning their application and check as there were no procedures for this type of
permit.  He most recently stated in the July 2017 Planning Commission meeting that neither he nor 
others employed by CT have ever told anyone that they could have a STR in the WFR district. 
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One should ask the question as to why the CT Planning Commission is working to allow STR's in both 
the WFR and R-1 Districts if they are already allowed.  The fact is that STR's are not allowed in either 
the WFR or R-1 Districts, so the Planning Commission is now recommending changes to allow STR's 
in the WFR and R-1 districts.  

And the more important question that must be addressed is why are the the CT Board of Trustees and 
Planning Commission members looking to change the rural residential character of our Lakewood Lane
neighborhood by allowing STR's?    

Zoning ordinances are not intended to protect uses that were not legally started or continued.  An illegal
nonconforming use doesn't become legal because the property owner violates the law, even for a long 
period of time.  Within the attached or linked 22 December 2015 MSU Extension article below, Brad 
Neuman writes of considering regulation of short-term rentals in light of the sharing economy.  
Specifically he suggests that, “One of the tricks to regulating short-term rentals is to define them as a 
commercial use, so that they are treated similar to other lodging enterprises and different from 
residential uses.” 

http://msue.anr.msu.edu/news/considering_regulation_of_short_term_rentals_in_light_of_the_sharing_
econ2

As owners or residents of property in the WFR district we should be able to reasonably expect that our 
properties will remain residential, for residential use.  We believe that the residential character and 
sense of community we enjoy on LWL is more important than appeasing those that want to operate a 
STR in our neighborhood.  STR's are an income producing activity which means they are commercial 
-not residential- and we request that commercial activities be left in the CT commercial district.

Sincerely yours, 

Jennifer Bruggink 
Jennifer Cammarata
Stephanie Gencheff 
Laurie Krzymowski
Deborah Mulcahey
Peter Ollila

Attachments:
-Jennifer Thum, August 2011 memorandum to the CT Planning Commission.
-Brad Neuman, 22 December 2015 MSU Extension article
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XV.A.3

MEMORANDUM 
Charter Township of Chocolay 
5010 US 41 South, Marquette, Michigan 49855 

To: 
From: 
Date: 
Subject: 

Chocolay Township Planning Commission 
Jennifer B. Thum, Planner/Zoning Administrator 

August 30, 2011 
Rental Properties in the Waterfront Zoning District 

BACKGROUND: 

Recently, I have noticed several homes that are located in the WFR Zoning District have been 
advertising their homes as vacation rental properties. Under the zoning ordinance rental 
properties, except bed and breakfasts, are not a permitted or conditional use. According to the 
ordinance anything that is rented for less than a month is consider a hotel or B & B. For our 
meeting, I would like to discuss this situation with you. 

Bed and Breakfast - means a use subordinate to a single-family detached dwelling unit in 
which transient guest are provided sleeping rooms (not to exceed four (4) rooms} and a 
breakfast only, in return for payment; is the owner principal residence; is occupied by the 
owner at the time of rental; and, the length of stay of any guest is not exceed 14 consecutive 

days and 30 days in one year. 

Dwelling, Single-Family - a structure containing not more than one dwelling unit designate for 
residential use and conforming in all respects to the standards set forth in Section 401. 

Family - means an individual or a group of two or more person related by blood, marriage, or 
adoption, together with not more than three additional person not related by blood, marriage, 

or adoption, living together as a single housekeeping unit. 

Hotel - means a structure designed, used, or offered for a residential occupancy for any 

period less than one month, including tourist homes, resorts and motels, bu! not including 

hospitals and nursing homes. 

Thank you 



8/30/2017 Considering regulation of short-term rentals in light of the sharing economy: Part 2 | MSU Extension
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Considering regulation of short-term rentals in light of the sharing economy: Part 2

Short-term rentals are sometimes perceived as nuisances in neighborhoods, but the emergence of the sharing economy
suggests communities may want to offer something for everyone in terms of lodging experiences for visitors of all kinds.
Posted on December 22, 2015 by Brad Neumann (http://msue.anr.msu.edu/experts/bradley_neumann_1), Michigan State University
Extension

Part one (/news/considering_regulation_of_short_term_rentals_in_light_of_the_sharing_econom) of this article introduced the idea of offering something
for everyone when regulating short-term rentals in light of the sharing economy (http://www.greattransition.org/publication/debating-the-sharing-

economy) . This article highlights regulatory options for communities and offers some considerations related to definitions, process of
approval, and review standards for short-term rentals.

In Michigan, cities, villages, and townships have the authority to adopt regulations related to rentals either through the zoning
ordinance or a separate police power ordinance. Counties with zoning have the ability to include such regulations in their zoning
ordinance. Under a zoning ordinance however, property owners who had legally rented their homes prior to a zoning amendment
would be grandfathered and would be allowed to continue their rentals as they did before the ordinance amendment (see
Understanding nonconformity: Are you ‘grandfathered’ in? (/news/understanding_nonconformity_are_you_granfathered_in)). Instead, rental
regulations as a general police power ordinance are not required to allow the continuation of legal non-conforming uses. It is important
to keep in mind that Michigan counties do not have police power authority and cannot adopt stand-alone ordinances on topics like
short-term.

One of the tricks to regulating short-term rentals is to define them as a commercial use, so that they are treated similar to other lodging
enterprises and different from residential uses. This approach reflects the Constitutional protection of equal treatment in which similarly
situated individuals must be treated similarly. (The distinction of short-term rental being commercial is reinforced by court rulings on
the issue, and communities which have not carefully made that distinction have not fared as well in courts.) Then, a community would
list short-term rentals as a special land use in the appropriate zoning districts based on public engagement on the topic as to where
the special use is generally acceptable. The community would then hear individual requests for a special land use permit for a
particular property in those zoning districts where it is listed as a special land use.

Another step for a community is to identify the standards that will apply when reviewing applications from property owners for the
short-term rental of their property. Such standards should include discretionary and non-discretionary standards. A discretionary
standard is something like “The use will be harmonious with the surrounding neighborhood.” This is a type of standard that a planning
commission would need to discuss in an open meeting with opportunity for public comment. A non-discretionary standard on the other
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hand is something that is more black or white, for instance, “two off-street parking spaces shall be provided on site for each short-term
rental unit.” This standard is either met in the pending application or it is not.

Considering the sharing economy, communities may find it beneficial to consider all types of short-term rentals, beyond just the
conventional ‘vacation rental’ home and develop a single set of standards that apply to all of them. Such a set of standards could
possibly include licensing, allowable length of stay, number of rooms that can be rented, separation requirements for same rental
types, parking, guest register, display of fire escape routes and owner contact information, and so on.

Communities should keep in mind that a zoning ordinance that completely excludes an otherwise legal or legitimate land use is
suspect. If a municipality’s ordinance is silent on the issue of short-term rentals, it typically means short-term rentals are not permitted
anywhere. Zoning ordinances that are written in a permissive format state the permitted use within the district and necessarily imply
the exclusion of any other use not listed. Communities that do not allow short-term rentals or do not address the topic should ask
‘what’s the legitimate government purpose of prohibiting short-term rentals?’ Prohibiting short-term rentals may be a legally risky
approach, even if motivations for doing so are thoroughly documented in the ordinance and master plan. It is important to note that
any amendment to a community’s zoning ordinance should be reviewed before adoption by the community’s corporate attorney who is
experienced in municipal and land use law.

Michigan State University Extension (/) helps communities learn how to improve their social and economic appeal to create and retain
jobs. Community leaders are given the tools they need to have a positive effect on their cities, villages, townships, counties and the
whole state.

This article was published by Michigan State University Extension (http://www.msue.msu.edu). For more information, visit
http://www.msue.msu.edu (http://www.msue.msu.edu). To have a digest of information delivered straight to your email inbox, visit
http://www.msue.msu.edu/newsletters (http://www.msue.msu.edu/newsletters). To contact an expert in your area, visit
http://expert.msue.msu.edu (http://expert.msue.msu.edu), or call 888-MSUE4MI (888-678-3464).
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From: Bryan Sell
To:
Subject: In favor of short-term rentals
Date: Wednesday, September 06, 2017 4:58:07 PM

Hi,

I live in Vermont and vacation regularly in your area. We spend a lot money at local businesses and love doing so.
However, if I had to stay in a hotel/motel with no way of renting in a quiet and cozy community, then we will not
come. What love most about the UP are the people who live there, not other vacationers crammed into hotels and
resorts. It's as simple as that.

Sincerely,
Bryan K. Sell, PhD

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Susan Rowe
To:
Subject: In Support of Short Term Rentals in Chocolay Charter Township
Date: Monday, September 04, 2017 9:02:52 PM

Dear Mr. Throenle,

Thank you for speaking with me by phone a few weeks ago. I wanted to send a followup
email to our conversation about the future of Short Term Vacation Rentals in Chocolay
Charter Township and I wish for this email to be considered in the record when decisions are
made with regard to this matter.

I own my family’s historic property located at 723 Lakewood Lane which I offer to
vacationers for weekly rentals only in the summer. My personal history includes being born
and raised in Marquette. I graduated from Marquette Senior High School and attended
Northern Michigan University.

Our Lakewood Lane property was our family's "camp" when I was growing up in Marquette. 
My father, Roger Bennetts, started building our "camp" on the Lakewood property in 1960.
By 1965, save further additions, the structure was completed. My younger brother, Ed’s
handprints and mine and the date "5/21/65" can still be seen in the driveway cement. We
would like to preserve our property so that we, our relatives and friends, including our friends
from the Marquette area, are able to enjoy it for many years.

Since we only rent out our camp in the summer, our income is small, generally $10,000 or
less. The extra income, however, relieves some of the financial burden of owning our family
property by covering the cost of property taxes, utilities and upkeep of the property.

We are careful to be selective when accepting rental inquiries. I have a List of Rules for use of
the property which is posted on my website and on the walls of the kitchen and sauna dressing
room. My renters, including friends and family members, must sign an Agreement included on
our Registration Form that requires them to follow our Rules. We will not accept a returning
renter if our Rules have not been followed.

I think I am offering a valuable vacation experience to my renters. I have had several of my
classmates and friends from Marquette as well as my relatives rent a week during various
summers for over 13 years now. Additionally, I know of several friends from Marquette who
return every year to rent a short term rental property when visiting relatives in the area. Some
of them rent the same place every year. One of my returning renters came every year to rent
our "camp" for 13 years.

Short term rentals of private homes and camps, cottages and cabins is good for commerce in
Chocolay Township and Marquette County. Hotels & motels simply cannot offer the same
experience. However, I think Chocolay Charter Township should limit the number of homes
an owner can rent out so that short term rentals of private homes remains small business and
not a large commercial practice.

We discussed permitting as a means of regulating short terms rentals which I support. After
running a Google search for other municipalities that have regulated short term rentals, I
realize there are many Michigan municipalities that have regulations in place, of which I am



sure you are aware, that might serve as a model for potential criteria for the permitting process
in Chocolay Township.

I think the permit application should include the following information:

- maximum occupancy based on bedrooms, bathrooms & beds

- permit fee of $100 - $200 per dwelling (so the township can make some money)

- the number of homes must be limited for each applicant, not more than 5

- property owners must re-apply for a permit every 2 - 3 years

- property owners have the right to appeal a permit revocation

- any complaints must be substantiated

Thank you for considering my input in this process.

Respectfully submitted,

Sue Bennetts Rowe, Owner

Superior Beach House

723 Lakewood Lane

Harvey

　

　

　

　

　



From: Mary Tilson
To:
Cc: Mike Stadler
Subject: Opposition to the proposed ban on short term rentals in Chocolay Township
Date: Thursday, September 07, 2017 12:46:17 AM

Dear Mr. Throenle,

I am writing to oppose the proposed ban on short term rentals in Chocolay Township.  As a former resident of
Marquette, I have deep roots in the area.  I had to leave in 1981 when the mines closed and unemployment
skyrocketed to 25%.

My family and I rent a cabin every summer just a few lots away from the end of Lakewood Lane, off of Highway
28.  We've been going there since the late 1980's.  I am also the co-owner with Michael Stadler (born and raised in
MQT) of unimproved land on Lakewood Lane.  We've owned the land since 1983. We are planning on building our
own small year-round house in 2018 so that we can spend as much time as possible there.  However, The only way
for us to be able to finance our home is through short term rentals.

I live in the San Francisco Bay Area.  While the issue of short term rentals is hotly debated here, it is because of a
severe housing shortage.  Short term rentals can remove needed full time rentals off the market.  Still, they are
allowed with a modicum of local city requirements such as registration and the payment of occupancy taxes. 

The type of housing crisis experienced in the Bay Area does not seem to be as acute in the UP.

The Upper Peninsula has been "discovered" by mainstream media such as the New York  Times.  Tourism is up and
there is continued growth of the tourism economy in Marquette.   This growth is providing jobs and tax revenue for
the city. While tourism and waterfront development may understandably be distressing to local residents, one would
suppose that it is far preferable to the 20 story pile of coal that once graced the lower harbor.  Tourism (when
planned well) is a source of  "clean" and reliable employment.

Outside of Marquette, the short term rentals in Chocolay provide a peaceful and authentic experience for people like
me who love the area and come to enjoy the outdoors.  The rentals I am aware of will never be available for full
time tenants.  Many are rented in the summer only. These provide much needed income for local residents and they
enhance the economy as visitors spend money on food, gas, and entertainment.

Would those who oppose short term single family house rentals prefer the type of heavily lit, ill suited and poorly
designed hotels that have recently been built in West Marquette?  Would they deny their friends and neighbors
income from quietly run summer rentals?  I think not.

Rather Chocolay can take advantage of the UPs popularity as an outdoor lover's destination by accommodating
visitors in a way that will have a light impact on the land and preserve it's beauty for all to enjoy. 

Thank you very much for the opportunity to comment.

Kind regards,

Mary Tilson
3036 A Fulton Street
Berkeley CA 94705
Maryltilson@gmail.com



August 1, 2017 

RE: Petition for NO SHORT TERM RENTALS IN CHOCOLAY TWP. 

To: The following appointed officials: 

Andy Smith 

Eric Meister 

Judy White 

Tom Mahaney 

Kendall Milton 

Donna Mullen Campbell 

Jon Kangas 

We, residents of 737 Lakewood Lane for 47 years, would like to 

express our disapproval of the petition. Two ladies, residents of 

669 and 597 Lakewood Lane are distributing this petition. 
I \ 
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They are hoping that signatures on this petition, would 

discourage the Planning Commission from allowing the short 



term rental. We noted that the petition only refers to homes 

and property on the north or Lake side of Lakewood Lane. That 

seems to be discriminating. Our experience with short term 

rental is minimal, however, those properties are strictly policed 

and any trouble or problems with tenants is addressed through 

the Home Base of each property, not the property owner. As 

the property owner has to be registered with either VRB or Air 

B&B. And they would not allow renters who do not comply with 

the rules and regulations to return or use any of those 

properties. 

We are enclosing a copy of form left at our home. 

We agree that regulations are needed to an extend in our small 

township, however, when they interfere with property owner 

rights and use of a property that is already regulated, this 

seems extreme. 

You kind consideration of our request is appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

cc: Chocolay Township elected officials 



NO SHORT-TERM RENTALS to be ALLOWED on LAKEWOOD LANE in Chocolay 
Township, Michigan 

We, the undersigned owners or residents of property located on the Lake Superior side of Lakewood Lane 
do not want short-term rentals on Lakewood Lane. Currently the Chocolay Township zoning ordinance 
indicates that short term rentals or resorts are neither a permitted or conditional use in the Waterfront 
Residential district. We consider any rental less than 30 days a short term rental, this includes but is not 
limited to daily, weekend, & weekly rentals. The basic concept of a short term rental is considered 
commercial, and we call on the Board of Trustees and Planning Commission to maintain the family
friendly residential character of our neighborhood on Lakewood Lane and not allow short-term rentals. 
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From: Kay Waite
To:
Subject: Short term rentals in Harvey
Date: Wednesday, September 06, 2017 5:55:17 PM

It has come to my attention that the township would like to change the rules regarding short term vacation rentals.

I would urge the township to keep allowing short term rentals and if anything make it easier for property owners to
rent out their homes.

I am a resident of Michigan, Houghton, but have had the opportunity to rent from the Parker (the Lake House)
family numerous times. Our family rentals bring tourism money into the community. We are considerate neighbors
and treat the property like it was our own.

This would hurt the township's tax base and tourism income.

Regards,

Kay



From: Kim Parker
To:
Subject: Short Term Rentals on Lakewood Lane
Date: Thursday, August 10, 2017 7:53:20 PM

Dale,

I received an email from Susan Rowe regarding an effort to impose restrictions on people who
are renting their property on a short term basis.  She wanted to know where I stand on the
issue as a homeowner on Lakewood Lane.  I told her that she can consider me an emphatically
"pro" short term rental person.  I have been doing that for the last 10 years and have had no
complaints from my neighbors.   I am diligent about vetting my renters, as is Airbnb, which is
my internet portal..  So, any action to restrict my ability to use my property as I see fit is
wrong as far as I'm concerned.  Furthermore, it is my considered opinion that allowing short
term renters into our community has the positive financial effect of enhancing tourism in the
area; tourists that might even become long term residents.  

Feel free to contact me if you have any questions. 

Kim Parker
906.869.0150



From: Jeanne
To:
Subject: Short term rentals
Date: Wednesday, September 06, 2017 7:57:32 PM

Hello,
   I have recently heard there is a small group of people who don't like that some home owners rent out their homes
in the summer.   I am horrified that a group of people can tell other home owners what to do with their home/land. 
   I grew up in Marquette,  lived on Lakewood lane for most of my childhood.   My family and I come back every
summer to visit the place I grew up, and always rent a cabin on either Lakewood Lane or M-28.  I can't believe we
wouldn't be able to do this anymore!  What is a family of 6 to do, rent 2 hotel rooms for a week?  That would be
ridiculous, and we wouldn't be able to afford it anyways. On the rare occasion that we have had to look into hotel
rooms, it's difficult to find one available in the area we would want to stay.
   Please don't let a small group of people ruin vacation rentals for those renting out their homes, and those renting
them!!!! 
    Thanks Jeanne Manion Howell
  

Sent from my iPhone



From: SHARON Will
To:
Subject: Short Term Vacation Rentals
Date: Wednesday, September 06, 2017 11:02:50 PM

Dear Dale Throenle,

We are writing in regards to the issue of potentially regulating short term vacation

rentals.  For over 35 years we have spent vacation time in the upper peninsula.  Many

of them have been in Chocolay Township.  We rent from privately owned home and

cabin owners. Over the 35 years we have done this we have never had any negative

issues.  

The beauty of the area with its pristine, quiet beaches of Lake Superior has always

been an inspiration to us and an important vacation time together as a family.   It

would be a tragedy to limit this access to those outside the immediate area wanting to

enjoy these natural resources.  Though we may only be one family, I know there are

many others who enjoy the UP like we do.  Renters also bring an economic factor of

support to all the businesses to the Chocolay Township, which I'm sure you'd agree

would be hard to give up. 

Hoping to enjoy another vacation in Chocolay Township next year!

Sincerely,

William and Sharon Will

Washington Twp, MI



From: Robert Glantz
To:
Subject: Support for short term vacation rentals in Chocolay Township
Date: Wednesday, September 06, 2017 10:47:09 PM

Mr. Dale Throenle, Director/Administrator

Chocolay Township Planning Commission

 

 

Dear Mr. Throenle:

 

I am writing to you today to express my strong support for the continuation of short-term vacation rentals

in Chocolay Township. Twice in the past few years my wife and I have had the extreme pleasure of

renting Superior Beach House on Lakewood Lane from the proprietor, Ms. Sue Rowe. Our stays there

are what your Michigan Economic Development Corporation describes as Pure Michigan. We’ve

cherished morning walks along the endless white sand beach, picking blueberries in the yard, and hot

saunas followed by a swim in the big lake. I have vacationed on beaches worldwide, but nothing

compares to the joy of swimming in Lake Superior.

 

My wife and I are not the only ones who benefit from our stays at Superior Beach House. Our daughter

and son-in-law join us from Indiana. The short term rental unit also serves as a focal point for family

reunions with my Marquette-based siblings as well as nieces, nephews and cousins from Lower

Michigan, Wisconsin and the East Coast.

 

While enjoying the amenities and natural wonders of Lakewood Lane, we do what all good tourists do: we

spend money at local businesses. Born and raised in Marquette, I know first-hand the value tourism

brings to the Upper Peninsula. Thus I respectfully urge you and the planning commission not to ban

short-term vacation rentals in beautiful Chocolay Township.

 

Thank you for your consideration.

 

Sincerely,

 

 

Robert G. Glantz

2326 Edwards Street

Berkeley, CA 94702-2124

(510) 292-3639   



From: Blaine Betts
To:
Subject: Vacation Rental Policy
Date: Thursday, September 07, 2017 8:03:40 AM

Dear Planning Commission:

Because we are a free nation on the move, restrictions on owners' rights to rent their properties
should not be enacted.  Chocolay Township is ideally situated with miles of beachfront and
access to recreational trails.  Owners, in many instances, can only meet their taxes and
mortgage payments through the rental income on their property.  It's imperative to keep a
sensible balance and to continue to allow owners the freedom to rent their homes and camps to
tourists and business visitors.

Blaine Betts
Marquette



From: Erika Thiede
To:
Subject: A Letter in Support of Short-Term Rental Properties in Chocolay Township
Date: Thursday, September 07, 2017 11:55:51 AM

Dear Mr. Dale Throenle,

I understand that there is a petition to prohibit short-term rentals in Chocolay township. I am
contacting you to share my support for short-term rentals.

My husband and I live on Lakewood Lane with our 13 week-old daughter. We bought our
home two years ago.

Recently, our home was visited on at least seven separate occasions by at least two different
women in regards to a petition to prohibit short-term rentals; this petition referred specifically
to Lakewood Ln. On at least four of those occasions we were not at home and fliers were left
requesting that we contact them with a time for them to return to have us sign the petition. On
three other occasions we indicated that we were unable to discuss the matter at that time. 

The number of visits to our home in the middle of the day and on weekends was more
intrusive and disruptive than any experience we have had with short-term rentals in our area.
In fact, our family benefits greatly from local short-term rental properties:

My family has made use of short-term rentals in Marquette in the past and will make use of a
short-term rental in Chocolay Township in the future; because we cannot accommodate my
large family - including several young children - in our home, we were grateful to find a short
term-rental home located on the water a short drive down the road from us which was family
friendly and in which they could stay for 1-2 weeks. 

I am also hosting a workshop over a long weekend in a short-term rental in Chocolay
Township during this month, bringing visitors to the area from across the United States. 

I am also personally acquainted with an individual who owns a short-term rental property in
Chocolay Township and know she is careful about renting to responsible and respectful
individuals and families. 

These uses of short-term rental properties benefit Chocolay township and the city of
Marquette because of visiting tourists, money spent at local businesses by these visitors, and
the income earned by owners of short-term rentals. Tourism is incredibly important for the
health of this area's economy. 

My husband and I are opposed to this petition to prohibit short-term rentals in Chocolay
Township because we feel from personal experience that the benefits for our family and our
community are far greater than the negatives about which this group might be concerned. 

Thank you so much for your time, Mr. Throenle. We appreciate your careful consideration. 

Sincerely,
Erika Greeley 



859 Lakewood Ln



From: Staci Sharp
To:
Subject: Letter in support of short term rentals
Date: Thursday, September 07, 2017 11:22:44 AM
Attachments: Letter in support of short term rentals_Starck.docx

Good Morning Dale,

Thank you for your time on the phone this morning. Please find the attached letter in support
of short term rentals for the board meeting on Monday. 

Please let me know that you received this letter and the file opened for you.

Thank you again,

Staci Starck


To Whom It May Concern,

We are writing to express our support for short term rentals in Chocolay Township, for several reasons. It is our understanding that there are some residents of Chocolay Township that are opposed to short term rentals. While we do understand some of the frustrations that may have led to this movement, we wholeheartedly disagree with this petition. 

We are property owners in Chocolay Township, and purchased our camp with the intention to rehabilitate and rent it out on a short term vacation basis. This particular lot of land has belonged to our family for many years, and we hope to be able to stay here for the rest of our lives. However, it was our plan to use the income from rentals to offset the costs of the camp. Ending short term rentals could force us to sell the property, which would open the possibility of someone buying the land, tearing down the camp, and building a mega lake house in its place. Isn’t some of the charm of Chocolay Township the small camps that dot the shoreline? 

When we rent our property, we have strict provisions in place. Renters agree to quiet hours, no parties, and a strict clean up policy. We are very pro-rules. Our neighbors have had nothing but great things to report about our guests. It should be highlighted that renters do not have any correlation to parties, mess, obnoxious noise, or rude behavior. Any property owner, a permanent neighbor, can be every bit as disruptive as a renter. A property owner doesn’t need to worry about being fined, or losing their rental deposit. Property owning neighbors can be just as bad, if not worse than the occasional bad apple renter. While renters may not be aware of ordinances, owners are just as likely—if not more likely to not know local ordinances. Banning short term rentals will not get rid of disruptive or rude neighbors. 

Tourism in Marquette has been booming lately, which is great for the local economy. With this growth in tourism, we have watched hotel after hotel being built, with a high price tag to match it. For many visitors, Marquette is simply too far to travel to stay for only a few nights. They want to visit for a week, many times with their entire family. It is not necessarily affordable for families to rent three or four hotel rooms in order to accommodate their group. This could cost them hundreds if not thousands of dollars—depending on when and how long they would stay. Short term vacation rentals allows families to be together, and stay in a house for less money, so they can afford to spend their money at local stores and restaurants. Isn’t it preferred that money goes to local economy rather than lining the pockets of a large hotel chain owner?

Renting our camp directly puts money in to the local economy. We pay a local cleaning service to clean after our guests. We hire local contractors. We purchase our building supplies locally. We purchase gifts for our guests that are made in the UP. We encourage guests to purchase from local businesses and eat at local restaurants. 

We love Marquette. We love our camp. And we value peacefulness and good neighborly values as much as anybody else. This is why we worked as hard as we did to rehabilitate an abandoned property and restore it to its former glory. We support property owners that rent on a short term basis. We support that rules are established and enforced by the owners in accordance with local ordinance. We support calling law enforcement at the breaking of those ordinances. Even if we did not have a short term rental property of our own, we would still support the freedom of property owners to rent their property as they wish. 

Thank you for your time, and consideration of the support of short term rentals. 

Respectfully,

Andy and Staci Starck



To Whom It May Concern, 

We are writing to express our support for short term rentals in Chocolay Township, for several reasons. 
It is our understanding that there are some residents of Chocolay Township that are opposed to short 
term rentals. While we do understand some of the frustrations that may have led to this movement, we 
wholeheartedly disagree with this petition.  

We are property owners in Chocolay Township, and purchased our camp with the intention to 
rehabilitate and rent it out on a short term vacation basis. This particular lot of land has belonged to our 
family for many years, and we hope to be able to stay here for the rest of our lives. However, it was our 
plan to use the income from rentals to offset the costs of the camp. Ending short term rentals could 
force us to sell the property, which would open the possibility of someone buying the land, tearing 
down the camp, and building a mega lake house in its place. Isn’t some of the charm of Chocolay 
Township the small camps that dot the shoreline?  

When we rent our property, we have strict provisions in place. Renters agree to quiet hours, no parties, 
and a strict clean up policy. We are very pro-rules. Our neighbors have had nothing but great things to 
report about our guests. It should be highlighted that renters do not have any correlation to parties, 
mess, obnoxious noise, or rude behavior. Any property owner, a permanent neighbor, can be every bit 
as disruptive as a renter. A property owner doesn’t need to worry about being fined, or losing their 
rental deposit. Property owning neighbors can be just as bad, if not worse than the occasional bad apple 
renter. While renters may not be aware of ordinances, owners are just as likely—if not more likely to not 
know local ordinances. Banning short term rentals will not get rid of disruptive or rude neighbors.  

Tourism in Marquette has been booming lately, which is great for the local economy. With this growth 
in tourism, we have watched hotel after hotel being built, with a high price tag to match it. For many 
visitors, Marquette is simply too far to travel to stay for only a few nights. They want to visit for a week, 
many times with their entire family. It is not necessarily affordable for families to rent three or four 
hotel rooms in order to accommodate their group. This could cost them hundreds if not thousands of 
dollars—depending on when and how long they would stay. Short term vacation rentals allows families 
to be together, and stay in a house for less money, so they can afford to spend their money at local 
stores and restaurants. Isn’t it preferred that money goes to local economy rather than lining the 
pockets of a large hotel chain owner? 

Renting our camp directly puts money in to the local economy. We pay a local cleaning service to clean 
after our guests. We hire local contractors. We purchase our building supplies locally. We purchase gifts 
for our guests that are made in the UP. We encourage guests to purchase from local businesses and eat 
at local restaurants.  

We love Marquette. We love our camp. And we value peacefulness and good neighborly values as much 
as anybody else. This is why we worked as hard as we did to rehabilitate an abandoned property and 
restore it to its former glory. We support property owners that rent on a short term basis. We support 
that rules are established and enforced by the owners in accordance with local ordinance. We support 
calling law enforcement at the breaking of those ordinances. Even if we did not have a short term rental 
property of our own, we would still support the freedom of property owners to rent their property as 
they wish.  



Thank you for your time, and consideration of the support of short term rentals.  

Respectfully, 

Andy and Staci Starck 



From: Mary Ann
To:
Subject: Short-term rentals on Lakewood Lane
Date: Thursday, September 07, 2017 10:17:06 AM

Hello.

My family rented a small cabin on Lakewood Lane for 2 weeks every summer for almost 30
years. My husband grew up in Marquette, and renting the cabin made it possible for those of
us who live out of state to gather together with family every year. It would be very sad if
renting were no longer possible. We have so many fond memories of summers on the beach
and being together. The only reason we no longer rent is that my husband is suffering from
dementia. I hope other families have the same opportunity we had.

Mary Ann Penglase



 
 
535 East Oakwood Drive, East Lansing, MI 48823 
September 6, 2017 
 
Dear Township Board Members, 
 
I am writing to address the issue of whether Chocolay Township should permit short-
term rentals of holiday cabins. 
 
I am writing as the owner of a cabin on Lake Superior that we rent out in the summer. We 
have done so for 4 of the 5 years that we have owned this home. My husband is a pastor 
and I am a nurse. We used retirement savings to buy the cabin in 2012, because we plan 
to retire to Marquette in a few more years. We bought the cabin knowing that it had been 
rented out for many years during the summer by the previous owner and that other cabins 
owned by our nearby neighbors had also been rented out by the week. We expected to 
pay for ongoing expenses with rental income….and that is what we have done. We pay 
Chocolay taxes (with no homestead exemption), insurance, maintenance and upkeep with 
the money that we earn through rentals. Every bit of the income is used for this purpose. 
So far we have not made any profit after these expenses have been subtracted from the 
rental income. Renting out the cabin is the only way that we can afford to own this 
property. 
 
We have been able to share this home with people from all around the state and from 
many other states, bringing families and couples to Chocolay Township to enjoy a 
vacation there and spend their vacation dollars. They eat at local restaurants and coffee 
shops, buy food at Cherry Market, visit the museums and buy souvenirs. I am enclosing 
the Guide to the Marquette Area that I send to every renter. We plough all of the money 
earned back into the local economy. We hire B&G Plumbing to open and close the cabin 
for the winter. This year we hired them to install a new water heater in July. We hired 
Superior Roofing to reroof the cabin in the spring. We hired Swick Heating to service our 
gas stove. We pay a local woman to clean the cabin between rentals. In October we are 
having Smith Excavating build a rock wall to shore up the receding dune in front of the 
cabin. Without the rental income we would never have been able to keep up with these 
expenses. 
 
We also rent our cabin because we love to share it with others. I wish I could show you 
the book that renters write comments in…..(it is at the cabin and not with us here in East 
Lansing). But I am printing out reviews left on Trip Advisor this year that might give you 
a sense of how special our place is and how much it is appreciated by those who come to 
stay there.  
 
Please don’t outlaw vacation rentals. You would be reducing the chances that families 
will come from down state and out of state to Chocolay Township. Many families cannot 
afford to stay for a week in a hotel and others will not make the trip if they cannot have 
the space that a house affords them. You would be denying these families the chance to 



experience a stay right on the Lake Superior shore. And you would be making homes 
along the lake affordable only for very rich people who do not need an additional source 
of income to help pay the cabin’s expenses. I highly doubt that the practice of renting out 
vacation homes would have any impact on the housing market in Chocolay Township, as 
in other places like San Francisco, CA. The season is so short that rentals will never be 
able to return on investment, sufficient to cover a mortgage and all the expenses. Rental 
income is merely a subsidy that makes owning a property on the lake possible for regular 
people. 
 
I talk on the phone with every respective renter…..to make sure that they will be suitable. 
As a result we have only had good people stay at our place. Our neighbors tell us that the 
families and couples that have stayed, who they sometimes meet on the beach, have been 
delightful and so happy with their vacation spot. There have been no parties, no 
fireworks, no complaints of noise. A couple of years ago I talked with Donald Bode 
(Township Assessor) about the issue of short-term vacation rental properties and he told 
me that he had checked with the Police Department to find out whether there had been 
complaints from the neighbors about renters. The Police Department reported that there 
were zero complaints on their books. If there is no evidence that renters cause 
disturbances to the neighbors then this would be another reason for not outlawing short 
term rentals. 
 
I collect Michigan Use Tax (6%) from all my renters and in this way contribute to the tax 
base of the state. I would be willing to collect local taxes if they were levied. I would be 
willing to be licensed and pay a license fee. I feel that there are so many benefits to 
allowing home owners the opportunity to invite paying renters into their homes….. for 
the owners (so that they can keep up their properties), for the local businesses that service 
these homes and others that capture the renters’ vacation dollars, for word of mouth 
recommendations that the renters take home with them (that the Marquette area is a 
wonderful place to visit), for the State of Michigan tax base, and for the families and 
couples who get the opportunity to stay in homes (rather than hotel rooms or tents) in one 
of the loveliest places in the country. Weigh these against the downside….lost income for 
hotels (would these families stay in a hotel?…..I doubt it), the coming and goings that 
neighbors might object to during the summer season. In my view, the benefits vastly 
outweigh the cons. I do hope you think so, too. 
 
Thank you so much for the opportunity to express my opinion about this important topic. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Karen Twyman 
517-333-8274 
boyd-twyman@ameritech.net 



Our Guide to the Marquette Area. 
 
There is a great new museum....not too big....concise but really good......Marquette Regional History 
Center 145 W. Spring St, (906) 226-3571, Hours: M, Tu, Th, F 10:00–5:00, Wed 10:00–8:00 pm, Sa 
10:00–3:00. There are several other museums in town including The Marquette Maritime Museum, The 
UP Children’s Museum and the DeVos Art Museum, on NMU campus. The Michigan Iron Industry 
Museum in Negaunee, part of the Iron Ore Heritage Trail, is also worth a visit. 
 
Saturday Farmer's Market (9am–1 pm, 112 S. 3rd St)....is wonderful. It is a block south of Washington. 
 
The harbor area and park. Nearby is the Thill's Fish Market where you can get fresh Lake Superior 
white fish straight out of the lake.....it is great grilled or sautéed in some butter. 
 
In town, on Washington Street (a block from the Saturday Market) is Baby Cakes Cafe. My favorite 
place for a coffee, muffin, scone and fabulous home made soups. I also love their "5 Seed" and 
Cardamom bread and quiche. 
 
Marquette Food Coop.....a great place to buy veggies and fruit and prepared salads etc is located on 
the corner of 7th and Washington St. Two more great bakeries: Marquette Baking Company at 117 W. 
Baraga (next to Children’s Museum) and Huron Mountain Bakery at 1301 S. Front Street (just before 
the traffic circle on your Rt). Farmer Qs is on the opposite side of the street from Huron Mountain 
Bakery and is a great place for fruit and vegetables, much of it local or from downstate. 
 
The Peter White Public Library is fabulous. It won the National Medal for Museum and Library Services 
in 2010 (the nation’s highest honor). My favorite bookstore, anywhere, is in Marquette....Snowbound 
Books.....just a block north of Baby Cakes on 3rd Street. Third Street is a neat street with some art 
galleries, bagel store, antique shops etc if you keep going up the hill. The Library is a block east of 
Third on the corner of Ridge and Front.  
 
On the other side of Front Street from the Library is the Landmark Hotel...where you can either have 
tea overlooking Lake Superior or dinner on the top floor. A great place for breakfast or lunch is another 
Marquette institution...Donckers...a candy store, soda fountain and restaurant…also on Washington, a 
block from Third Street. If you like beer, The Ore Dock Brewing Company is a popular music venue and 
hangout on W. Spring Street. A wonderful new “gastro-pub”, The Marq, is at 113 W. Baraga St (906) 
273-2069. Fine seasonally driven menu…highly recommended. Another new restaurant is Sol Azteca 
at 105 E. Washington on the Harbor. We also like The Rice Paddy….more of a pit stop, on the way out 
of town going north, at 1720 Presque Isle Ave, serving Thai food. The Vierling on 119 S. Front Street is 
a popular American restaurant (906-228-3533). Everyday Wines is a fabulous wine shop on W. Baraga. 
 
If you enjoy vintage movies, watch An Anatomy of Murder the James Stewart movie from 1959. The 
DVD is upstairs. The movie was shot in the area, mostly at the Marquette Co. Court House right next to 
the Farmers Market. If you watch the movie, visit the Court House, it is a splendid building. 
 
On the way into town from the cottage you will pass the Michigan Welcome Center, on the Rt a mile 
after you turn on to 41. That would be a good place to go for lots of other suggestions of places to visit. 
 
Just down the road from the cottage is Lakanenland, a unique opportunity for you to stroll through a 
sculpture park set on a former mine site, bedecked with gigantic and whimsical beasts and kinetic 
welded metal structures that arose from the fevered brain of a true American original artist and metal 
worker. It is free! 
 
And here are a few more. Just north of town Presque Isle Park is good to explore with easy hiking 
along the lake. You will find “Black Rocks” there…a cliff from which you are likely to see dozens of 
young people jumping into the Big Lake. About 5 miles north of Marquette on Big Bay Road (550) is 
Sugar Loaf Mountain. There are 2 trails about a mile long (one easier than the other) up to the top of 
this hill with spectacular views of the area. Really worth it if you are feeling energetic! A few more miles 
north  
 



will bring you to a couple of fabulous beaches with a trail between them "Little Presque Isle" and  
"Wetmore Landing". The Welcome Center will give you a map to help you find these if you are 
interested. They are special! Little Presque Isle has an island just off shore that you can wade out to. 
 
Going the other direction, about 25 miles from the cottage....is Pictured Rocks National Lake Shore 
…...just outside Munising. You can take a boat tour of the shoreline. Or you can explore from land 
....driving to Miner's Castle, Miner's Beach and Miner's Waterfall....a fantastic day out if the weather is 
good. Not too strenuous at all....but really special. A longer hike (10 miles) with unforgettable scenery 
takes you to Chapel Falls/Chapel Beach/Mosquito Beach around Grand Portal Point. Start early, this is 
an all day hike with leisurely stops. These are just 2 of the offerings. The Welcome Center will give you 
a good map....either in Marquette or at the one in the center of Munising. Pick up a picnic lunch from 
Falling Rock Cafe on the main road through the town on the right. Or stop and buy a UP pasty at 
Muldoons on the way into town on the left. Pasties are based on the British Cornish pasties introduced 
by Cornish (from the county of Cornwall) miners in the 1800's. A pastry pie with meat and carrots and 
onions inside...very hearty! Another lunch suggestion…Johnny Dogs, a hotdog establishment that has 
a 5 ½ star Urbanspoon rating, at 106 Lynn St. An amazing collection of sandwiches, yum, yum! 
 
There are many cycling trails. Information and maps are available at the cottage. You can access the 
48 mile Iron Ore Heritage Trail (which takes you all the way, off road into Marquette, Ishpeming and 
beyond) 2 miles west of the cottage. A video of the trail can be found at http://trailgenius.com/trail-genius-

map/iron-ore-heritage-trail-marquette-mi. You can rent bikes in town from several locations. I took my bike 
on the bus to Negaunee (picked it up behind Westwood Mall in Marquette: http://marq-
tran.com/routesschedules/ they depart hourly) and cycled back downhill to Marquette last fall…..a great 
ride. Stopped at Midtown Bakery and Café in Negaunee (317 Iron St) and bought a delicious sandwich. 
Negaunee also has excellent antique shopping. 
 
Grand Island is another spectacular place to explore. It is a short ferry ride from Munising. There is a 
mini-bus tour that we thoroughly enjoyed….a few miles along the one (rough) road, stopping at 
gorgeous beaches (30-40 minutes to explore at each of the stops). Or take a bike or just hike. 
 
The slow-moving, meandering AuTrain River offers an excellent four to six hour canoe trip through the 
Hiawatha National Forest. AuTrain River Canoe Rental is 20 miles east of the cottage, on the way to 
Munising. Tel: 906-892-8367.  
 
Bring binoculars if you have them. It is fun to watch the huge ore ships pass by....also there is a bald 
eagle nest up the beach towards Shot Point. We have made many eagle sightings. In the evening or 
early morning you will likely see a brood of 12 or so red breasted merganser ducks and a pair of loons. 
 
If you walk the beach, Michigan law, allows general access to all Great Lake beaches....just stay along 
the water's edge. The neighbor at the far end of the beach towards Shot Point has a No Trespass 
sign....but this is not legal...so ignore it. The eagle's nest (which is HUGE) is a little past this place. 
 
For general food shopping....there are tons of big box stores on the strip (Highway 41) that runs along 
the perimeter of Marquette. You will find more choice of foods and vegetables than at Cherry Creek 
IGA in Harvey. For downtown Marquette keep right at the round-about. If you want to shop on the strip 
you go round the round-about and follow the signs for 41 and Negaunee. In a mile you will see 
EconoFoods on the left (look up). Super One Foods is another couple of miles, followed by Target both 
on your right. 
 
There is no internet at the cottage. Cell phone service is good.  
 
Hope these suggestions contribute to a fabulous visit to our cottage. 
The following website has many other ideas: http://www.thingstodointheup.com/category/best-of-the-
upper-peninsula/ 
 
 
Updated  5/2017 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2010/06/24/AR2010062405562.html%20%20%20%20(Updated
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2010/06/24/AR2010062405562.html%20%20%20%20(Updated


l Overview 

mauryaase ... 
Duluth, Minnesota 

@ 1 review 

Reviews Amenities Availability 1 
''Peaceful and beautiful, like stepping into a home 
away from home (but homier)." 

~ Reviewed 2 days ago for a slay in August 2017 

Map 

Karen's cottage is stunning inside an out. The first thing that struck us 
when we arrived was the sound of waves, from the front door. Upon 
stepping inside we were greeted with the full beauty of Lake Superior 
through the large windows lining the far wall as the hOuse butts directly 
against a powder-perfect beach stretching miles. 

Tucked into the dunes, we had complete privacy and enjoyed a beyond 
comfortable house for one week. Fireplace, reading nook overlooking 
the water, TV den, beautiful deck overlooking the sunset and coast, a 
puzzle table and best of all a spacious and modern kitchen to cook in 
comfort all were present in this idyllic setting. If that isn't enough for 
you, the town of Marquette is close at hand only 1 O miles away with 
loads of restaurants, museums and wonderful parks. Traveling East 
only 20 miles is Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore, a 42 mile long park 
along the coast run by the National Parks Service and all that implies 
(beautiful scenery, trails, and dramatic seascapes to be explored by 
boaUkayak). 

The touches of art on the wall by various artists including Karen herself 
make this a picturesque getaway in more ways than we ever expected. 
Our daughter echoed our sentiments when she said she did not want to 
go home. 

Would I recommend this vacation rental to my best friend? Yes. 

Che, 

from 

Ne, 



Overview 

Jorden W 

@ 1 review 

Reviews Amenities j Availability Map 

''Simply Lovely ... " 

@@@@@ Reviewed July 7, 2017 for a stay in July 2017 

Where to begin ... My wife and I have returned to this lovely cottage on 
the shOrefront of Lake Superior for several years, sometimes twice in 
one summer! That must give one some idea of how much we have 
enjoyed this peaceful vacation getaway, which for us is an approximate 
1 O hour drive from Ohio! 

We are from the West Coast originally and have visited Hawaii, Big Sur, 
Monterey and Carmel so I feel we have much to compare in evaluating 
this lovely property .. . I am listening to the sounds of Lake Superior as I 
write ... This is one of the most beautiful, quiet and peaceful places I 
know ... Karen and Rick are wonderful and friendly hosts who are 
committed to making your stay comfortable and relaxing ... If you are 
looking for quiet empty beaches a few steps from your home and 
beautiful sunsets nightly from your deck this is an ideal vacation 
getaway! Marquette is a cute town which has a "back in time· quality 
with good restaurants and any supplies you might need ... 

I can't say enough good things about our numerous stays here! You will 
love your time at this cottage ... 
An A+ rating from a satisfied multi-returning vacationer! 

Less • 

Was this review helpful? Ill 
This review is the subjective opinion of a TripAdvisor member and not of 
TripAdvisor LLC. 
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<risten K 
v1ich.igan 

Gi) 2 reviews 

"Our loveliest, most relaxing vacation happened here." 

@@@@@ Reviewed June 29. 2017 for a stay in June 2017 

Thank you so very much for sharing your home with us! 

The art, the libraries, the soft beds and furniture, the decor, the beach ... 

THE VIEW! 

I am in love with all of it. 

You have created a work of hospitable art and I am grateful to have 

stumbled across your listing while planning our latest UP vacation. 

I cannot wait to come back! 

Would I recommend this vacation rental to my best friend? Yes. 

Less • 

Was this review helpful? m 
This review is the subjective opinion of a TripAdvisor member and not of 
TripAdvisor LLC. 

Management Response 
Jul 1, 2017 

You are so welcome! We love to share our cottage with wonderful 

guests like you! 

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative 

and not of TripAdvisor LLC. 

Problem with this review? 



Overview 

A Vacation Home Rentals 
Traveler 
United States 

Reviews Amenities Availability Map 

Wow, Wow, Wow 
Yes, those were my words upon entering Cedar Cottage. This cottage 
has the million dollar view of Lal<e Superior, Shot Point to the east, 
Marquette to the west. Sunrise, sunset, eagles, freighters gliding in and 
out of the harbors, the twinkling lights of Marquette, the distant hills. 
The only thing we missed were the northern lights, but maybe next 
time. Located right on the sandy beach the cottage has a fantastic deck 
to watch them all from. Steps take you easily from the deck right down 
to the beach where you can walk for miles. Or, sit inside at the window 
seat (I did for hours) and gaze out over the lake. Windows on the east 
or west of the cottage provide great views to the east and west. If you 
are looking for quiet, you've got it. Although you are able to see M-28 
from the street-side windows, you really don't hear the traffic. We were 
concerned when we arrived that the traffic noise would be a problem. It 
was not for us. When the lake is rough, you certainly can't hear it. When 
calm, you might notice a truck passing but that's about it. So quiet and 
peaceful and relaxing. Open the window in the upstairs lakeside 
bedroom and let the waves lull you to sleep. Watch for the northern 
lights from bed. There are two bathrooms: the bathroom with the 
shower is "downstairs" (ground level basement) and the second is the 
"middle floor" with a bedroom, kitchen, dining, living. It was no problem 
for us to use the "basement" bathroom for showers. We paid the extra 
fee to bring our dog and were happy to find that the deck had a gate 
and the back entrance was fenced so there were two dog friendly 
spots. The decor is lovely. The owners really have a flair for decorating. 
Love the blue and white English china, the hand-made pottery and 
artwork. The cottage was spotlessly clean. They owners have amassed 
a small library and we simply didn't have enough time to read as much 
as we wanted to. The Kitchen is well stocked with the pots & pans, 
dishes, silverware, all the cooking utensils needed to prepare your meal 
and enjoy the beautiful view. Marquette is a 15 minute drive. We made 
a trip every day to shop, eat out, hike, and do tourist type things. 
Probably too much time in Marquette as we so enjoyed this cottage that 
we thought maybe we should've just never left once we picked up some 
food! Would rent this cottage again. Can't recommend highly enough, 



From: Kim Parker
To:
Subject: Short Term Rentals on Lakewood Lane
Date: Thursday, August 10, 2017 7:53:20 PM

Dale,

I received an email from Susan Rowe regarding an effort to impose restrictions on people who
are renting their property on a short term basis.  She wanted to know where I stand on the
issue as a homeowner on Lakewood Lane.  I told her that she can consider me an emphatically
"pro" short term rental person.  I have been doing that for the last 10 years and have had no
complaints from my neighbors.   I am diligent about vetting my renters, as is Airbnb, which is
my internet portal..  So, any action to restrict my ability to use my property as I see fit is
wrong as far as I'm concerned.  Furthermore, it is my considered opinion that allowing short
term renters into our community has the positive financial effect of enhancing tourism in the
area; tourists that might even become long term residents.  

Feel free to contact me if you have any questions. 

Kim Parker

VIII.A.3



From: Susan Rowe
To:
Subject: In Support of Short Term Rentals in Chocolay Charter Township
Date: Monday, September 04, 2017 9:02:52 PM

Dear Mr. Throenle,

Thank you for speaking with me by phone a few weeks ago. I wanted to send a followup
email to our conversation about the future of Short Term Vacation Rentals in Chocolay
Charter Township and I wish for this email to be considered in the record when decisions are
made with regard to this matter.

I own my family’s historic property located at 723 Lakewood Lane which I offer to
vacationers for weekly rentals only in the summer. My personal history includes being born
and raised in Marquette. I graduated from Marquette Senior High School and attended
Northern Michigan University.

Our Lakewood Lane property was our family's "camp" when I was growing up in Marquette. 
My father, Roger Bennetts, started building our "camp" on the Lakewood property in 1960.
By 1965, save further additions, the structure was completed. My younger brother, Ed’s
handprints and mine and the date "5/21/65" can still be seen in the driveway cement. We
would like to preserve our property so that we, our relatives and friends, including our friends
from the Marquette area, are able to enjoy it for many years.

Since we only rent out our camp in the summer, our income is small, generally $10,000 or
less. The extra income, however, relieves some of the financial burden of owning our family
property by covering the cost of property taxes, utilities and upkeep of the property.

We are careful to be selective when accepting rental inquiries. I have a List of Rules for use of
the property which is posted on my website and on the walls of the kitchen and sauna dressing
room. My renters, including friends and family members, must sign an Agreement included on
our Registration Form that requires them to follow our Rules. We will not accept a returning
renter if our Rules have not been followed.

I think I am offering a valuable vacation experience to my renters. I have had several of my
classmates and friends from Marquette as well as my relatives rent a week during various
summers for over 13 years now. Additionally, I know of several friends from Marquette who
return every year to rent a short term rental property when visiting relatives in the area. Some
of them rent the same place every year. One of my returning renters came every year to rent
our "camp" for 13 years.

Short term rentals of private homes and camps, cottages and cabins is good for commerce in
Chocolay Township and Marquette County. Hotels & motels simply cannot offer the same
experience. However, I think Chocolay Charter Township should limit the number of homes
an owner can rent out so that short term rentals of private homes remains small business and
not a large commercial practice.

We discussed permitting as a means of regulating short terms rentals which I support. After
running a Google search for other municipalities that have regulated short term rentals, I
realize there are many Michigan municipalities that have regulations in place, of which I am



sure you are aware, that might serve as a model for potential criteria for the permitting process
in Chocolay Township.

I think the permit application should include the following information:

- maximum occupancy based on bedrooms, bathrooms & beds

- permit fee of $100 - $200 per dwelling (so the township can make some money)

- the number of homes must be limited for each applicant, not more than 5

- property owners must re-apply for a permit every 2 - 3 years

- property owners have the right to appeal a permit revocation

- any complaints must be substantiated

Thank you for considering my input in this process.

Respectfully submitted,

Sue Bennetts Rowe, Owner

Superior Beach House

723 Lakewood Lane

Harvey

　

　

　

　

　



From: Bryan Sell
To:
Subject: In favor of short-term rentals
Date: Wednesday, September 06, 2017 4:58:07 PM

Hi,

I live in Vermont and vacation regularly in your area. We spend a lot money at local businesses and love doing so.
However, if I had to stay in a hotel/motel with no way of renting in a quiet and cozy community, then we will not
come. What love most about the UP are the people who live there, not other vacationers crammed into hotels and
resorts. It's as simple as that.

Sincerely,
Bryan K. Sell, PhD

Sent from my iPhone



From: Kay Waite
To:
Subject: Short term rentals in Harvey
Date: Wednesday, September 06, 2017 5:55:17 PM

It has come to my attention that the township would like to change the rules regarding short term vacation rentals.

I would urge the township to keep allowing short term rentals and if anything make it easier for property owners to
rent out their homes.

I am a resident of Michigan, Houghton, but have had the opportunity to rent from the Parker (the Lake House)
family numerous times. Our family rentals bring tourism money into the community. We are considerate neighbors
and treat the property like it was our own.

This would hurt the township's tax base and tourism income.

Regards,

Kay



From: Jeanne
To:
Subject: Short term rentals
Date: Wednesday, September 06, 2017 7:57:32 PM

Hello,
   I have recently heard there is a small group of people who don't like that some home owners rent out their homes
in the summer.   I am horrified that a group of people can tell other home owners what to do with their home/land. 
   I grew up in Marquette,  lived on Lakewood lane for most of my childhood.   My family and I come back every
summer to visit the place I grew up, and always rent a cabin on either Lakewood Lane or M-28.  I can't believe we
wouldn't be able to do this anymore!  What is a family of 6 to do, rent 2 hotel rooms for a week?  That would be
ridiculous, and we wouldn't be able to afford it anyways. On the rare occasion that we have had to look into hotel
rooms, it's difficult to find one available in the area we would want to stay.
   Please don't let a small group of people ruin vacation rentals for those renting out their homes, and those renting
them!!!! 
    Thanks Jeanne Manion Howell
  

Sent from my iPhone



From: Robert Glantz
To:
Subject: Support for short term vacation rentals in Chocolay Township
Date: Wednesday, September 06, 2017 10:47:09 PM

Mr. Dale Throenle, Director/Administrator

Chocolay Township Planning Commission

 

 

Dear Mr. Throenle:

 

I am writing to you today to express my strong support for the continuation of short-term vacation rentals

in Chocolay Township. Twice in the past few years my wife and I have had the extreme pleasure of

renting Superior Beach House on Lakewood Lane from the proprietor, Ms. Sue Rowe. Our stays there

are what your Michigan Economic Development Corporation describes as Pure Michigan. We’ve

cherished morning walks along the endless white sand beach, picking blueberries in the yard, and hot

saunas followed by a swim in the big lake. I have vacationed on beaches worldwide, but nothing

compares to the joy of swimming in Lake Superior.

 

My wife and I are not the only ones who benefit from our stays at Superior Beach House. Our daughter

and son-in-law join us from Indiana. The short term rental unit also serves as a focal point for family

reunions with my Marquette-based siblings as well as nieces, nephews and cousins from Lower

Michigan, Wisconsin and the East Coast.

 

While enjoying the amenities and natural wonders of Lakewood Lane, we do what all good tourists do: we

spend money at local businesses. Born and raised in Marquette, I know first-hand the value tourism

brings to the Upper Peninsula. Thus I respectfully urge you and the planning commission not to ban

short-term vacation rentals in beautiful Chocolay Township.

 

Thank you for your consideration.

 

Sincerely,

 

 

Robert G. Glantz

2326 Edwards Street

Berkeley, CA 94702-2124

   



From: SHARON Will
To:
Subject: Short Term Vacation Rentals
Date: Wednesday, September 06, 2017 11:02:50 PM

Dear Dale Throenle,

We are writing in regards to the issue of potentially regulating short term vacation

rentals.  For over 35 years we have spent vacation time in the upper peninsula.  Many

of them have been in Chocolay Township.  We rent from privately owned home and

cabin owners. Over the 35 years we have done this we have never had any negative

issues.  

The beauty of the area with its pristine, quiet beaches of Lake Superior has always

been an inspiration to us and an important vacation time together as a family.   It

would be a tragedy to limit this access to those outside the immediate area wanting to

enjoy these natural resources.  Though we may only be one family, I know there are

many others who enjoy the UP like we do.  Renters also bring an economic factor of

support to all the businesses to the Chocolay Township, which I'm sure you'd agree

would be hard to give up. 

Hoping to enjoy another vacation in Chocolay Township next year!

Sincerely,

William and Sharon Will

Washington Twp, MI



From: Blaine Betts
To:
Subject: Vacation Rental Policy
Date: Thursday, September 07, 2017 8:03:40 AM

Dear Planning Commission:

Because we are a free nation on the move, restrictions on owners' rights to rent their properties
should not be enacted.  Chocolay Township is ideally situated with miles of beachfront and
access to recreational trails.  Owners, in many instances, can only meet their taxes and
mortgage payments through the rental income on their property.  It's imperative to keep a
sensible balance and to continue to allow owners the freedom to rent their homes and camps to
tourists and business visitors.

Blaine Betts
Marquette



From: Scott English
To:
Cc: Scott
Subject: Chocolay Township Board Meeing 9-11-17 - Letter Against Limiting Short-Term Rentals
Date: Thursday, September 07, 2017 9:29:43 AM
Attachments: Chocolay Township Board Meeing 9-11-17 - Letter Against Limiting Short-Term Rentals.docx

Hello Mr. Throenle. 

Please see the attached letter in opposition to restricting short-term rentals of Chocolay
Township properties, which I understand will be discussed in next Monday's Township Board
Meeting.  Sue Rowe says you need any such information today in order to get it into the Board
Meeting.

I live in the Lansing, MI area and am not yet sure if I will be able to make the meeting myself
or not.

Please let me know when you receive this email and letter and if you can get the letter in front
of the Board Meeting next Monday.

Thanks,
Scott English

(on behalf of Dr. John W. English and 1983 M-28 East)


 (
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Dr. John W. English

c/o Scott English

11765 Schavey Rd

DeWitt, MI  48820-8721

517.668.0620







September 7, 2017





Dale Throenle

Chocolay Township Planning Director / Zoning Administrator

Charter Township of Chocolay

5010 US 41 South

Marquette, MI 49855



Dear Mr. Throenle,

My name is Scott English and I am representing my father Dr. John W. English of Marquette in the matter of the short-term renting of his cottage at 1983 M-28 East.

It has come to my attention that there is a small but vocal group of  township residents that wish to limit the number of days per year that a house or cottage can be short-term rented.  I further understand that this will be discussed in the upcoming Township Board Meeting next Monday Sept. 11.

I request that you share this letter during the meeting or otherwise enter it into the meeting record as a statement against limiting the number of days per year that properties may be short-term rented.

My father recently turned 90 years old and has given me Power of Attorney over his financial affairs. As such, I am now managing the short-term rentals at 1983 M-28 East.

My father, myself and my siblings have been very sensitive to the needs and concerns of our neighbors the Wilsons at 1987 M-28 East.  I have spoken to John Wilson several times inquiring how things have been going when our cottage is rented, and John has shared several concerns and issues with me as a result.

Some of our renters have brought dogs and occasionally they have gotten off leash.  The Wilsons have a dog and this has caused some problems for them.  As a result, we have changed our renting House Rules to not allow any pets moving forward.

We have gone even further to respect and protect our neighbors by including the following in our House Rules:

• No Pets allowed. This is to ensure that the property is maintained in its
best condition for all guests. Animal hair can trigger allergies in others.
• Fireworks are not allowed. Note - the fieworks are a fire and safety hazard.
• Please be respectful of our neighbors on the shared driveway and avoid excessive noise.
• No parking or playing on the shared driveway (e.g. no skateboarding, etc.).
• Stacked wood next to the paved parking spot on top is the property of the neighbors.
It is not for Shangri-la guests.

I think we have taken responsible steps to understand and address our neighbors concerns.  In fact, the parents of Mrs. Wilson have even rented our cottage for 2 weeks in early 2018.

The request to limit the number of days that short-term renting is allowed at a given property seems very arbitrary to me. Limiting the number of days does not solve any of the problems that may occur while a property is being rented, so it would seem to me that the better way to deal with short-term renting is head-on as we have done by creating explicit House Rules that help protect our good neighbors.

We don't want our neighbors to have any issues during any of our short-term rentals, be it one day, or say 30 days, or more than 30 days.

Rentals By Owners has become a big phenomena and opportunity both nationally and globally, leveraging the Internet and smart phone applications to put owners and renters quickly and easily in touch with each other. This allows owners of properties to find short-term renters and generate much needed income to help pay the high cost of ownership (and especially the expensive Chocolay Township property taxes).

In closing, I would like to voice my strong opposition to limiting the number of days that a property may be short-term rented.  Limiting rentals to an arbitrary number of days in itself does not solve any of the problems that can occur during a given rental, and I respectfully suggest efforts are better spent in the area of identifying specific issues and dealing with them head-on and in direct communication with any potentially affected neighbors.



Sincerely,







Scott English
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September 14, 2017 

 

 

Dale Throenle 

Chocolay Township Planning Director / Zoning Administrator 

Charter Township of Chocolay 

5010 US 41 South 

Marquette, MI 49855 

 

Dear Mr. Throenle, 

My name is Scott English and I am representing my father Dr. John W. 

English of Marquette in the matter of the short-term renting of his 

cottage at 1983 M-28 East. 

It has come to my attention that there is a small but vocal group of  

township residents that wish to limit the number of days per year that a 

house or cottage can be short-term rented.  I further understand that this 

will be discussed in the upcoming Township Board Meeting next 

Monday Sept. 11. 

I request that you share this letter during the meeting or otherwise enter 

it into the meeting record as a statement against limiting the number of 

days per year that properties may be short-term rented. 

My father recently turned 90 years old and has given me Power of 

Attorney over his financial affairs. As such, I am now managing the 

short-term rentals at 1983 M-28 East. 

Dr. John W. English 

c/o Scott English 

11765 Schavey Rd 

DeWitt, MI  48820-8721 
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My father, myself and my siblings have been very sensitive to the needs 

and concerns of our neighbors the Wilsons at 1987 M-28 East.  I have 

spoken to John Wilson several times inquiring how things have been 

going when our cottage is rented, and John has shared several concerns 

and issues with me as a result. 

Some of our renters have brought dogs and occasionally they have 

gotten off leash.  The Wilsons have a dog and this has caused some 

problems for them.  As a result, we have changed our renting House 

Rules to not allow any pets moving forward. 

We have gone even further to respect and protect our neighbors by 

including the following in our House Rules: 

• No Pets allowed. This is to ensure that the property is maintained in its 

best condition for all guests. Animal hair can trigger allergies in others. 

• Fireworks are not allowed. Note - the fieworks are a fire and safety hazard. 

• Please be respectful of our neighbors on the shared driveway and avoid excessive noise. 

• No parking or playing on the shared driveway (e.g. no skateboarding, etc.). 

• Stacked wood next to the paved parking spot on top is the property of the neighbors. 

It is not for Shangri-la guests. 

I think we have taken responsible steps to understand and address our 

neighbors concerns.  In fact, the parents of Mrs. Wilson have even 

rented our cottage for 2 weeks in early 2018. 

The request to limit the number of days that short-term renting is 

allowed at a given property seems very arbitrary to me. Limiting the 

number of days does not solve any of the problems that may occur while 

a property is being rented, so it would seem to me that the better way to 

deal with short-term renting is head-on as we have done by creating 

explicit House Rules that help protect our good neighbors. 

We don't want our neighbors to have any issues during any of our short-

term rentals, be it one day, or say 30 days, or more than 30 days. 

Rentals By Owners has become a big phenomena and opportunity both 

nationally and globally, leveraging the Internet and smart phone 

applications to put owners and renters quickly and easily in touch with 

each other. This allows owners of properties to find short-term renters 
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and generate much needed income to help pay the high cost of 

ownership (and especially the expensive Chocolay Township property 

taxes). 

In closing, I would like to voice my strong opposition to limiting the 

number of days that a property may be short-term rented.  Limiting 

rentals to an arbitrary number of days in itself does not solve any of the 

problems that can occur during a given rental, and I respectfully suggest 

efforts are better spent in the area of identifying specific issues and 

dealing with them head-on and in direct communication with any 

potentially affected neighbors. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Scott English 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 



From: James Manion
To:
Subject: Cabin Rentals
Date: Thursday, September 07, 2017 9:56:15 AM

Dale,
 
I grew up in Chocolay Township, 369 Lakewood Lane to be exact.  It was a wonderful place to grow up
and although I’ve moved from the area I’ve returned to Lakewood Lane with my growing family year
after year as a renter.  I wanted my daughters to experience the beach, Marquette and the wonderful
people who live there.  I can’t tell you how many fond memories vacationing there has given my family.
 
I’ve heard that Chocolay is considering eliminating rentals in the township.  The effect of such an action
goes far beyond the selfish handful of people who want to deny the beauty of Chocolay to those of us
who treasure the area.  
 
Please continue to allow people to have the privilege of renting in Chocolay Township.
 
Thank you for listening.
 
Feel free to contract me if you or anyone else needs anything.
 
Jim Manion

 
 
 
James Manion, CPA

 

 

Jeff Foster Trucking • P.O. Box 367 Superior, WI 54480 •  • 

 
 

http://smartway.com/
https://www.facebook.com/jeff.fostertrucking


From: Keith and Lori Rietman
To:
Subject: Vacation rentals by owner
Date: Thursday, September 07, 2017 9:56:16 AM

Dear Dale,

I want to have a voice that shares the wonderful opportunities that we have experienced in
renting our cabin to guest from around the world.  This is our Third season and we
are growing more and more each year. 

I want to share this public review that I was given from a family from India:

Public feedback
We had a most amazing stay at Lori's place ! Her living space is just rightly secluded from all
else, and amidst nature. Camp Loon really is their own home, which is available on Airbnb,
and it does feel that tad different (in a special way) from apartments which are specifically set
up only to rent. Everything you need is available. It accommodated the 4 of us easily, and has
space for 3-4 more. The place is done up thoughtfully, with everything from a rocking chair to
an cozy covered porch. Steps away is the Lake Superior shore and deeper into the wilderness
are beautiful walks. Lori was staying on-site for some work, and this was a huge plus. She was
welcoming, extremely helpful with tips and map drawings, and it was great to interact with
her. We would love to stay here again if we were in the U.P !

The morning of their departure they spent time taking more pictures and sending them back to
India and telling others of this wonderful place the U.P.  This family of 4 were traveling
around the UP and other parts of Michigan.  This is bringing and economic growth to the
entire state of Michigan. 

Delta Airlines has on all of their planes a magazine that advertises this area to the world. 
Don't we want to have accommodations for these people who see this area and want to come
and visit. 

We have had an average of 22 bookings a year, average guests each stay are 4, and
average visit to the area is 4 days.  I have many friends who have business in Harvey and
Marquette.  I have information in the cabin so they are sure to receive more business.  I have
not had one complaint from our neighbors, in fact they have enjoyed meeting some of our
guest at the beach.

Marquette and Chocolay Township are benefiting greatly from those who open their places to
the public.  We shouldn't be holding back opportunities for progress and pro-business.  

I plan on attending the township meeting September 11th to share more positive reason Why
vacation rental by owners are a wonderful pathway for the future of our area. 

Thank you,
Lori Rietman



From: Mary Ann
To:
Subject: Short-term rentals on Lakewood Lane
Date: Thursday, September 07, 2017 10:17:06 AM

Hello.

My family rented a small cabin on Lakewood Lane for 2 weeks every summer for almost 30
years. My husband grew up in Marquette, and renting the cabin made it possible for those of
us who live out of state to gather together with family every year. It would be very sad if
renting were no longer possible. We have so many fond memories of summers on the beach
and being together. The only reason we no longer rent is that my husband is suffering from
dementia. I hope other families have the same opportunity we had.

Mary Ann Penglase



From: Paula Wiseman
To:
Subject: Short term rentals in Chocolay Township
Date: Thursday, September 07, 2017 10:33:19 AM

To whom it may concern:
It has been brought to my attention that there is currently a petition being circulated requesting the
ban of short term rentals of beach and waterway properties in Chocolay Township.  As an owner of
lake property in the township (1847 East M-28), I would like to express my strong  opposition to this
petition.  I believe that there should be no prohibition of short term rentals in Chocolay Township.  It
is important that property owners be able to rent out their properties as they see fit, especially
since  such rentals may be necessary, financially,  in order for owners to be able to maintain and/or
continue ownership of their property.  While my husband and I currently do not rent out our
property and have no intention of doing so at the present time, we would like to have this option
available in the future should circumstances change. I would also like to point out that the owners of
the property next to us have had a number of short term renters this past year, and we have had no
problems with them. 
 
Thank you for your consideration of this letter.
 
Sincerely yours,
 
Paula Wiseman



From:
To:
Subject: Message from directory page on Chocolay Township Web site
Date: Thursday, September 07, 2017 10:41:35 AM

You have received an e-mail message from the Township directory page.

Sender name:      Nicole Carl
Email address:    

Contact Number:  

Message:           Dear Mr. Throenle,
  It's my understanding that some residents of Chocolay township are in opposition to short-term rentals in the area.
My family has been traveling to the UP for about 20 years, and I enjoyed coming here so much that I am now a full-
time resident. My family has always enjoyed being able to stay on Lake Superior and spend quality time in an area
we love. This July, family  members and a couple friends rented along M28 and had the best time.
   We met other visitors staying along the beach, and it my true belief that those coming to vacation in the Upper
Peninsula are respectful of nature and the personal properties of people who live along the water. We also shop and
dine at local establishments.
  In hopes that we can continue to vacation on Lake Superior, I urge you and the board to consider the value that
short-term rentals bring to the local economy.
   Thank you for your time,

Nicole Carl



From: Staci Sharp
To:
Subject: Letter in support of short term rentals
Date: Thursday, September 07, 2017 11:22:44 AM
Attachments: Letter in support of short term rentals_Starck.docx

Good Morning Dale,

Thank you for your time on the phone this morning. Please find the attached letter in support
of short term rentals for the board meeting on Monday. 

Please let me know that you received this letter and the file opened for you.

Thank you again,

Staci Starck


To Whom It May Concern,

We are writing to express our support for short term rentals in Chocolay Township, for several reasons. It is our understanding that there are some residents of Chocolay Township that are opposed to short term rentals. While we do understand some of the frustrations that may have led to this movement, we wholeheartedly disagree with this petition. 

We are property owners in Chocolay Township, and purchased our camp with the intention to rehabilitate and rent it out on a short term vacation basis. This particular lot of land has belonged to our family for many years, and we hope to be able to stay here for the rest of our lives. However, it was our plan to use the income from rentals to offset the costs of the camp. Ending short term rentals could force us to sell the property, which would open the possibility of someone buying the land, tearing down the camp, and building a mega lake house in its place. Isn’t some of the charm of Chocolay Township the small camps that dot the shoreline? 

When we rent our property, we have strict provisions in place. Renters agree to quiet hours, no parties, and a strict clean up policy. We are very pro-rules. Our neighbors have had nothing but great things to report about our guests. It should be highlighted that renters do not have any correlation to parties, mess, obnoxious noise, or rude behavior. Any property owner, a permanent neighbor, can be every bit as disruptive as a renter. A property owner doesn’t need to worry about being fined, or losing their rental deposit. Property owning neighbors can be just as bad, if not worse than the occasional bad apple renter. While renters may not be aware of ordinances, owners are just as likely—if not more likely to not know local ordinances. Banning short term rentals will not get rid of disruptive or rude neighbors. 

Tourism in Marquette has been booming lately, which is great for the local economy. With this growth in tourism, we have watched hotel after hotel being built, with a high price tag to match it. For many visitors, Marquette is simply too far to travel to stay for only a few nights. They want to visit for a week, many times with their entire family. It is not necessarily affordable for families to rent three or four hotel rooms in order to accommodate their group. This could cost them hundreds if not thousands of dollars—depending on when and how long they would stay. Short term vacation rentals allows families to be together, and stay in a house for less money, so they can afford to spend their money at local stores and restaurants. Isn’t it preferred that money goes to local economy rather than lining the pockets of a large hotel chain owner?

Renting our camp directly puts money in to the local economy. We pay a local cleaning service to clean after our guests. We hire local contractors. We purchase our building supplies locally. We purchase gifts for our guests that are made in the UP. We encourage guests to purchase from local businesses and eat at local restaurants. 

We love Marquette. We love our camp. And we value peacefulness and good neighborly values as much as anybody else. This is why we worked as hard as we did to rehabilitate an abandoned property and restore it to its former glory. We support property owners that rent on a short term basis. We support that rules are established and enforced by the owners in accordance with local ordinance. We support calling law enforcement at the breaking of those ordinances. Even if we did not have a short term rental property of our own, we would still support the freedom of property owners to rent their property as they wish. 

Thank you for your time, and consideration of the support of short term rentals. 

Respectfully,

Andy and Staci Starck



To Whom It May Concern, 

We are writing to express our support for short term rentals in Chocolay Township, for several reasons. 

It is our understanding that there are some residents of Chocolay Township that are opposed to short 

term rentals. While we do understand some of the frustrations that may have led to this movement, we 

wholeheartedly disagree with this petition.  

We are property owners in Chocolay Township, and purchased our camp with the intention to 

rehabilitate and rent it out on a short term vacation basis. This particular lot of land has belonged to our 

family for many years, and we hope to be able to stay here for the rest of our lives. However, it was our 

plan to use the income from rentals to offset the costs of the camp. Ending short term rentals could 

force us to sell the property, which would open the possibility of someone buying the land, tearing 

down the camp, and building a mega lake house in its place. Isn’t some of the charm of Chocolay 

Township the small camps that dot the shoreline?  

When we rent our property, we have strict provisions in place. Renters agree to quiet hours, no parties, 

and a strict clean up policy. We are very pro-rules. Our neighbors have had nothing but great things to 

report about our guests. It should be highlighted that renters do not have any correlation to parties, 

mess, obnoxious noise, or rude behavior. Any property owner, a permanent neighbor, can be every bit 

as disruptive as a renter. A property owner doesn’t need to worry about being fined, or losing their 

rental deposit. Property owning neighbors can be just as bad, if not worse than the occasional bad apple 

renter. While renters may not be aware of ordinances, owners are just as likely—if not more likely to not 

know local ordinances. Banning short term rentals will not get rid of disruptive or rude neighbors.  

Tourism in Marquette has been booming lately, which is great for the local economy. With this growth 

in tourism, we have watched hotel after hotel being built, with a high price tag to match it. For many 

visitors, Marquette is simply too far to travel to stay for only a few nights. They want to visit for a week, 

many times with their entire family. It is not necessarily affordable for families to rent three or four 

hotel rooms in order to accommodate their group. This could cost them hundreds if not thousands of 

dollars—depending on when and how long they would stay. Short term vacation rentals allows families 

to be together, and stay in a house for less money, so they can afford to spend their money at local 

stores and restaurants. Isn’t it preferred that money goes to local economy rather than lining the 

pockets of a large hotel chain owner? 

Renting our camp directly puts money in to the local economy. We pay a local cleaning service to clean 

after our guests. We hire local contractors. We purchase our building supplies locally. We purchase gifts 

for our guests that are made in the UP. We encourage guests to purchase from local businesses and eat 

at local restaurants.  

We love Marquette. We love our camp. And we value peacefulness and good neighborly values as much 

as anybody else. This is why we worked as hard as we did to rehabilitate an abandoned property and 

restore it to its former glory. We support property owners that rent on a short term basis. We support 

that rules are established and enforced by the owners in accordance with local ordinance. We support 

calling law enforcement at the breaking of those ordinances. Even if we did not have a short term rental 

property of our own, we would still support the freedom of property owners to rent their property as 

they wish.  



Thank you for your time, and consideration of the support of short term rentals.  

Respectfully, 

Andy and Staci Starck 



From: Erika Thiede
To:
Subject: A Letter in Support of Short-Term Rental Properties in Chocolay Township
Date: Thursday, September 07, 2017 11:55:51 AM

Dear Mr. Dale Throenle,

I understand that there is a petition to prohibit short-term rentals in Chocolay township. I am
contacting you to share my support for short-term rentals.

My husband and I live on Lakewood Lane with our 13 week-old daughter. We bought our
home two years ago.

Recently, our home was visited on at least seven separate occasions by at least two different
women in regards to a petition to prohibit short-term rentals; this petition referred specifically
to Lakewood Ln. On at least four of those occasions we were not at home and fliers were left
requesting that we contact them with a time for them to return to have us sign the petition. On
three other occasions we indicated that we were unable to discuss the matter at that time. 

The number of visits to our home in the middle of the day and on weekends was more
intrusive and disruptive than any experience we have had with short-term rentals in our area.
In fact, our family benefits greatly from local short-term rental properties:

My family has made use of short-term rentals in Marquette in the past and will make use of a
short-term rental in Chocolay Township in the future; because we cannot accommodate my
large family - including several young children - in our home, we were grateful to find a short
term-rental home located on the water a short drive down the road from us which was family
friendly and in which they could stay for 1-2 weeks. 

I am also hosting a workshop over a long weekend in a short-term rental in Chocolay
Township during this month, bringing visitors to the area from across the United States. 

I am also personally acquainted with an individual who owns a short-term rental property in
Chocolay Township and know she is careful about renting to responsible and respectful
individuals and families. 

These uses of short-term rental properties benefit Chocolay township and the city of
Marquette because of visiting tourists, money spent at local businesses by these visitors, and
the income earned by owners of short-term rentals. Tourism is incredibly important for the
health of this area's economy. 

My husband and I are opposed to this petition to prohibit short-term rentals in Chocolay
Township because we feel from personal experience that the benefits for our family and our
community are far greater than the negatives about which this group might be concerned. 

Thank you so much for your time, Mr. Throenle. We appreciate your careful consideration. 

Sincerely,
Erika Greeley 



859 Lakewood Ln



From: Mary Tilson
To:
Cc: Mike Stadler
Subject: Opposition to the proposed ban on short term rentals in Chocolay Township
Date: Thursday, September 07, 2017 12:46:17 AM

Dear Mr. Throenle,

I am writing to oppose the proposed ban on short term rentals in Chocolay Township.  As a former resident of
Marquette, I have deep roots in the area.  I had to leave in 1981 when the mines closed and unemployment
skyrocketed to 25%.

My family and I rent a cabin every summer just a few lots away from the end of Lakewood Lane, off of Highway
28.  We've been going there since the late 1980's.  I am also the co-owner with Michael Stadler (born and raised in
MQT) of unimproved land on Lakewood Lane.  We've owned the land since 1983. We are planning on building our
own small year-round house in 2018 so that we can spend as much time as possible there.  However, The only way
for us to be able to finance our home is through short term rentals.

I live in the San Francisco Bay Area.  While the issue of short term rentals is hotly debated here, it is because of a
severe housing shortage.  Short term rentals can remove needed full time rentals off the market.  Still, they are
allowed with a modicum of local city requirements such as registration and the payment of occupancy taxes. 

The type of housing crisis experienced in the Bay Area does not seem to be as acute in the UP.

The Upper Peninsula has been "discovered" by mainstream media such as the New York  Times.  Tourism is up and
there is continued growth of the tourism economy in Marquette.   This growth is providing jobs and tax revenue for
the city. While tourism and waterfront development may understandably be distressing to local residents, one would
suppose that it is far preferable to the 20 story pile of coal that once graced the lower harbor.  Tourism (when
planned well) is a source of  "clean" and reliable employment.

Outside of Marquette, the short term rentals in Chocolay provide a peaceful and authentic experience for people like
me who love the area and come to enjoy the outdoors.  The rentals I am aware of will never be available for full
time tenants.  Many are rented in the summer only. These provide much needed income for local residents and they
enhance the economy as visitors spend money on food, gas, and entertainment.

Would those who oppose short term single family house rentals prefer the type of heavily lit, ill suited and poorly
designed hotels that have recently been built in West Marquette?  Would they deny their friends and neighbors
income from quietly run summer rentals?  I think not.

Rather Chocolay can take advantage of the UPs popularity as an outdoor lover's destination by accommodating
visitors in a way that will have a light impact on the land and preserve it's beauty for all to enjoy. 

Thank you very much for the opportunity to comment.

Kind regards,

Mary Tilson
3036 A Fulton Street
Berkeley CA 94705
Maryltilson@gmail.com



Sent from my iPhone



From: Rusty_harr@hotmail.com
To:
Subject: Message from directory page on Chocolay Township Web site
Date: Thursday, September 07, 2017 3:12:11 PM

You have received an e-mail message from the Township directory page.

Sender name:      Rusty Harris
Email address:    

Contact Number:  

Message:           Hi dale,

I have been informed that there is talk about banning short term rentals in you township. I would like to express my
concerns as a past renter, future renter and friend of a land owner in the township. Going to my friends cabin in
chocolate township is the highlight of every summer and it has many great memories for me and hopefully for my
kids as they get older. My friend rents his cabin out during the summer so he can afford to pay the property tax. I
fear that if you ban short time rentals we will not have this wonderful place to go and enjoy the best of what
Michigan has to offer. I fear this will greatly effect the local businesses as well as people will find other places to
rent homes in the Upper Peninsula. Thank you for taking the time to read this and I wish you luck in you future
decisions.

Rusty



From: wm_brumm
To:
Subject: Short term rentals
Date: Thursday, September 07, 2017 6:43:44 PM

Dear sir, 
I understand that there has been a group of people that wish that owners of property not be
able to rent it out to short term renters. We have rented Susan Rowes cabin on Lakewood lane
several times. It has been our best vacation ever. The UP is wonderful and it is great to be able
to enjoy the beach. She has a list of rules that we abide by and I have never heard of her
having a problem. Please reconsider  a vote against this. Thank you Liz Brumm Okemos Mi.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone



From: Karen Twyman and Richard Boyd
To:
Subject: Letter to Board about Short-term vacation rentals
Date: Thursday, September 07, 2017 12:11:57 PM
Attachments:

Dear Mr Throenle,

Thank you for allowing me to send this information for the Board Members to look at, as they consider whether to
restrict Short-term vacation rentals.

The first attachment is the letter. The second is the my own Guide to the Marquette Area that I send to all my
renters. The rest are a compilation of the reviews for our cabin on Trip Advisor, which captures, I think, just how
much the cabin has meant to our renters. The reviews give the perspective of the renters….whose viewpoint might
not otherwise be heard by the Board.

Thank you so much for passing these along to the Board Members.

Sincerely,

Karen Twyman



535 East Oakwood Drive, East Lansing, MI 48823 

September 6, 2017 

Dear Township Board Members, 

I am writing to address the issue of whether Chocolay Township should permit short-

term rentals of holiday cabins. 

I am writing as the owner of a cabin on Lake Superior that we rent out in the summer. We 

have done so for 4 of the 5 years that we have owned this home. My husband is a pastor 

and I am a nurse. We used retirement savings to buy the cabin in 2012, because we plan 

to retire to Marquette in a few more years. We bought the cabin knowing that it had been 

rented out for many years during the summer by the previous owner and that other cabins 

owned by our nearby neighbors had also been rented out by the week. We expected to 

pay for ongoing expenses with rental income….and that is what we have done. We pay 

Chocolay taxes (with no homestead exemption), insurance, maintenance and upkeep with 

the money that we earn through rentals. Every bit of the income is used for this purpose. 

So far we have not made any profit after these expenses have been subtracted from the 

rental income. Renting out the cabin is the only way that we can afford to own this 

property. 

We have been able to share this home with people from all around the state and from 

many other states, bringing families and couples to Chocolay Township to enjoy a 

vacation there and spend their vacation dollars. They eat at local restaurants and coffee 

shops, buy food at Cherry Market, visit the museums and buy souvenirs. I am enclosing 

the Guide to the Marquette Area that I send to every renter. We plough all of the money 

earned back into the local economy. We hire B&G Plumbing to open and close the cabin 

for the winter. This year we hired them to install a new water heater in July. We hired 

Superior Roofing to reroof the cabin in the spring. We hired Swick Heating to service our 

gas stove. We pay a local woman to clean the cabin between rentals. In October we are 

having Smith Excavating build a rock wall to shore up the receding dune in front of the 

cabin. Without the rental income we would never have been able to keep up with these 

expenses. 

We also rent our cabin because we love to share it with others. I wish I could show you 

the book that renters write comments in…..(it is at the cabin and not with us here in East 

Lansing). But I am printing out reviews left on Trip Advisor this year that might give you 

a sense of how special our place is and how much it is appreciated by those who come to 

stay there.  

Please don’t outlaw vacation rentals. You would be reducing the chances that families 

will come from down state and out of state to Chocolay Township. Many families cannot 

afford to stay for a week in a hotel and others will not make the trip if they cannot have 

the space that a house affords them. You would be denying these families the chance to 



experience a stay right on the Lake Superior shore. And you would be making homes 

along the lake affordable only for very rich people who do not need an additional source 

of income to help pay the cabin’s expenses. I highly doubt that the practice of renting out 

vacation homes would have any impact on the housing market in Chocolay Township, as 

in other places like San Francisco, CA. The season is so short that rentals will never be 

able to return on investment, sufficient to cover a mortgage and all the expenses. Rental 

income is merely a subsidy that makes owning a property on the lake possible for regular 

people. 

I talk on the phone with every respective renter…..to make sure that they will be suitable. 

As a result we have only had good people stay at our place. Our neighbors tell us that the 

families and couples that have stayed, who they sometimes meet on the beach, have been 

delightful and so happy with their vacation spot. There have been no parties, no 

fireworks, no complaints of noise. A couple of years ago I talked with Donald Bode 

(Township Assessor) about the issue of short-term vacation rental properties and he told 

me that he had checked with the Police Department to find out whether there had been 

complaints from the neighbors about renters. The Police Department reported that there 

were zero complaints on their books. If there is no evidence that renters cause 

disturbances to the neighbors then this would be another reason for not outlawing short 

term rentals. 

I collect Michigan Use Tax (6%) from all my renters and in this way contribute to the tax 

base of the state. I would be willing to collect local taxes if they were levied. I would be 

willing to be licensed and pay a license fee. I feel that there are so many benefits to 

allowing home owners the opportunity to invite paying renters into their homes….. for 

the owners (so that they can keep up their properties), for the local businesses that service 

these homes and others that capture the renters’ vacation dollars, for word of mouth 

recommendations that the renters take home with them (that the Marquette area is a 

wonderful place to visit), for the State of Michigan tax base, and for the families and 

couples who get the opportunity to stay in homes (rather than hotel rooms or tents) in one 

of the loveliest places in the country. Weigh these against the downside….lost income for 

hotels (would these families stay in a hotel?…..I doubt it), the coming and goings that 

neighbors might object to during the summer season. In my view, the benefits vastly 

outweigh the cons. I do hope you think so, too. 

Thank you so much for the opportunity to express my opinion about this important topic. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Twyman 



Our Guide to the Marquette Area. 

There is a great new museum....not too big....concise but really good......Marquette Regional History 
Center 145 W. Spring St, (906) 226-3571, Hours: M, Tu, Th, F 10:00–5:00, Wed 10:00–8:00 pm, Sa 
10:00–3:00. There are several other museums in town including The Marquette Maritime Museum, The 
UP Children’s Museum and the DeVos Art Museum, on NMU campus. The Michigan Iron Industry 
Museum in Negaunee, part of the Iron Ore Heritage Trail, is also worth a visit. 

Saturday Farmer's Market (9am–1 pm, 112 S. 3rd St)....is wonderful. It is a block south of Washington. 

The harbor area and park. Nearby is the Thill's Fish Market where you can get fresh Lake Superior 
white fish straight out of the lake.....it is great grilled or sautéed in some butter. 

In town, on Washington Street (a block from the Saturday Market) is Baby Cakes Cafe. My favorite 
place for a coffee, muffin, scone and fabulous home made soups. I also love their "5 Seed" and 
Cardamom bread and quiche. 

Marquette Food Coop.....a great place to buy veggies and fruit and prepared salads etc is located on 
the corner of 7th and Washington St. Two more great bakeries: Marquette Baking Company at 117 W. 
Baraga (next to Children’s Museum) and Huron Mountain Bakery at 1301 S. Front Street (just before 
the traffic circle on your Rt). Farmer Qs is on the opposite side of the street from Huron Mountain 
Bakery and is a great place for fruit and vegetables, much of it local or from downstate. 

The Peter White Public Library is fabulous. It won the National Medal for Museum and Library Services 
in 2010 (the nation’s highest honor). My favorite bookstore, anywhere, is in Marquette....Snowbound 
Books.....just a block north of Baby Cakes on 3rd Street. Third Street is a neat street with some art 
galleries, bagel store, antique shops etc if you keep going up the hill. The Library is a block east of 
Third on the corner of Ridge and Front.  

On the other side of Front Street from the Library is the Landmark Hotel...where you can either have 
tea overlooking Lake Superior or dinner on the top floor. A great place for breakfast or lunch is another 
Marquette institution...Donckers...a candy store, soda fountain and restaurant…also on Washington, a 
block from Third Street. If you like beer, The Ore Dock Brewing Company is a popular music venue and 
hangout on W. Spring Street. A wonderful new “gastro-pub”, The Marq, is at 113 W. Baraga St (906) 
273-2069. Fine seasonally driven menu…highly recommended. Another new restaurant is Sol Azteca 
at 105 E. Washington on the Harbor. We also like The Rice Paddy….more of a pit stop, on the way out
of town going north, at 1720 Presque Isle Ave, serving Thai food. The Vierling on 119 S. Front Street is 
a popular American restaurant (906-228-3533). Everyday Wines is a fabulous wine shop on W. Baraga. 

If you enjoy vintage movies, watch An Anatomy of Murder the James Stewart movie from 1959. The 
DVD is upstairs. The movie was shot in the area, mostly at the Marquette Co. Court House right next to 
the Farmers Market. If you watch the movie, visit the Court House, it is a splendid building. 

On the way into town from the cottage you will pass the Michigan Welcome Center, on the Rt a mile 
after you turn on to 41. That would be a good place to go for lots of other suggestions of places to visit. 

Just down the road from the cottage is Lakanenland, a unique opportunity for you to stroll through a 
sculpture park set on a former mine site, bedecked with gigantic and whimsical beasts and kinetic 
welded metal structures that arose from the fevered brain of a true American original artist and metal 
worker. It is free! 

And here are a few more. Just north of town Presque Isle Park is good to explore with easy hiking 
along the lake. You will find “Black Rocks” there…a cliff from which you are likely to see dozens of 
young people jumping into the Big Lake. About 5 miles north of Marquette on Big Bay Road (550) is 
Sugar Loaf Mountain. There are 2 trails about a mile long (one easier than the other) up to the top of 
this hill with spectacular views of the area. Really worth it if you are feeling energetic! A few more miles 
north  



will bring you to a couple of fabulous beaches with a trail between them "Little Presque Isle" and  
"Wetmore Landing". The Welcome Center will give you a map to help you find these if you are 
interested. They are special! Little Presque Isle has an island just off shore that you can wade out to. 

Going the other direction, about 25 miles from the cottage....is Pictured Rocks National Lake Shore 
…...just outside Munising. You can take a boat tour of the shoreline. Or you can explore from land 
....driving to Miner's Castle, Miner's Beach and Miner's Waterfall....a fantastic day out if the weather is 
good. Not too strenuous at all....but really special. A longer hike (10 miles) with unforgettable scenery 
takes you to Chapel Falls/Chapel Beach/Mosquito Beach around Grand Portal Point. Start early, this is 
an all day hike with leisurely stops. These are just 2 of the offerings. The Welcome Center will give you 
a good map....either in Marquette or at the one in the center of Munising. Pick up a picnic lunch from 
Falling Rock Cafe on the main road through the town on the right. Or stop and buy a UP pasty at 
Muldoons on the way into town on the left. Pasties are based on the British Cornish pasties introduced 
by Cornish (from the county of Cornwall) miners in the 1800's. A pastry pie with meat and carrots and 
onions inside...very hearty! Another lunch suggestion…Johnny Dogs, a hotdog establishment that has 
a 5 ½ star Urbanspoon rating, at 106 Lynn St. An amazing collection of sandwiches, yum, yum! 

There are many cycling trails. Information and maps are available at the cottage. You can access the 
48 mile Iron Ore Heritage Trail (which takes you all the way, off road into Marquette, Ishpeming and 
beyond) 2 miles west of the cottage. A video of the trail can be found at http://trailgenius.com/trail-genius-

map/iron-ore-heritage-trail-marquette-mi. You can rent bikes in town from several locations. I took my bike 
on the bus to Negaunee (picked it up behind Westwood Mall in Marquette: http://marq-
tran.com/routesschedules/ they depart hourly) and cycled back downhill to Marquette last fall…..a great 
ride. Stopped at Midtown Bakery and Café in Negaunee (317 Iron St) and bought a delicious sandwich. 
Negaunee also has excellent antique shopping. 

Grand Island is another spectacular place to explore. It is a short ferry ride from Munising. There is a 
mini-bus tour that we thoroughly enjoyed….a few miles along the one (rough) road, stopping at 
gorgeous beaches (30-40 minutes to explore at each of the stops). Or take a bike or just hike. 

The slow-moving, meandering AuTrain River offers an excellent four to six hour canoe trip through the 
Hiawatha National Forest. AuTrain River Canoe Rental is 20 miles east of the cottage, on the way to 
Munising. Tel: 906-892-8367.  

Bring binoculars if you have them. It is fun to watch the huge ore ships pass by....also there is a bald 
eagle nest up the beach towards Shot Point. We have made many eagle sightings. In the evening or 
early morning you will likely see a brood of 12 or so red breasted merganser ducks and a pair of loons. 

If you walk the beach, Michigan law, allows general access to all Great Lake beaches....just stay along 
the water's edge. The neighbor at the far end of the beach towards Shot Point has a No Trespass 
sign....but this is not legal...so ignore it. The eagle's nest (which is HUGE) is a little past this place. 

For general food shopping....there are tons of big box stores on the strip (Highway 41) that runs along 
the perimeter of Marquette. You will find more choice of foods and vegetables than at Cherry Creek 
IGA in Harvey. For downtown Marquette keep right at the round-about. If you want to shop on the strip 
you go round the round-about and follow the signs for 41 and Negaunee. In a mile you will see 
EconoFoods on the left (look up). Super One Foods is another couple of miles, followed by Target both 
on your right. 

There is no internet at the cottage. Cell phone service is good. 

Hope these suggestions contribute to a fabulous visit to our cottage. 
The following website has many other ideas: http://www.thingstodointheup.com/category/best-of-the-
upper-peninsula/ 

Updated  5/2017
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From: Michael Stadler
To: Mary Tilson; 
Subject: Re: Opposition to the proposed ban on short term rentals in Chocolay Township
Date: Friday, September 08, 2017 11:22:55 AM

I am in accord with Mary's note.

I can say that we have long planned to sell some other properties I own (both in Marquette &
nearby, now on the market) to finance part of building a residence on Lakewood Lane. Not
being wealthy, we had planned on the place being available for occasional rental to friends,
family and others, responsible adults who can afford rates that suggest that they will be good,
although temporary, neighbors.

As this limitation is in effect a constraint of trade, is a lower tax rate for seasonal, irregular
occupants being considered? By that I mean if we for now can realistically only occupy the
place 6-8 weeks a year, we don't impact Chocolay infrastructures as much as year-round
residents, so might there be a tax reduction to reflect this reality? Maybe we should instead
rent an RV when we're there, park it on the land and just keep most of our tax money?

Speaking of tax bases, how does reducing the number of tourists buying from area businesses
help fill the Chocolay coffers? It seems that lower sales of goods and services won't build the
bank. (Fun fact: Many people prefer actual living quarters to cheesy hotel/motels.)

Of course, if we are unable to defray the costs of building through intermittent rentals, we'd
likely be forced to build a minimal, low-cost structure - or none - that generates less tax
revenue as well. The insurance on that lower value structure won't provide as lucrative a
policy premium to a local agent either. Also local building contractors and other experts won't
reap as much profit. And I suppose we wouldn't need to hire a property manager to maintain
the place in our absence. Is job destruction and tax revenue elimination in deference to
NIMBYism a laudable goal?

Perhaps I / we should ask what the thinking is behind this push to restrict property owners' use
of their belongings? Or is it just because you hear about it in enormous cities and are being
proactive against the day when Harvey's population exceeds a half million people? This seems
an unlikely eventuality.

All this said, this restrictive policy under discussion is not in my estimation a very good idea at
all. I do hope this proposal is to be viewed through more accurate lenses than those of the few
people who value things more highly as they are denied others.

Thank you.

Michael Stadler
3890 Primrose Ave
Santa Rosa, CA 95407

From: Mary Tilson

To:

Cc: Mike Stadler



Sent: Wednesday, September 6, 2017 9:36 PM

Subject: Opposition to the proposed ban on short term rentals in Chocolay Township

Dear Mr. Throenle, 

I am writing to oppose the proposed ban on short term rentals in Chocolay Township. 

As a former resident of Marquette, I have deep roots in the area.  I had to leave in

1981 when the mines closed and unemployment skyrocketed to 25%. 

My family and I rent a cabin every summer just a few lots away from the end of

Lakewood Lane, off of Highway 28.  We've been going there since the late 1980's.  I

am also the co-owner with Michael Stadler (born and raised in MQT) of unimproved

land on Lakewood Lane.  We've owned the land since 1983. We are planning on

building our own small year-round house in 2018 so that we can spend as much time

as possible there.  However, The only way for us to be able to finance our home is

through short term rentals. 

I live in the San Francisco Bay Area.  While the issue of short term rentals is hotly

debated here, it is because of a severe housing shortage.  Short term rentals can

remove needed full time rentals off the market.  Still, they are allowed with a modicum

of local city requirements such as registration and the payment of occupancy taxes.  

The type of housing crisis experienced in the Bay Area does not seem to be as acute

in the UP. 

The Upper Peninsula has been "discovered" by mainstream media such as the New

York  Times.  Tourism is up and there is continued growth of the tourism economy in

Marquette.  This growth is providing jobs and tax revenue for the city. While tourism

and waterfront development may understandably be distressing to local residents,

one would suppose that it is far preferable to the 20 story pile of coal that once graced

the lower harbor.  Tourism (when planned well) is a source of  "clean" and reliable

employment. 

Outside of Marquette, the short term rentals in Chocolay provide a peaceful and

authentic experience for people like me who love the area and come to enjoy the

outdoors.  The rentals I am aware of will never be available for full time tenants. 

Many are rented in the summer only. These provide much needed income for local

residents and they enhance the economy as visitors spend money on food, gas, and

entertainment.

Would those who oppose short term single family house rentals prefer the type of

heavily lit, ill suited and poorly designed hotels that have recently been built in West

Marquette?  Would they deny their friends and neighbors income from quietly run

summer rentals?  I think not. 

Rather Chocolay can take advantage of the UPs popularity as an outdoor lover's

destination by accommodating visitors in a way that will have a light impact on the

land and preserve it's beauty for all to enjoy.  



Thank you very much for the opportunity to comment. 

Kind regards, 

Mary Tilson

3036 A Fulton Street

Berkeley CA 94705

 

Sent from my iPhone



From: Bill Karas
To:
Subject: Planning Commission Agenda Materials Request
Date: Wednesday, September 13, 2017 9:45:07 AM
Attachments: 2017 Chocolay Planning Commision Letter.pdf

Dale,

Please include our two attached letters in the agenda packet you send out prior to the next
Chocolay Township Planning Commission meeting.

Thank you.

Bill Karas

195 Lakewood Lane




Date: Tuesday, September 13, 2017 


To:  The Chocolay Township Planning Commission: 


Tom Mahaney, Chair 


Eric Meister, Vice Chair 


Donna Mullen Campbell, Secretary 


Andy Smith, Vice Secretary 


Jon Kangas, Member 


Kendell Milton, Member 


Judy White, Member 


 


Re:  Lakewood Lane Short Term Renters 


 


Dale Throenle, Planning Director, please include our two letters in the agenda packet you send out prior 


to the next Chocolay Township Planning Commission meeting. Thank you. 


Planning Commission Members, 


Attached to this letter you will find a copy of the letter we sent to the Chocolay Township Board dated 


September 11, 2017. Please read them at your next public Planning Commission meeting and place it in 


your meeting minutes for public review. 


We understand the Planning Commission as an advisory committee to the Township Board have been 


asked to make a recommendation to the Board in 3 months on short term rentals. Over the last 40 plus 


years we have watched the development of the Township grow and are thankful and proud to be property 


owners on Lakewood Lane. 


We recognize there are ordinances now in place to prevent short term rentals; however they are not 


being enforced. The commercial short term rental use of residential property should not be allowed.  


Long term renters become neighbors, respect property and people and can be held accountable. Weekly 


renters are there just to have fun. Unfortunately the fun includes extra guests, parties, loud music and 


noise that goes well into the night, pets who wonder and incessant fireworks. Because no one holds them 


accountable we cannot enjoy our property and it ruins our quality of life. 


We have paid property taxes twice a year every year since 1975. We are growing weary of those who are 


not respectful and infringe on our rights as property owners. Short term renters should not be allowed 


on Lakewood Lane lakeside.  


Please confirm you received this communication and let us know how we can help. We look forward to 


hearing from you. Thank you kindly for your time.  


Bill and Marsha Karas, property owners 


195 Lakewood Lane 


Marquette, MI 49855 


 


Cc: Committee for “No Short Term Rentals to be allowed on Lakewood Lane in Chocolay Township, 


Michigan” petition 


 


Attachment.  End. 







September 11, 2017 


Chocolay Township Board  


Charter Township of Chocolay  


5010 US 41 South  


Marquette, MI 49855  


 


Sent via e-mail to:  


Supervisor, Richard Bohjanen, Rbohjanen@chocolay.org 


Planner Zoning Administrator, Dale Throenle, Dthroenle@chocolay.org 


Copy shared with the Committee Members of “No Short Term Rentals to be allowed on Lakewood Lane in 


Chocolay Township, Michigan” petition. 


Dear Chocolay Township Board Members, 


Please read my letter at your upcoming Board meeting September 11, 2017 and place it into the meeting 


minutes as if I was there to provide public comment.  We are property owners at 195 Lakewood Lane, 


Marquette, MI with our permanent residence in Flushing MI. I am not able to be there for your meeting 


thus the request. 


My wife and I have owned our cabin since in 1975. We are located next to the Tee Pee’s (long term 


renters). We bought our cottage while going to NMU and working. I worked as a Bunny Bread semi driver 


and my wife a waitress at the Villa Capri. Once we graduated in 79’ we left the area for employment but 


wanted to remain connected to the area, so we rented our house out for over 30 years. One of our long 


term tenants was there 17 years, another 7 years and all others one to three years until we retired. All 


of our long term tenants were screened by a Marquette rental property management company, personal 


and professional references checked, signed a detailed lease with established policies and rules so not to 


be disruptive and infringe on others rights. We did not have one complaint on our long term renters from 


anyone in all those years. 


When we retired 8 years ago we started using it 3 months each summer and renting it out for 9 months. 


The same screening process with our long term tenants is still used today. The property owners to our 


west have rented their house out weekly for approximately 5 years. I am totally against short term 


renters. It is like living next to a motel. Please let me explain why. 


Short term renters do not respect other people or their property. They are there for a week or two and 


leave. Some never to be seen again. Others return the following year. They do whatever they want, when 


they want, and can be disruptive. No one monitors their actions or behavior. Prior to this time we 


experienced peace and quiet. Not now. 


One short term tenant blew off fireworks lake side (not on the 4th of July) until 1 a.m. in the morning. 


After the second night of fireworks, I walked over the next morning and politely ask him to please stop 


as it was illegal, disruptive, and scaring our two cats. I said I did not want to ruin is family’s vacation but 
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would file a complaint with the Police if it continued. He said he would stop. I thanked him. The next day 


my property stakes from a recent land survey by Van Neste Surveying Co. were bent over lake side. 


Vandalized. 


The next year the same people returned. The second night the fireworks started. Rather than go over, I 


called the Police. The Chocolay Township Police came and the fireworks stopped. I hated to waste the 


Township Police’s time because they are over worked and understaffed. But rather than cause an issue 


and have it escalate I thought it best to let someone else handle it. This has not been a one or two time 


occurrence. Fireworks have continued to be exploded illegally there in the summer with other short term 


renters. This can be attested to by other property owners in the area. 


Short term renter’s invite quests. Their loud voices and parties are disruptive to the serene environment 


we have grown to love and respect. I have considered putting up a 500’ privacy fence but know that 


would not solve the problem.  


My final point is safety. With people coming in weekly we never know who they are or of their 


background. Thus we have now started to lock the doors on our house, shed, vehicles, and installed 


motion flood lights on both ends of our cabin as a safety measure.  This is not how life is supposed to be 


lived in Chocolay Township. 


Lastly on long term rentals. I mentioned earlier, we live next to the TP’s. Their long term tenants range 


from one to five to fifteen years. The property has been cleaned up over the last year by Mr. Kyle 


O’Boyle, their new owner and are managed properly. We have no complaints with them. None. 


My wife and I signed the petition and hope the Chocolay Board will not allow short term rentals on the 


Lake Superior side of Lakewood Lane in our Township.  Further we request Chocolay Township Board to 


take the necessary actions to close down the short-term rentals that are operating on Lakewood Lane 


compromising resident’s quality of life.   


 


If you have questions please contact me. Thank you. 


Respectfully submitted, 


Bill Karas  


195 Lakewood Lane 


Marquette, MI 49855 


R: 810.732.3147    


 


End. 







Date: Tuesday, September 13, 2017 

To:  The Chocolay Township Planning Commission: 

Tom Mahaney, Chair 

Eric Meister, Vice Chair 

Donna Mullen Campbell, Secretary 

Andy Smith, Vice Secretary 

Jon Kangas, Member 

Kendell Milton, Member 

Judy White, Member 

 

Re:  Lakewood Lane Short Term Renters 

 

Dale Throenle, Planning Director, please include our two letters in the agenda packet you send out prior 

to the next Chocolay Township Planning Commission meeting. Thank you. 

Planning Commission Members, 

Attached to this letter you will find a copy of the letter we sent to the Chocolay Township Board dated 

September 11, 2017. Please read them at your next public Planning Commission meeting and place it in 

your meeting minutes for public review. 

We understand the Planning Commission as an advisory committee to the Township Board have been 

asked to make a recommendation to the Board in 3 months on short term rentals. Over the last 40 plus 

years we have watched the development of the Township grow and are thankful and proud to be property 

owners on Lakewood Lane. 

We recognize there are ordinances now in place to prevent short term rentals; however they are not 

being enforced. The commercial short term rental use of residential property should not be allowed.  

Long term renters become neighbors, respect property and people and can be held accountable. Weekly 

renters are there just to have fun. Unfortunately the fun includes extra guests, parties, loud music and 

noise that goes well into the night, pets who wonder and incessant fireworks. Because no one holds them 

accountable we cannot enjoy our property and it ruins our quality of life. 

We have paid property taxes twice a year every year since 1975. We are growing weary of those who are 

not respectful and infringe on our rights as property owners. Short term renters should not be allowed 

on Lakewood Lane lakeside.  

Please confirm you received this communication and let us know how we can help. We look forward to 

hearing from you. Thank you kindly for your time.  

Bill and Marsha Karas, property owners 

195 Lakewood Lane 

Marquette, MI 49855 

 

Cc: Committee for “No Short Term Rentals to be allowed on Lakewood Lane in Chocolay Township, 

Michigan” petition 

 

Attachment.  End. 



September 11, 2017 

Chocolay Township Board  

Charter Township of Chocolay  

5010 US 41 South  

Marquette, MI 49855  

 

Sent via e-mail to:  

Supervisor, Richard Bohjanen,  

Planner Zoning Administrator, Dale Throenle,  

Copy shared with the Committee Members of “No Short Term Rentals to be allowed on Lakewood Lane in 

Chocolay Township, Michigan” petition. 

Dear Chocolay Township Board Members, 

Please read my letter at your upcoming Board meeting September 11, 2017 and place it into the meeting 

minutes as if I was there to provide public comment.  We are property owners at 195 Lakewood Lane, 

Marquette, MI with our permanent residence in Flushing MI. I am not able to be there for your meeting 

thus the request. 

My wife and I have owned our cabin since in 1975. We are located next to the Tee Pee’s (long term 

renters). We bought our cottage while going to NMU and working. I worked as a Bunny Bread semi driver 

and my wife a waitress at the Villa Capri. Once we graduated in 79’ we left the area for employment but 

wanted to remain connected to the area, so we rented our house out for over 30 years. One of our long 

term tenants was there 17 years, another 7 years and all others one to three years until we retired. All 

of our long term tenants were screened by a Marquette rental property management company, personal 

and professional references checked, signed a detailed lease with established policies and rules so not to 

be disruptive and infringe on others rights. We did not have one complaint on our long term renters from 

anyone in all those years. 

When we retired 8 years ago we started using it 3 months each summer and renting it out for 9 months. 

The same screening process with our long term tenants is still used today. The property owners to our 

west have rented their house out weekly for approximately 5 years. I am totally against short term 

renters. It is like living next to a motel. Please let me explain why. 

Short term renters do not respect other people or their property. They are there for a week or two and 

leave. Some never to be seen again. Others return the following year. They do whatever they want, when 

they want, and can be disruptive. No one monitors their actions or behavior. Prior to this time we 

experienced peace and quiet. Not now. 

One short term tenant blew off fireworks lake side (not on the 4th of July) until 1 a.m. in the morning. 

After the second night of fireworks, I walked over the next morning and politely ask him to please stop 

as it was illegal, disruptive, and scaring our two cats. I said I did not want to ruin is family’s vacation but 



would file a complaint with the Police if it continued. He said he would stop. I thanked him. The next day 

my property stakes from a recent land survey by Van Neste Surveying Co. were bent over lake side. 

Vandalized. 

The next year the same people returned. The second night the fireworks started. Rather than go over, I 

called the Police. The Chocolay Township Police came and the fireworks stopped. I hated to waste the 

Township Police’s time because they are over worked and understaffed. But rather than cause an issue 

and have it escalate I thought it best to let someone else handle it. This has not been a one or two time 

occurrence. Fireworks have continued to be exploded illegally there in the summer with other short term 

renters. This can be attested to by other property owners in the area. 

Short term renter’s invite quests. Their loud voices and parties are disruptive to the serene environment 

we have grown to love and respect. I have considered putting up a 500’ privacy fence but know that 

would not solve the problem.  

My final point is safety. With people coming in weekly we never know who they are or of their 

background. Thus we have now started to lock the doors on our house, shed, vehicles, and installed 

motion flood lights on both ends of our cabin as a safety measure.  This is not how life is supposed to be 

lived in Chocolay Township. 

Lastly on long term rentals. I mentioned earlier, we live next to the TP’s. Their long term tenants range 

from one to five to fifteen years. The property has been cleaned up over the last year by Mr. Kyle 

O’Boyle, their new owner and are managed properly. We have no complaints with them. None. 

My wife and I signed the petition and hope the Chocolay Board will not allow short term rentals on the 

Lake Superior side of Lakewood Lane in our Township.  Further we request Chocolay Township Board to 

take the necessary actions to close down the short-term rentals that are operating on Lakewood Lane 

compromising resident’s quality of life.   

 

If you have questions please contact me. Thank you. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Bill Karas  

195 Lakewood Lane 

Marquette, MI 49855 

    

 

End. 



From: Steve Lawry
To: Dale Throenle
Subject: FW: 30 day minimum rentals
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 8:55:25 AM

For Planning Commission,
 

From: Marv DeMilio  
Sent: Wednesday, September 13, 2017 3:10 PM
To: 
Subject: 30 day minimum rentals
 
For: Chocolay Township Planning Commission
 
Until a women came to my door several weeks ago with a petition, I had not known Chocolay
Township had a limit on rentals. Now I found out  we don’t when it concerns private homes. I have
had clients rent out their homes along the lake for years. Because those houses were out toward
Shot Point and fairly isolated, I don’t think that was a problem. I was told that we had a 30 day
minimum for private home rentals, and the petition was meant to keep it so. I have some experience
in this regard I would like to share with the commission. My wife and I have owned a condo in
Orange Beach, Alabama, since 1992. We rented it during the summer and to her parents as snow
birds. At the time, our on site manager was finding renters for us. They were usually family members
or friends of other owners. That worked well because we could only make it there for 4-6 weeks a
year. The laws in the state changed all that. On site managers were made to have real estate licenses
to rent condos. We had to hire a management company, as did the other owners who were renting
out there units. That’s when the cliental of renters changed dramatically. It became obvious that if
we were going to keep the family atmosphere of our association intact, we had to make some
decisions. Hurricane Ivan beat us to that in 2004. Two billion dollars of damage in the area changed
many thing. It took us 10 months to get our condos back to normal. In that time we saw many
different kinds of people come and go because of the next storms in 2005, Katrina and Rita. We
finally decided as a group to limit rentals to no less than 30 days.
 
The associations on our left and right did not change their rules and are suffering for it now. On our
west, we had to build an eight foot fence on the property line into the channel  to prevent trespass
on our docks and pool areas. On our east, we had to enforce a no trespass rule by installing pretty
graphic signs explaining that our property was for our owners and guests. These neighbors are now
experiencing wild weekends, faster boats and jet skis (in no wake zones) and police presence many
weekends. We have experienced thefts from vehicles and other property, and as a result, we have
installed 16 security cameras and this year, hired a security company for each weekend of the
summer. We were the first association in the Orange Beach/Gulf Shores area to go to the 30 day
rule. It has spread as the word got out. Many new building don’t allow renter at all. We live in a
resort area where there are now 25,000 condo units, many of them designed to rent by owner or
management company. 200 units in a building is not unusual. I think sooner rather than later, our
neighboring condos will change their rules to at least 30 day minimum. They are losing original
owners who are fed up with the partying. The values of their associations are diminishing because of
the noise, lack of privacy and wear and tear on the facilities creating frequent special assessments.
 



I realize some of these thing may not happen here because of weekly or daily rentals on the beach
side of Lakewood Lane, but some will be unavoidable. I live next to a “camp” that’s owned by five
family members, some who have died and their shares inherited by relatives. We were best friends
with a few of these older folks and their families. Now we are friends with only one family from
Kingsford. Their kids played in our yard and grew up with ours. Now we have an eight foot stockade
fence between us so we can get some privacy. We don’t know most of the people that come in for
the summer. They bring different people with them every year. Fortunately, no one owns a boat or
jet ski. But that will change. I don’t think this family group will open up their camp to renters, but it
could happen. My experience is that weekend or short term renters come to area to blow off steam,
have fun, and create situations where police have to be called at all times day and night. Two doors
east of us on the beach, we have a neighbor with a rental, and he has the same renters come in
every summer. They are great. They respect other peoples’ property and privacy.  We respect theirs.
 
We have been on Lakewood Lane for 34 years. I like to look forward to increasing property values,
new families coming in to live there for the same reason we do. I know many of you on the
commission. You like your privacy. You like your home and probably your neighbors. Please
remember these things while you try to make some sense of our zoning language. Sincerely, Marv
DeMilio 443 Lakewood Lane 
 
 

Virus-free. 

 

http://www.avg.com/email-signature?utm_medium=email&utm_source=link&utm_campaign=sig-email&utm_content=emailclient


From: Susan Rowe
To:
Subject: In Support of Short Term Vacation Rental in Chocolay Township, Email #2
Date: Thursday, September 14, 2017 8:36:15 AM

Dear Mr. Throenle,

I wish to submit a second email with regard to the above-referenced topic. In this email, I will
address considerations not expressed in my email of August 30, 2017.

STR & vacation rental should not be banned in Chocolay Township for the following reasons:

1. Families who are able to produce income from short term rental will be able to retain their
historic "camps."

2. Property Owners in Chocolay Township who do not currently rent their properties on a
short term basis will retain the right to lease if they need the income should a downturn in the
economy occur (as it did in 2008).

3. Enforcement of a ban on STR is virtually impossible and sets up the Township for potential
embarrassing (or worse) situations. For instance, let’s say an extended family member uses a
family "camp" for the weekend. Will the township be alerted by a diligent neighbor & a
compliance letter sent? Will all guests of property owners now be considered suspicous?
Instead of increasing property taxes to cover the costs of STR ban enforcement, it is more
lucrative for the Township to regulate STRs and charge STR property owners a permit fee.

4. STRs have existed in Chocolay Township for decades. Most STR renters have a family
connection to the area & understand that should they violate basic courtesies while staying at a
property, they will not be allowed to return.

5. STRs are not really as big a problem as the anti-short term petitioners would have us
believe. Ordinances that currently apply to homeowners, or their guests, who abuse a peaceful
co-existence with their neighbors, can be applied to vacation renters. Homeowners everywhere
can report a neighbor’s guest(s) who abuse hospitality & basic courtesies. Additionally,
homeowners in Chocolay Township are capable of obnoxious abuses of their own property –
trash left unattended, too many toys & clutter on the beach, jet skies, parties & fireworks on
July 4.

6. There are reports that the individuals canvassing Lakewood Lane with the STR Ban Petition
have misrepresented the facts of the Petition’s purpose & goals. Some report receiving a
threatening email from the Petitioners. Some people who have been approached to sign the
Petition, felt harassed & coerced to do so. One lady signed the Petition, but regretted it
because she remembered her brother had enjoyed renting a cottage in Chocolay Township
recently.

Respectfully submitted,

Sue Rowe, Owner

Superior Beach House



Lakewood Lane

Harvey

　

　

　

　

　

　

　

　

　



From: Michael Stadler
To: Robert Glantz; Mary Tilson; Elaine Yoder; 
Subject: Fw: MORE EMAILS NEEDED TO UPHOLD VACATION RENTALS IN CHOCOLAY TOWNSHIP
Date: Thursday, September 14, 2017 11:38:45 AM

I sent this off to 70 people, most of whom are Marquette area people. Many are ex-patriots
who avail themselves of anything BUT hotels/motels. (I'm among them.)
Why do squeaky wheels get grease rather than getting replaced? If they squeak, there's
something worn-out about them.
Thanks for the heads-up. If this exclusionary and sumptuary ruling takes effect, I suppose
we'll have to spend our house sale proceeds elsewhere. (Sorry, local small businesses.)
Michael

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: Michael Stadler 

To: Michael Stadler  

Sent: Thursday, September 14, 2017 8:28 AM

Subject: Fw: MORE EMAILS NEEDED TO UPHOLD VACATION RENTALS IN CHOCOLAY TOWNSHIP

We're in the process of selling the Fisher Street house. Proceeds were to have gone to building
on Lakewood Lane's east end. Now? Maybe not!
Even if you have not to date rented a beach cottage on the shores of Lake Superior, you may
one day, so please send your thoughts and reactions to Dale Throenle at

 or deliver your message directly at the Chocolay Township office.
Thanks for taking a few minutes to read and react. Sorry for the mass email. As it will land in
several spam folders, I imagine, please do make the effort, hopefully on our behalf.
Mike



From: Nancy Montgomery
To:
Subject: Please keep short term rentals available
Date: Thursday, September 14, 2017 1:33:24 PM

Dear Mr. Throenle,

I was dismayed to hear that short term rentals in Chocolay County may not be available in the future. For years my
husband and I have loved our stays on Lakewood Lane. My husband has family in the area and we try to get up
there regularly for family reunions. It's a long trek from our home in CA, but worth it to see our family and enjoy the
beauty of Lake Superior and the U.P. Family also comes from the east coast and Indiana, and they also look for
rentals.

I know home owners there take pride in being able to share these homes with out-of-towners and out-of-staters.
Everyone we've dealt with has been so warm and welcoming. I'm surprised this income opportunity for them may be
removed. I hope there is another way to address concerns anyone has so that we may continue to enjoy the beautiful
U.P.

Thank you for taking the time to consider my views.

Sincerely,
Nancy Montgomery

Sent from my iPad



From: susan dohrman
To:
Subject: short term rentals
Date: Thursday, September 14, 2017 2:24:24 PM

This is the kind of crap I moved out of chocolay township because of. Why can people not
keep their noses in their own business?

Controlling micromanagers. 

But yet if the neighbors dogs are allowed to run loose and dig holes and crap in my yard, it is
my responsibility to catch the animal. 



Zoning Ordinance Definitions in Relation To Short Term Rentals 

ZONING ORDINANCE DEFINITIONS IN RELATION TO

SHORT TERM RENTALS – REVISIONS 

Bed & Breakfast 

Current 

Means a use that is subordinate to a single-family detached dwelling unit in which transient guests 
are provided sleeping rooms (not to exceed four (4) rooms) and a breakfast only, in return for 
payment; is the owner’s personal residence; is occupied by the owner at the time of rental; and, the 
length of stay of any guest is not to exceed 14 consecutive days and 30 days in one year.  

Proposed 

A use of a single-family dwelling unit in which guests are provided temporary sleeping rooms, meals, 
and related amenities in return for monetary payment to the owner. 

The dwelling unit is the owner’s personal residence, is occupied by the owner at the time of rental, 
and the owner does not provide more than six sleeping rooms for guests. 

Campground 

Current 

A parcel or tract of land under the control of any person wherein sites are offered for the use of the 
public or members of an organization either free of charge or for a fee, for the establishment of 
temporary living quarters consisting of any combination of three or more recreational vehicles, tents 
or other temporary habitable structures or sites. 

Proposed 

A tract of land under the control of a state-licensed owner or owner designee where the land is 
divided into sites offered for use by organizations or the public for the establishment of temporary 
living quarters consisting of any combination of three or more recreational vehicles, tents or other 
temporary habitable structures or sites. 

This tract of land can be offered for use either free of charge or for a fee. 
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 Zoning Ordinance Definitions in Relation To Short Term Rentals   

Dwelling, Multi-Family 

Current 

A structure containing two or more dwelling units designed for residential use, with or without 
separate kitchens or dining facilities, and conforming in all respects to the standards set forth in 
Section 6.3. These may include apartment houses, apartment hotels, rooming houses, boarding 
houses, fraternities, sororities, dormitories, row houses, townhouses, and similar housing types, but 
not including hotels, motels, hospitals, or nursing homes. 

Proposed 

A structure containing two or more dwelling units designed for residential use, with or without 
separate kitchens or dining facilities, without interior access to the other dwelling units, and 
conforming in all respects to the standards set forth in Section 6.3 of this ordinance. 

This definition does not include hotels, hospitals, or nursing homes. 

  

Dwelling, Single-Family 

Current 

A structure containing not more than one dwelling unit designed for residential use and conforming 
in all respects to the standards set forth in Section 6.3.  

Proposed 

A building designed for use as one dwelling unit. 

A single-family dwelling unit must meet all requirements described in Section 6.3 of this ordinance. 

  

Hotel 

Current 

Means a structure designed, used, or offered for residential occupancy for any period less than one 
month, including tourist homes, resorts and motels, but not including hospitals and nursing homes. 

Proposed 

A place of business that rents multiple rooms at the same location for temporary occupancy, and 
generally offers other amenities that may also be offered to the public (such as restaurants, pools, 
meeting rooms, and retail stores). 

The length of stay for the same guest is not limited to a set number of calendar days. 

This definition does not include bed and breakfast, short term rentals, hospitals, nursing homes, or 
group homes. 
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Recreational Unit 

Current 

Means a tent or vehicular type structure, primarily designed as temporary living quarters for 
recreational, camping or traveling use, which either has its own motive power or it is mounted on or 
drawn by another vehicle which is self powered. (Such unit shall not include a mobile home as 
defined herein.) 

Proposed 

A tent or vehicular type structure, primarily designed as temporary living quarters for recreational, 
camping or traveling use, which either has its own motive power or it is mounted on or drawn by 
another vehicle which is self-powered. 

This definition does not include single-wide or double-wide mobile homes. 

  

Recreational Structure 

Current 

Means a cabin, cottage, camp, hunting camp, mobile home or other similar structure used 
intermittently for recreational or vacation purposes and which is not a permanent place of domicile 
or residency. 

Proposed 

A permanent structure used intermittently for occupancy for recreation or vacation purposes and 
which is not a permanent place of domicile or residency. 

This definition does not include tents, hunting blinds, tree houses or trailers generally used for travel 
or camping. 

  

Resort 

Current 

Means any parcel or tract of land under the control of any person wherein buildings or building 
space are offered for the use of the public or members of an organization, either free of charge or 
for a fee, for temporary living quarters incident to recreational use for any period less than one 
month. 

Proposed 

A tract of land under the control of an owner or owner designee where one or more structures are 
offered for use of the public or members of an organization either free of charge or for a fee, for the 
establishment of temporary living quarters for any period less than one month. 

A resort has generally offers other amenities that may also be offered to the public (such as 
restaurants, pools, meeting rooms, and retail stores). 
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This definition does not include bed and breakfast, hotels, short term rentals, hospitals, group 
homes, and nursing homes. 
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Short Term Rental 

Current 

None 

Proposed 

A dwelling unit providing temporary accommodations for periods as short as one overnight stay. 

Such rentals must meet the established regulations for Short Term Rentals (section to be defined). 

Such rentals are not permitted in any zoning district if restricted by deeds or covenants. 

(define the timeframes) 

Additional Language for Consideration 

This definition does not include the use of campgrounds, hotels, transitional housing operated by a 
nonprofit entity, group homes such as nursing homes and adult foster-care homes, hospitals, or 
housing provided by a substance-abuse rehabilitation clinic, mental-health facility, or other health 
care related clinic 

This definition does not include housing units owned by a business entity and made available on a 
temporary basis to employees of that business entity or employees of a contractor working for that 
business entity. 

Staff comment for consideration how to deal with new trends of rentals and short-term stays (i.e., 
couch surfing) 

Consideration for other forms of rental / non-rental such as 
hostels 

  

Structure 

Means any constructed, erected, or placed material or combination of materials in or upon the 
ground, including, but not by way or limitation, buildings, mobile homes, radio towers, sheds, signs, 
and storage bins, but excluding fences, sidewalks, and paving on streets, driveways, parking areas, 
and patios excluding uncovered open porches not to exceed four feet above grade and not to 
encroach into the front yard setback by more than six feet in front of the single family dwelling. 

Proposed 

Placement of constructed, erected, or placed material or combination of materials in or upon the 
ground, including, but not by way or limitation – buildings, garages, mobile homes, pole barns, 
sheds, signs, and towers that will be in use more than six consecutive months. 

This definition does not include fences, sidewalks, paving on streets, driveways, and parking areas. 

This definition does not include patios and uncovered open porches or decks that do not exceed 
four feet above grade and do not encroach into the front yard setback by more than six feet in front 
of the dwelling unit. 
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Rural Character 

Current 

The rural character of Chocolay Township embodies a quality of life based upon traditional rural 
landscapes, activities, lifestyles, and aesthetic values. The measures of this quality of life and what 
future rural developments to look like can be found in the Comprehensive Master Plan. For 
purposes of this section, rural character shall also be defined to mean areas perceived as having a 
low density pattern of development, being generally void of man-made improvements such as city 
essential services and exhibiting open fields, farmlands or woodlands as common elements of the 
visual landscape. 

Proposed 

Remove as a definition, and incorporate as part of the introduction of the Zoning Ordinance. 
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July 10, 2017 

A Regular meeting of the Chocolay Township Board was held on Monday, July 10, 2017 at the 
Chocolay Township Hall, 5010 U S 41 South, Marquette, MI.  Supervisor Bohjanen called the 
Township Board meeting to order at 5:30 p.m.  

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE. 

TOWNSHIP BOARD. 
PRESENT: Richard Bohjanen, Max Engle, Ben Zyburt, David Lynch, Judy White, Don Rhein, Mark 
Maki. 

ABSENT: None. 

STAFF PRESENT: Steve Lawry, Suzanne Sundell, Gary Johnson, Lee Gould, Matt Perala. 

MINUTES –JUNE 12, 2017. 
White moved Lynch second to approve the minutes of the regular meeting of June 12, 2017 as 
presented. 
MOTION CARRIED. 

AGENDA ADDITIONS/DELETIONS. 
Lynch moved Zyburt second to approve the agenda with the addition of XV.G. Purchase of Wild 
Land Equipment with DNR Grant. 
MOTION CARRIED. 

PUBLIC COMMENT. 
Deborah Mulcahey, 633 Lakewood Lane –She is confused on how the Township Board minutes 
are taken. She specifically said paint lines for Pickle Ball on the old tennis courts, she talked about 
the general fund having excess funds and reducing taxes or returning the money to residents and 
zoning enforcement and none of that was in the June minutes. There was no indication of the 
Board discussion on zoning.  She questioned the purpose of the minutes if they do not accurately 
show what was stated.  She commented on zoning enforcement issues; including 557 Lakewood 
Lane, the Lakenenland sign, construction equipment across from Bayou Grill on Main Street, and 
failure to enforce short term rental problem.  She commented on the how the Planning Director 
report does not show real issues being dealt with, only percent of time utilized and his numbers 
do not add up. Historically, Kelly would report specific issues and how they were being addressed. 
The Township Board should support and encourage their employees to do their job. She is a big 
supporter of CUPPAD doing our zoning.  She feels that the Board does not care what she or other 
residents have to say. 

Tom Curry – Introduced himself as a candidate running for the Michigan House of Representatives 
for the 109th District.  He was not born in the U P but has lived here for the past 30 years and is 
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Township Supervisor of Limestone Township in Alger County.  Mr. Maki has been their Assessor 
for almost the entire time that he has been Supervisor.   
 
Jeff Glass – Spoke about incorrect language on his Micro Brewery request.   Supervisor Bohjanen 
stated that it can be corrected when the agenda item comes up tonight. 
 
PUBLIC HEARING-ALGER DELTA FRANCHISE. 
The public hearing was opened. 
 
Tom Harrell, CEO from Alger Delta Electric spoke to the Board on the background of the request 
for the Alger Delta franchise.  Alger Delta has been serving in Chocolay Township for many years 
and he was reviewing some documents recently and discovered that several franchise 
agreements had not been renewed in a timely manner.  Chocolay Township’s last franchise 
agreement was renewed in 1998. Alger Delta Electric’s law firm requested some language 
changes in the franchise agreement.  There was some concern that the language on getting 
attachments and some every day service hook up service would require permission from the 
Township.  That language has been resolved in the updated franchise agreement.  He is available 
for questions. 
 
There was no other public comment and the public hearing was closed. 
 
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE. 
White moved Rhein second that bills totaling $28,914.09 including checks numbered  
21839-21862 and bills totaling $12,096.41 including checks numbered 21863-21883 are approved 
for payment.  
MOTION CARRIED. 
 
PAYROLL. 
Lynch moved Zyburt second that payroll for June 15, 2017 for $31,741.61 including checks 
numbered 23982-24002 and 10491-10496 and ACH payments for Federal tax, State tax and MERS 
and for June 29, 2017 for $36,491.88 including checks numbered 24003-24043 and 10479-10502 
and ACH payments for Federal tax, State tax and MERS are approved for payment. 
MOTION CARRIED. 
 
FINANCIAL REPORT- MAY 2017. 
Zyburt moved Lynch second to approve the May 2017 financial reports. 
MOTION CARRIED. 
 
TREASURER’S REPORT- FUND WITHDRAWAL AND DEPOSIT REPORT. 
Treasurer Zyburt reported to the Board that we had three C/D’s mature; 100,000 CDARS, 150,000 
MBank, and 150,000 Miners Bank.  One was rolled over for 150,000 into First Bank for one year at 
.90% and three C/D’s into MBank for a total of 250,000 for 18 month duration at 1.3%.  The 
auditors asked for a separation on the brokerage C/D’s because the market value fluctuates 
monthly on that type of investment. 
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Engle moved Rhein second to accept the Treasurer’s report.  
MOTION CARRIED. 
 
PRESENTATIONS-FIRE DEPARTMENT SERVICES. 
Matt Perala, a Chocolay Township Volunteer Fire Fighter presented information to the Board on 
running a Medical First Responder Service, (non-transporting) through the Fire Department. This 
would be medical assistance until the ambulance arrives.  Calls would come from Central Dispatch 
and only the qualified emergency medical trained fire fighters would be paged.  Through the years 
our Fire Department has gone from just firefighting to also being equipped and trained for 
extrication.  The next trend for fire departments is to train and aid with medical services.  Almost 
every fire department on this side of the County has first responders.  Chocolay Firefighters are 
currently called to fires, car accidents, cardiac arrest and lift assist.  The major costs of adding first 
responder to the CTVFD are licensing, equipment, uniforms, training and payroll.  This would be a 
major asset to Chocolay Township. 
 
Trustee Maki asked about state licensing for the Volunteer Fire Department as a first step toward 
being a Medical First Responder. 
 
Manager Lawry indicated that the Board should give guidance to him as he prepares the FY2018 
budget.  
 
SUPERVISOR’S REPORT.  
The Supervisor will not be in town for the August meeting and the Clerk will open the meeting and 
the Board will then elect a chair for the meeting. 
 
SECOND READING OF ORDINANCE #64, ALGER DELTA ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE FRANCHISE. 
White moved Lynch seconded, that after reviewing the input from a public hearing and 
conducting two readings of proposed language that the Board adopt the attached draft of Alger 
Delta Electric Cooperative Franchise Ordinance #64 containing the provision for coordination of 
Township and Utility construction projects within shared rights-of-way and expiring in 2040 and 
that the Board file a motion with the Township Clerk to publish a notice of adoption in the local 
newspaper and on the Township website within fifteen days of adoption, and record the new 
ordinance in the Township Book of Ordinances within one week after publication. 
ROLL CALL. 
AYES: Maki, Rhein, White, Lynch, Zyburt, Engle, Bohjanen. 
NAYS: None. 
MOTION CARRIED 
 
MICRO BREWER LICENSE REQUEST – JEFF GLASS 
Lynch moved White second that the application from Jeffrey Morris Glass for the following 
license(s): Micro Brewer license to be located at: 2048 M-28 East, Marquette MI 49855 at Gitche 
Gumee RV Park be approved to make beer and sell on premises. 
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It is the consensus of this body that it recommends this application be considered for approval by 
the Michigan Liquor Control Commission. 
ROLL CALL. 
AYES: Maki, Rhein, White, Lynch, Zyburt, Engle, Bohjanen. 
NAYS: None. 
MOTION CARRIED. 
 
ZONING ENFORCEMENT DISCUSSION REQUESTED BY TRUSTEE MAKI. 
Trustee Maki commented that this goes back much longer than with hiring Dale.  We have had 
trouble hiring a zoning administrator with any experience; probably with the last two or three 
people.  There is no license for Planning and Zoning.  Recently the Planning Commission and 
Zoning Board of Appeals have had problems. The Planning Commission has had agenda problems 
because a site plan was not done on time and they had to have a special meeting.  They have not 
had the site plans reviewed to make sure they comply with the zoning before the meeting, which 
has caused a lot of discussion and concern.  The Zoning administration has become political.  The 
short term rental situation is confusing to some people.  Someone on Lakewood Lane had a 
contractor sign that was 18” by 12” and they received a letter from the Township about the sign, 
yet we have a billboard on the highway the Township is not doing anything about. 
 
Supervisor Bohjanen said that the progress is slow but the Planning Commission is looking at our 
Ordinances, finding out which ones need work.  There is a budget concept item on the agenda 
tonight looking at having an outside organization look at the ordinances that need changes and 
the Sign Ordinance is definitely one that needs modification. 
 
AUTHORIZATION TO EXECUTE CHARTER COMMUNICATIONS FRANCHISE AGREEMENT. 
Lynch moved Rhein second to authorize the Township Supervisor to execute the attached new 
ten-year franchise agreement with CC VIII Operating, a Delaware Limited Liability Corporation 
doing business as Charter Communications and continuing a 5% franchise fee and a 0% PEG fee.   
MOTION CARRIED. (1 Nay-White) 
 
2017 GENERAL FUND BUDGET AMENDMENT #2 TO REFLECT RECEIPT OF RAP GRANT FROM 
MICHIGAN MUNICIPAL RISK MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY. 
Zyburt moved Lynch seconded that Whereas, a budget was adopted by the Chocolay Township 
Board to govern the expenditures of anticipated general fund receipts within the township on 
October 5, 2016 for the next fiscal year, and Whereas, as a result of unanticipated changes in 
revenues and/or needed expenditures, it is necessary to modify the aforesaid budget between 
revenues and expenditures, Now Therefore, Be It Hereby Resolved, that the aforesaid budget be 
hereby modified as follows: 
 
EXPENDITURE                PREVIOUS                CHANGE               AMENDED 
                                          BUDGET                                                   BUDGET 
Police Department 
Capital Outlay   $8,400.00   $+746.25  $9,146.25  
101.305.715 
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REVENUE                           PREVIOUS                CHANGE               AMENDED 
Miscellaneous    $25,200.00  $+746.25  $25,946.25  
101.698                                     
ROLL CALL. 
AYES: Maki, Rhein, White, Lynch, Zyburt, Engle, Bohjanen. 
NAYS: None. 
MOTION CARRIED. 
 
2017 CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND BUDGET AMENDMENT #4 TO REFLECT RECEIPT OF  
MCOLES TRAINING FUNDS. 
Engle moved Zyburt second that Whereas, a budget was adopted by the Chocolay Township 
Board to govern the expenditures of anticipated capital improvements fund receipts within the 
township on October 5, 2016 for the next fiscal year, and Whereas, as a result of unanticipated 
changes in revenues and/or revenues and expenditures, Now Therefore, Be It Hereby Resolved, 
that the aforesaid budget be hereby modified as follows: 
 
EXPENDITURE         PREVIOUS          CHANGE           AMENDED 
Police Training              
Capital Outlay          $802.04       $422.75  $1,224.79  
401.306.957 
 
REVENUE                        PREVIOUS          CHANGE           AMENDED 
State of MI       
401.543                               $0                $422.75          $422.75      
ROLL CALL. 
AYES: Maki, Rhein, White, Lynch, Zyburt, Engle, Bohjanen. 
NAYS: None. 
MOTION CARRIED. 
 
2017 CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND BUDGET AMENDMENT #5 TO REFLECT RECEIPT OF 
KEWEENAW BAY INDIAN COMMUNITY 2% GAMING FUNDS. 
Engle moved Lynch second that Whereas, a budget was adopted by the Chocolay Township Board 
to govern the anticipated Capital Improvement Fund receipts within the Township on October 5th, 
2016 for fiscal year 2017, and Whereas, as a result of receipt of unanticipated revenue it is 
necessary to modify the aforesaid budget, Now Therefore, Be It Hereby Resolved, that the 
aforesaid budget be modified as follows: 
 
ACCOUNT                      PREVIOUS                     CHANGE                AMENDED 
         BUDGET     BUDGET 
REVENUE 
KBIC 2% Gaming Money 
401.000.582             $          0.00            +$  70,000.00  $  70,000.00                 
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EXPENDITURE  
Fire Department 
Land Improvements 
Ojibwa Water Reservoir 
401.340.002.972  $          0.00  +$  25,000.00  $  25,000.00 
 
Fire Dept. Vehicles 
401.340.981   $105,758.14  +$  20,000.00  $125,758.14 
 
Police Dept. Vehicles 
401.305.981.000  $110,242.27  +$  15,000.00  $125,242.27 
 
 
Streets 
Land Improvements 
401.440.972   $  27,707.04  +$    7,000.00  $  34,707.04 
 
Township Hall & Grounds 
Building Improvements  
401.265.976   $  13,500.55  +$    3,000.00  $  16,500.55 
 
A letter will be sent to the Superior Watershed Partnership informing them that the requested 
funds were not received. 
ROLL CALL. 
AYES: Maki, Rhein, White, Lynch, Zyburt, Engle, Bohjanen. 
NAYS: None. 
MOTION CARRIED. 
 
AUTHORIZATION TO REQUEST ROAD MILLAGE ON NOVEMBER 2017 BALLOT. 
Manager Lawry informed the Board that we have not yet obtained an engineering firm or 
developed an asset management plan on our roads and we are coming up on the deadline for 
ballot language for the November election.  If the Board wishes to seek approval on road millage 
this year, they will have to work with some preliminary estimates that he has put together.  The 
County Road Commission are almost at the end of their limit on issuing bonds, but  we may be 
able to bond elsewhere.  If we worked yearly off the millage as collected, we would not be able to 
address the real road issues.   We need to bond to do the road work all at once, and also do 
preventive maintenance.  We would need at minimum 1.5 mills, but realistically 1.7 or 1.75 is 
needed.   
 
Lynch moved Zyburt second to submit ballot language to County and State election authorities 
seeking to place a question on the November 2017 ballot in Chocolay Township in which voters 
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will be asked to approve a new property tax levy of up to 1.75 mills for up to 15 years to be used 
for the repair and maintenance of public roads within the Township.   
 
MOTION CARRIED.  (1 Nay-Rhein) 
 
BOARD INPUT ON 2018 BUDGET PREPARATION. 
Manager Lawry indicated that budget wish lists from the Fire Department included Medical First 
Response, the Police Department is looking at training and accreditation and an upgrade for their 
administrative assistant, Recreation Department would include adding to grant money, Manager 
Position going full time, Planning Commission is looking at Zoning Ordinance rewrite.  He would 
like to hear from the Board what their priorities are.   
 
Trustee Lynch said that staffing seems to be an important issue to be looked at. 
 
Trustee Rhein feels that EMS for the Fire Department is an important item to look at for the 
budget. 
 
Clerk Engle indicated that making the administrative assistant position in the front office part time 
is not working well right now.   
 
Supervisor Bohjanen feels that two budget items to look at are what type of benefit are we 
deriving from our membership in Community organizations and also technology implementation.   
 
Zyburt moved Rhein second to increase the fire department services to include Medical First 
Responders. 
MOTION CARRIED. 
 
White moved Rhein second to include a full time manager in the 2018 budget. 
MOTION CARRIED. (Nay-1 Maki). 
 
Rhein moved White second that the employee portion of payment toward health insurance in 
2018 be increased from 15% to 17.5%. 
MOTION CARRIED. (Nay-1 Maki). 
 
PURCHASE OF WILD LAND EQUIPMENT WITH DNR GRANT. 
Maki moved Rhein seconded authorizes the Fire Department to purchase wild land PPE from 
Pomasl Fire Equipment in the amount of $4,957 using capital improvements funds and Michigan 
DNR grant funds. 
ROLL CALL. 
AYES: Maki, Rhein, White, Lynch, Zyburt, Engle, Bohjanen. 
NAYS: None. 
MOTION CARRIED. 
 
PUBLIC COMMENT. 
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Deborah Mulcahey, 633 Lakewood – Accusations are not acceptable, Law suits Lakenenland, know 
your facts please.  Rumors are going around in the Township that Lakenenland does not pay taxes.  
She was accused by a Board member at this meeting that she is going after Lakenenland.  She sat 
through 3 years of discussion on the sign ordinance by the Planning Commission.  People don’t 
want zoning enforcement when it pertains to them.  The Board should commit to only spending 
Road millage money on Roads not like the Fire Hall Millage.  She asked the Board to think before 
they spend money on redoing the sign or zoning ordinance; do you want enforcement, do you 
want zoning? 
 
Mark Maki, 370 Karen Road- Two Board members have accused him of harassment, who have I 
been harassing?  Judy says I’m harassing Lakenenland.  Over the last 15 years, he has never heard 
a Board member or Planning Commission member say what about the zoning ordinance on this 
issue? 
 
INFORMATIONAL REPORTS AND COMMUNICATIONS. 

A. Minutes – Chocolay Township Planning Commission, Meeting of May 15th, 2017. 
 

B. Minutes – Marquette Area Wastewater Treatment Authority, Regular Meeting of May 
18th, 2017. 

 
C. Minutes – Marquette County Solid Waste Management Authority, Regular Meeting of 

May 17th, 2017 and Work Session of June 1st, 2017, Drafts. 
 

D. Minutes – US 41 Corridor Advisory Group, Regular Meetings of May 9th, 2017. 
 

E. Communication – Charter Communications Changes in Channel Line-up. 
 
Supervisor Bohjanen adjourned the meeting at 8:09 p.m. 
 
 
 
________________________    _________________________ 
Max Engle, Clerk     Richard Bohjanen, Supervisor 
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August 14, 2017 

A Regular meeting of the Chocolay Township Board was held on Monday, August 14, 2017 at the 
Chocolay Township Hall, 5010 U S 41 South, Marquette, MI.  Clerk Engle called the meeting to 
order at 5:30 p.m.  

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE. 

TOWNSHIP BOARD. 
PRESENT: Max Engle, Ben Zyburt, David Lynch, Judy White, Don Rhein, Mark Maki. 

ABSENT: Richard Bohjanen. 

STAFF PRESENT: Steve Lawry, Mary Sanders, Suzanne Sundell, Scott Jennings, Brad Johnson, Pat 
Beck. 

ELECTION OF PRESIDENT PROTEM. 
Zyburt moved Rhein second to appoint Trustee Lynch as President Pro Tem. 
MOTION CARRIED. 

MINUTES –JULY 10, 2017. 
Zyburt moved Rhein second to approve the minutes of the regular meeting of July 10, 2017 with 
the following changes - Zoning Enforcement Discussion by Trustee Maki – change line 8 to The 
short term rental situation is confusing to some people.  Board Input on 2018 budget – clarify the 
motion to state Rhein moved White second that the employee portion of payment toward health 
insurance be increased from 15% to 17.5%. 
MOTION CARRIED. 

AGENDA ADDITIONS/DELETIONS. 
Engle moved White second to approve the agenda as presented. 
MOTION CARRIED. 

PUBLIC COMMENT. 
Deborah Mulcahey, 633 Lakewood Lane – The July 10th minutes do not accurately reflect what 
Trustee White said about her.  The minutes say nothing about Trustee Whites comments of her 
harassing. In fact the document states me being harassing.  This needs to be clarified.  Trustee 
White has made comments about how she does not believe someone can tell her how to utilize 
her property.  How can the Board allow her to sit on the Planning Commission with that mind set? 
I love Lakenenland Park and send people there all the time.  My concern is with the trailer that is 
there and zoning ramifications.  How do you think people living in AF districts will like trailers with 
signs on them?  I want to talk about FOIA tonight.  This Township Board and staff need training 
with FOIA. Everything is FOIAble.  I have made many FOIA requests including zoning information 
that has not been properly handled.  Everything is FOIAble.  The Township is withholding 
assessing records from residents.  Years ago, the Township had a public computer that had 
assessment records on it.  The Township is required by law to allow those records to be inspected 
and copied.  The Township is failing to provide assessing records according to the General Tax Act 
and FOIA.  I don’t know how to get through to you unless I file a law suit, and I don’t want to do 
that.  The assessor’s license will be on the line when my complaint is made. 

George Meister, 394 County Road 480- Commented that GEI Consultants feels their price and 
qualifications are the best offered to the Township and it would keep people on the project who 
are homeowners in the Township. 

Dick Arnold, 312 County Road 545- The Township Board minutes said the Board is allowing the 
Zoning Administrator to negotiate solutions to ordinances of the Township. The Zoning Ordinance 
duties state that the Zoning Administrator shall have no power to vary or waive Ordinance 
requirements.  He has been trying to clean up his neighborhood and has had no response  from 
the Zoning Administrator.   

XII.E
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Earl Schuster, 244 S. Shag Lake Drive, Gwinn – Is a representative of the USA Pickle Ball 
Association in Marquette and Superior land Pickle Ball and we heard that Chocolay Township may 
have some recreation money to do some renovations in Chocolay.  We are hoping that Pickle Ball 
will be included.  Marquette City, Sands Township and Marquette Township all have Pickle Ball 
Courts. 
 
John Sutton, 138 Aspen Drive- Pickle Ball is now the sport for the aging population that used to 
play tennis and racquetball. 
 
Brenda Crothers, 196 Riverside Road – Is there any truth to the grant money possibly being sent 
back?  Manager Lawry stated that we do not have all the funds for our portion of the grant.  We 
must find the funds or return the grant.  She is very interested in a Pickle Ball Court in Chocolay. 
 
Marlene Fisher, 277 Lakewood - In 2010 her husband tried to get Pickle Ball going in Marquette.  
They started with one court in the summer in Marquette and one in Sands Township.  The Pickle 
Ball Players are willing to do work on the courts. 
 
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE. 
White moved Zyburt second that bills totaling $17,980.00 including checks numbered  
21884-21904 and bills totaling $13,910.40 including checks numbered 21905-21915 and bills 
totaling $17,622.25 including checks numbered 21916-21939 and bills totaling $38,488.53 
including checks numbered 21940-21971 are approved for payment.  
MOTION CARRIED. 
 
PAYROLL. 
Maki moved Engle second that payroll for July 13, 2017 for $41,504.49 including checks numbered 
24044-24087 and 10508-10513 and ACH payments for Federal tax, State tax and MERS and for 
July 27, 2017 for $35,983.84 including checks numbered 24088-24123 and 10514-10519 and ACH 
payments for Federal tax, State tax and MERS are approved for payment. 
MOTION CARRIED. 
 
TREASURER’S REPORT-  
Treasurer Zyburt reported to the Board that we had a $250,000 C/D mature from 1st of St. Ignace 
and it was reinvested with Northern Michigan Bank out of Petoskey for a rate of 1.74% maturing 
in May of 2020. 
 
White moved Rhein second to accept the Treasurer’s report.  
MOTION CARRIED. 
 
FUND WITHDRAWAL AND DEPOSIT REPORT. 
Rhein moved White second to accept the fund withdrawal and deposit report.  
 
FINANCIAL REPORT- JUNE 2017. 
Zyburt moved Maki second to approve the June 2017 financial reports. 
MOTION CARRIED. 
 
SUPERVISOR’S REPORT.  
None. 
 
APPROVAL OF NOVEMBER BALLOT LANGUAGE FOR ROAD MILLAGE. 
Trustee White suggested that we request only 1.5 mills for the road millage.  Clerk Engle stated 
that we are requesting up to 1.75 mills, and can change that amount to a lower millage if the 
engineering numbers come in lower.  Trustee Maki prefers not to go above what we collected for 
the fire millage which is 1.7 mills.   
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Maki moved, White second that 
 
WHEREAS, the Charter Township of Chocolay Board acknowledges the need to repair, improve 
and maintain local roads within Chocolay Township; and 
 
WHEREAS, the Charter Township of Chocolay Board has approved the development of a study and 
detailed plan to repair, improve and maintain local roads within Chocolay Township;   and 
 
WHEREAS, a previous road improvement millage commencing in 2008 expired in 2012; and 
 
WHEREAS, townships may provide for construction, improvement and maintenance of public 
roads and other public facilities pursuant to MCL 41.722(1), MCL 42.31, and other laws of the 
State of Michigan;  and 
WHEREAS, at a regularly scheduled meeting held on August 14, 2017, the Township Board 
entertained the motion to place on the November 7, 2017 ballot the question of whether  to  levy 
1.70  mills for the purpose of providing revenue  for  the  maintenance,  rehabilitation, repair,  
reconstruction  and improvement of public roads within the Township in compliance  with an 
asset management plan to be developed for the Township roads, for a period of fifteen (15) years  
from  2017  to  2031,  both inclusive; and  
WHEREAS, the Township Board has determined that placing the millage on the ballot at the 
November 7, 2017 election is in the best interests of the health, safety and welfare of the 
Township residents. 
 
THEREFORE, the Township Board of the Charter Township of Chocolay, Marquette County, 
Michigan, resolves as follows: 
 
The Township Board resolves to present to the electors of the Charter Township of Chocolay at 
the November 7, 2017 election a proposed increase of the amount of ad valorem taxes pursuant 
to the following ballot   language: 
 
Shall the Charter Township of Chocolay levy a new millage of up to 1.70 mills on real and personal 
property in the Township for up to fifteen (15) years from 2017 to 2031, both inclusive, to provide 
revenue for the maintenance, rehabilitation, repair, reconstruction and improvement of public 
roads within the Township in compliance with an asset management plan developed for said 
roads, which said 1.70 mills will raise an estimated $352,000 in the first year it is levied? 
YES or NO 
 
The Township Clerk is authorized and directed to promptly submit this Resolution along with the 
above ballot language to the County Clerk so that the millage proposal may be included on the 
November 7, 2017 election ballot. 
 
Any resolution inconsistent with this resolution is hereby rescinded. 
ROLL CALL. 
AYES:      Maki, Rhein, White, Lynch, Zyburt, Engle. 
NAYS:     None. 
ABSENT: Bohjanen. 
MOTION CARRIED. 
 
2017 CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND BUDGET AMENDMENT #6 TO REFLECT RECEIPT OF REBATE 
FROM FOX MOTORS ON REMOVAL OF EQUIPMENT FROM DAMAGED PATROL CAR. 
White moved Zyburt second that Whereas, a budget was adopted by the Chocolay Township 
Board to govern the anticipated Capital Improvement Fund receipts within the Township on 
October 5th, 2016 for fiscal year 2017, and Whereas, as a result of receipt of unanticipated 
revenue it is necessary to modify the aforesaid budget, Now Therefore, Be It Hereby Resolved, 
that the aforesaid budget be modified as follows: 
ACCOUNT                      PREVIOUS                     CHANGE                 AMENDED 
          BUDGET         BUDGET 
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REVENUE 
Miscellaneous 
401.000.698             $  22,233.00            +$     924.91   $  23,157.91                 

 

EXPENDITURE  
Police Dept. Vehicles 
401.305.981.000  $125,242.27  +$     924.91   $126,167.18 
ROLL CALL. 
AYES:      Maki, Rhein, White, Lynch, Zyburt, Engle. 
NAYS:     None. 
ABSENT: Bohjanen. 
MOTION CARRIED. 
 
AUTHORIZATION TO EXPEND CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND DOLLARS TO PURCHASE AND OUTFIT 
A NEW POLICE PATROL VEHICLE. 
Zyburt moved Engle second to approve the purchase of a 2018 patrol car for the Police 
Department.  Cost of the vehicle will not exceed $30,765.   Cost for transfer of equipment, 
graphics and pick-up costs for the new vehicle will not exceed $13,000 for a total amount not to 
exceed $43,765.  This will be paid from the 2017 Capital Improvement Fund, Account #401-305-
981 vehicles. 
ROLL CALL. 
AYES:      Maki, Rhein, White, Lynch, Zyburt, Engle. 
NAYS:     None. 
ABSENT: Bohjanen. 
MOTION CARRIED. 
 
2017 CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND BUDGET AMENDMENT #7 AND AUTHORIZATION TO 
PURCHASE MATERIALS FOR HOCKEY RINK DASHER BOARDS. 
Engle moved Maki seconded Whereas, a budget was adopted by the Chocolay Township Board to 
govern the anticipated Capital Improvement Fund receipts within the Township on October 5th, 
2016 for fiscal year 2017, and Whereas, as a result of receipt of unanticipated revenue it is 
necessary to modify the aforesaid budget, Now Therefore, Be It Hereby Resolved, that the 
aforesaid budget be modified as follows: 
ACCOUNT                      PREVIOUS                     CHANGE                AMENDED 
          BUDGET        BUDGET 

EXPENDITURE  
Capital Improvements Fund 
Recreation and Properties 
Land Improvements 
401.756.972   $60,703.55  -$  8,300.00  $52,403.55 
 
Capital Improvements Fund 
Recreation and Properties 
Equipment 
401.756.977   $19,127.57  +$  8,300.00  $27,427.57 
 
And that the Chocolay Township Board approves the expenditure of no more than $8,300  for the 
fiberglass reinforced panel (FRP) from Athletica Sports Systems and the screws needed to attach 
the panels. This will be purchased using funds from the Recreation and Properties Capital 
Improvement Fund 401.756.977.   
ROLL CALL. 
AYES:      Maki, Rhein, White, Lynch, Zyburt, Engle. 
NAYS:     None. 
ABSENT: Bohjanen. 
MOTION CARRIED. 
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AWARD A CONTRACT FOR ENGINEERING SERVICES TO DEVELOP AN ASSET MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM FOR SECONDARY ROADS WITHIN THE TOWNSHIP.   
Trustee Maki asked if all the Engineering firms meet all of our requirements.  Manager Lawry 
responded that basically all did meet the requirements.  The difference is the number of hours 
that would be put into the project.  One proposed 27 hours and one proposed 46 hours.  GEI 
mentioned that they would incorporate their results into the GIS system which is the system that 
we use at the Township.  The add on hours will be billed up to $1,500 and Trustee Maki 
questioned how we keep this on the low side.  Manager Lawry indicated that the additional is for 
meeting time and it will be on the lower side if we keep the meetings shorter. 
 
Zyburt moved Rhein second to retain the firm of GEI Municipal Engineering Services to prepare an 
asset management plan of public roads in Chocolay Township in accordance with the firm’s 
proposal dated August 1, 2017 and for a total cost not to exceed $5,500, to authorize the 
Township Clerk to sign a professional services agreement, as approved by the Township Attorney, 
for the work, and to authorize the expenditure of up to $5,500 from the Capital Improvement 
Fund to pay for such services. 
ROLL CALL. 
AYES:      Maki, Rhein, White, Lynch, Zyburt, Engle. 
NAYS:     None. 
ABSENT: Bohjanen. 
MOTION CARRIED. 
 
AWARD A CONTRACT FOR ENGINEERING SERVICES TO DEVELOP AN ASSET MANAGEMENT  
SYSTEM FOR THE TOWNSHIP SEWER COLLECTION SYSTEM. 
Trustee White asked how much is in our fund to cover this portion of the plan? Could the $29,000 
be better utilized by putting it toward the current pump stations? Manager Lawry replied that we 
have $80,000 set aside in this year’s budget.  Whatever we do not use this year can be rolled over 
into next year’s budget and we have to have an analysis before we can move forward with 
funding decisions.  Trustee White also asked if a special assessment district was planned for this 
work.  Manager Lawry replied that would be a board decision once we have the information 
whether to look for outside assistance or go in house. 
 
Trustee Maki asked if GEI had done similar projects in the area.  George Meister, GEI responded 
that yes they have 7 different SAW Grants in the Upper Peninsula. Trustee Maki asked if we have 
ever done anything like this with the sewer system.  Manager Lawry responded that unfortunately 
nothing has been done like this in the past and the system is forty+ years old.  Trustee Rhein 
commented that the timing is especially pertinent now with the possibility of the KBIC project 
utilizing our sewer system.  Manager Lawry also said that recently our flow has gone up 
dramatically and we are in the process of investigating what is happening to cause that. 
 
Engle moved Zyburt second to retain the firm of GEI Municipal Engineering Services to prepare an 
asset management plan for the Chocolay Township sanitary  sewer collection system in 
accordance with the firm’s proposal dated August 1, 2017 for a total lump sum cost of $29,632, 
including $2,000 for infrared and vibration analysis, to authorize the Township Clerk to sign a 
professional services agreement, as approved by the Township Attorney, for the work, and to pay 
for such services from the Wastewater Treatment Fund  operating budget. 
ROLL CALL. 
AYES:      Maki, Rhein, White, Lynch, Zyburt, Engle. 
NAYS:     None. 
ABSENT: Bohjanen. 
MOTION CARRIED. 
 
AWARD A CONTRACT FOR ENGINEERING SERVICES TO DESIGN A MULTI-USE PATH ON ORTMAN 
ROAD.  
Manager Lawry indicated that we are utilizing grant money for the engineering.  We will need 
additional funds to complete the project. 
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Trustee White questioned the price to design such a small path.  Manager Lawry responded that 
even though it is a small path there are surveys, legal documents and drainage ditch issues that 
make this problematic.  There are soil and safety issue also. 
 
Trustee Maki asked if we have contacted the school about this project.  Manager Lawry 
responded that we have, but since that time our Planner has changed and the school principal has 
changed at Cherry Creek. 
 
White moved Zyburt second to retain Payne & Dolan Incorporated to design a multi-use path 
connecting Cherry Creek Road to the entrance of Cherry Creek School, to assist the Township in 
identifying and applying for construction grant funds for the path in accordance with their 
proposal dated August 1, 2017 for a lump sum  price of $5,636 plus hourly compensation at rates 
specified in the proposal for required attendance at public meetings, to authorize the Township 
Clerk to sign a professional services agreement, as approved by the Township Attorney, for the 
work, and to authorize the expenditure of these funds from the Healthy Community – Cherry 
Creek Bike Project Account within the Township Capital Improvements Fund. 
ROLL CALL. 
AYES:      Maki, Lynch, Zyburt, Engle. 
NAYS:     Rhein, White. 
ABSENT: Bohjanen. 
MOTION CARRIED. 
 
AWARD A CONTRACT FOR ENGINEERING SERVICES TO DESIGN TENNIS COURT AREA 
IMPROVEMENTS AT SILVER CREEK RECREATION AREA.  
Manager Lawry indicated that we have received two grants toward this project and $1,000. in 
private funds, but the Township still does not have enough funds to complete our portion.  We 
cannot utilize State grant funds unless we follow the agreement exactly as laid out.  We are 
hoping that the paving company will explore many options and find one that we can afford. 
 
Maki moved White second  to retain Payne & Dolan Incorporated to provide engineering services 
for the redesign of the tennis court area at Silver Creek Recreation Area and for construction 
administration services on a project to implement the  new design in accordance with their 
proposal dated August 1, 2017 all for a lump sum price of $6,852, to authorize the Township Clerk 
to sign a professional services agreement, as approved by the Township Attorney, for the work, 
and to authorize the expenditure of these funds from the Silver Creek Tennis Court Project 
Account of the Capital Improvements Fund.   
ROLL CALL. 
AYES:      Maki, Rhein, White, Lynch, Zyburt, Engle. 
NAYS:     None. 
ABSENT: Bohjanen. 
MOTION CARRIED. 
 
REQUEST TO WAIVE USER FEE FOR FUNDRAISER AT BEAVER GROVE SOFTBALL FIELD. 
White moved Zyburt second to waive the $50.00 user fee for the evening of August 4, 2018. 
ROLL CALL. 
AYES:      Maki, Rhein, White, Lynch, Zyburt, Engle. 
NAYS:     None. 
ABSENT: Bohjanen. 
MOTION CARRIED. 
 
PUBLIC COMMENT. 
John Sutton, 138 Aspen Drive- Thanked the Board for approving the grant and supporting the 
citizens of the Township. 
 
George Meister, 394 County Road 480-  Thanked the Board for their support and also commented 
that there are surfaces available that will allow the Board to afford the Tennis Court project. 
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Trustee Lynch asked Manager Lawry to continue to copy the Board on responses to Trustee 
Maki’s questions. 
 
Trustee Maki commented on the Planning Commission minutes needing a correction on pages 9-
10.  That Tom Mahaney did not correct Mr. Maki, the correction was on the agenda. 
 
 INFORMATIONAL REPORTS AND COMMUNICATIONS. 

A. Minutes – Chocolay Township Planning Commission, Regular Meeting of June 19th, 
2017. 
 

B. Minutes – Marquette Area Wastewater Treatment Authority, Regular Meeting of June 
29th, 2017. 

 
C. Minutes – Marquette County Solid Waste Management Authority, Regular Meeting of 

June 21st, 2017. 
 
D. Minutes – US 41 Corridor Advisory Group, Regular Meetings of June 13th, 2017 and July 

11, 2017. 
 
E. Communication – Charter Communications Changes in Rates and Fees. 
 
F. Communication – Eastwood Nursing Center RE:  Marquette County Medical Care 

Facility. 
 
G. Communications – Mark Maki RE: Records Access and Zoning Questions. 

 
Zyburt moved Engle second to adjourn the meeting at 6:35 pm. 
MOTION CARRIED. 
 
 
 
________________________    _________________________ 
Max Engle, Clerk     Richard Bohjanen, Supervisor 
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